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CHAPTER 1. THE PROMISE OF SPACE PROCESSING 

Peculiarities of the Space Environment 

In the conceptual years of space flight it  was recognized that the orbital 

environment was in many ways different from that of Earth and that the design 

and construction of spacecraft to operate in this environment would be a formid- 

able challenge. The primary environmental factors that had to be considered 

were the vacuum of space, energetic radiation from the Sun and other sources, 

and the near absence of apparent gravitational effects. Of these factors, the 

long exposure to a virtually zero-gravity environment is  a truly unique situation 

that cannot be duplicated o r  even approximated for  any length of time on Earth. 

Low Gravity 

It is important to understand how the condition of weightlessness o r  

apparent lack of gravity develops. Newton's law of gravitation tells us that any 

two objects have a gravitational attraction for each other that is proportional to 

their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between 

their centers. A spacecraft orbiting at the Skylab altitude of 400 km is  only 

6 percent farther from the center of the Earth than it would be at the surface. 

From Newton's law, then, the gravitational attraction a t  that altitude is  only 

diminished by 12 percent from the surface value, and the spacecraft and all of 

its contents are  very much under the influence of Earth's gravity. The phenom- 

enon of weightlessness occurs because the spacecraft and its contents are  in a 

state of free fall. 



An orbiting vehicle is continuously falling toward the center of the Earth 

in the same manner as an object dropped from a great  height. The difference i s  

that the orbiting vehicle was given an initial velocity such that i t s  trajectory 

car r ies  it beyond the surface of the Earth before the gravitational acceleration 

.? 

can pull it to the ground a s  shown in Figure 1-1. Since the vehicle and every 

object in it a r e  being accelerated a t  the same rate  toward the center of the Earth, 

J 

the objects all fall together at the same speed. Therefore, they tend to remain 

motionless relative to one another and are said to be in a "weightlesstt o r  "zero- 

gravity" environment. As stated before, this description i s  misleading: the 

vehicle and all of i ts  contents a r e  very much under the influence of gravity. 

They a r e  only weightless relative to the reference frame moving with the vehicle. 

The physical basis for this argument is illustrated in Figure 1-2. It is important 

to recognize that the Einstein Principle of Equivalence tells u s  that pilysical 

behavior inside a system in free fall is identical to that inside a system far 

removed from gravitating matter (Figure 1-3). Therefore the term zero-g for 

a freely falling system is technically correct. 

A zero-gravity environment i s  an ideal situation that, in practice, can 

never be completely realized in an orbiting spacecraft. There a r e  a number of 

kinetic effects associated with an actual spacecraft that produce artificial gravity- 

like forces. Any unconstrained object in a spacecraft i s  actually in i t s  own orbit  

around the Earth. Only if this object is located a t  the center of mass of the 

spacecraft will it have exactly the same orbit. If the spacecraft is held in an 

inertial orientation; that is ,  constant orientation relative to the fixed s ta rs ,  





Fig~rre 1-2. 'The cquivalencc of free-fdl and weigh tlussness. ( A  man in  :In 
elcvntur suspcndcd by a ropc is in a 1% environment. IT hr drc~ps a coin, it 
wil l  accelcrntc to t h e  floor at the rate of 32 ft/scc2. If thc ropc brcaks, the 
entire systcm will  acceloratc at 32 ft/sec2. The min brliavcs in exactly thc 
samc mnnner ns b~forc,  but now0 the man secs it f lwt  in mid air. I~c lat ivu  to 
thc clcvntor it is ~vr.cightlcss, 



Figure 1-3. The Einstein principle of cquivdcncc. [Illustration of the Einstein 
principle of equivalence between a gravity field and an accelerated system. 
Consider n man in  a spaceship far enough removed from any gravitating mass to 
be truly in a zero gravity ficld, A coinwhen released will float just a s  i t  did in 
the elevator when the rope broke. If he fires his  rocket engine and accelerates 
at one-g the force is transmitted through the astronaut, to the coin and he feels 
the coin's weight. NOW if released the coil will hnvc  whatever velocity the sys- 
tem had when it was released, but since the system is accelerating relative to 
thc coin, the astronnut sees the coin accclcrate to the floor at the rate of 32 f t  / 

2 sec (1 g) . There is no experiment the astronaut can perform within his  system 
that can distinguish whether he is In a gravitational field or hie system is being 
accelerated. Conversely, therc is no physical differcncc between 3 state of free 
fall and thc complete absence of a grnvitatfnnd ficld. ] 



an object released motionless relative to the spacecraft at some distance from the 

center of mass along the flight path will have an identical orbit  shape a s  the parent 

spacecraft but will always either lead o r  lag the position of the system's center of 

mass. However, because of the inertial orientation of the spacecraft, the object 

will tend to move around the center of mass  during the course of an orbit, as may 

be seen in Figure 1-4. 

An object released motionless relative to the spacecraft at some distance 

from the center of mass along the radius vector will have a slightly different orbit. 

Since the velocity required to maintain a circular orbit varies inversely with the 

square root of the distance from the center of the Earth, this object will have a 

slight excess velocity which puts it into an elliptical orbit with a different period. 

This will cause the object to slowly drift away from the initial position a s  the space- 

craft moves around the Earth, as  may be seen in Figure 1-4. The accelerations r e -  

quired to continuously alter the trajectories of such objects in order  to keep them in 

the same relative position a re  on the order  of g (one ten-millionth of the Earth's 

gravity) for every meter of lateral displacement from the spacecraft center of mass.  

Similar disturbances result  in a spacecraft that maintains a fixed orientation 

relative to Earth. Now objects released n~otionless relative to the spacecraft, a s  

discussed previously, will have additional velocities imparted because of the rotation 

of the spacecraft. These additional velocities will modify the orbit  of the object, r e -  

sulting in the motions relative to the spacecraft illustrated in Figure 1-4. Again, the 

accelerations required to constrain an object in a fixed position relative to the space- 

craft  a re  approximately lo-? g for each meter away from the center of mass. 

The residual atmosphere even at orbital altitude exerts a slight drag 

force on the spacecraft and causes n small deceleration. A f ree  object inside 

1-6 
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the spacecraft i s  not subjected to this force and therefore has an apparent 

acceleration relative to the spacecraft. At Skylab altitude the force imparted 

to a spacecraft from this drag is approximately 0.001 Newton per  square meter, 

which i s  only a hundred-millionth of the atmospheric pressure a t  the Earth's 

surface. For Skylab, this atmospheric drag resulted in acceleration on the 

order  of lo* to 10" g. 

These accelerations represent the quiescent background associated with 

near-Earth orbital flight. Normal operations within a spacecraft produce addi- 

tional accelerations of a random nature called g-jitter which are on the order 

of lo-' to lo4 g. Fc r  example, an astronaut noLding his head w i l l  impart an 

acceleration of this magnitude to the spacecraft.* Accelerations resulting from 

astronauts moving from one location to another within the cabin a re  on the order 

of g to l o 4  g when they start and stop, depending of course on the inertia 

of the spacecraft and how hard they nush off and stop. All these extraneous 

accelerations must be considered in planning for space processing operations in 

space. For  example, if an object i s  to be suspended in a furnace for container- 

less  processing, there must be some force applied to it  to counteract the 

residual accelerations and prevent its impact with the furnace wall. 

Atmospheric Effects 

The composition of the residual atmosphere at Skylab altitudes is  quite 

different from the sea level atmosphere. Instead of having 78 percent. nitrogen 

* A 10 kg mass oscillating with an amplitude of 10 cm at 1 cycle/sec will 
impart an acceleration of 4 x 10'~ g to a 100 ton spacecraft. 



and 2 1  percent oxygen with traces of argon, carbon dioxide, etc. , the residual 

atmosphere consists predominantly of atomic oxygen. Nitrogen and helium are 

d 
the next most abundant species and constitute 5 to 20 percent of the residual 

atmosphere, depending on the amount of solar activity. The atmospheric density 

is less  than one-billionth that of the sea level atmosphere. A conse- 

quence of this low density at orbital altitudes i s  that the residual atmosphere 

plays a negligible role in thermal transport, either by convection o r  conduction. 

Thermal control of a spacecraft must be accomplished totally by radiation 

balance. The equilibrium temperature of the spacecraft is that temperature at 

which the heat lost in the form of imrared radiation i s  equal to the heat absorbed 

from the Sun, the radiant energy absorbed from the Earth, and the heat generated 

within the spacecraft. By an appropriate choice of thermal control coatings it i s  

not difficult to keep the temperature in the spacecraft interior in the range of 

comfort to human beings, i. e., 25 i 5OC. 

The atmospheric pressure at Skylab altitude is  approximately loo7 Torla,* 

Although this is not considered an ultrahigh vacuum, nonmetallic ~ a t e ~ i a l s  

present on the exterior of a spacecraft can liberate significant quantities of 

vapor in such an environment, These outgassing products consist of adsorbed 

gas and water vapor, plasticizers, unreacted monomers, and fragments of the 

polymeric materials, usually methyl sil~cones, that are commonly used for 

paints, binders, and adhesives. These molecules typically diffuse from their 

* A Torr  is the pressure required to support a column of mercury one millimeter 
in height. Sea level atmospheric pressure is  760 Torr. 
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origin to other regions of the spacecraft surface where they may redepoqt and 
e 

react under the influence of ultraviolet radiation from unfiltered s u n l i e t  to fosm 

films that can interfere with the optical and thermal control performance of a 

variety of components. 

To remain in a circular orbit at Skylab altitude, i t  is necehary  for a 

spacecraft to travel at a speed of approximately 7.8 kmbec.  Since t is is 
8 

r 
several times faster than the average speed of molecules in its vicinity, the 

spacecraft creates a bow wave and wake analogous to a boat moving in water. 
+ c 

The wake region in the shadow of the spacecraft is essentially devoid of material, 

The pressure on the surface of the spacecraft facing the direction of motion is 

increased to a value between loa and lo4 Torr by this effect, depending on 

altitude. An observer looking forward in the direction of motion would see a 

highly collimated monoenergetic molecular beam of mostl; atomic oxygen. The 

average velocity of the molecules impinging on the front surface of the space- 

waf t  corresponds to the average velocity of mclecules contained within a furnace 

operating at a temperature of 65, 000° K.* This high-temperature , chemically 

active beam may offer some unique experimental opportunities to study high- 

speed aerodynamics and lnolecular collision kinztics. 

If the observer looks aft into the wake of the spacecraft, most atmospheric 

molscules will be moving away from him, as may be seen in Figure 1-5, The 

only exceptions will be occassional light atoms such as  hydrogen o r  helium that 

* However, the heat transfer from these "hot" molecules is  negligible because 
of their relatively low density. 
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/ A t T R A  HIGH VACUUM REG ION 

0 DIRECTION OF MOTION 

Figure 1-5. Concept of a space vacuum facility, [ A  disc or  shield moving at 
orbital 6 ~ e e d  (7.85 krn/sec) creates a region of extremely high vacuum in its 
wake. 1.. s can be understood by considering that relative to the shield, all 
molecules have orbital speed added to the random thermal velocities. For  most 
heavier atmospheric molecules (0, X'S2, Q, etc.) , the orbital speed is much 
higher than their thermal speed, so virtually all such molecules continue to 
move in the direction of the wake (a).  Only the light molecules (H, He, Hz) 
occasionally have thermal speeds exceeding orbital speed and are able to enter 
the ultra high vacuum region (b). Outgoing molecules B from the high v;cwm 
region are  scattered away by collisions w ~ t h  the high speed residual atmespheric 
molecules A and cannot return. If mass B >> mass A, it is possible to scatter 
some A into the high vacuum region. ] 



have much higher than average velocity and can overiake the spacecraft. The 

flux of molecules incident on a surface oriented toward the wake direction is  

only lo6 to 10' per square centimeter per second, which is equivalent to a 

pressure of only 10-l4 to 10-l5 Torr. This is less  than one-quadrillionth of 

atmospheric pressure on Earth and is equal to o r  better than the vacuum obtained 

in the best ground-based facilities. By providing a clean shield whose surface 

has been specially prepared to minimize outgassing, one has an ultrahigh vacuum 

facility. This space vacuum "facility" has an additional advantage in that it can 

accept high heat loads which the ground facilities cannot because of their cryogenic 

walls. Also, the space vacuur? facility has virtually an infinite pumping cap- 

ability. Such a facility would be ideal for preparing ultraclean surfaces o r  for 

preparing ultrapure materials by high-temperature evaporation. 

Potential Advantages of Materials Processing in Space 

The potential for materials processing in space is only beginning to be 

explored. Undoubtedly, there are  many possibilities not yet recognized. 

Experiments thus far  have predominantly been designed to examine the results 

of eliminating effects of gravity-driven convection and sedimentation and were 

constrained in many ways by the requirement that they had to be designed to take 

ad~iintage of available flight opportunities. The exciting prospects of container- 

less melting and solidification and the use of the vacuum in the wake of a space- 

craft are only beginning to be considered. Thc beneficial advantages of pro- 

cessing in space are described in detail in the following sections. 



The Abacncc of Buoyancy-Driven Convection 

In the history of nlnterinls sciencc,  significant ~~dvnnccnrcnts  have bccn 

nradc whcn kttcar nlcans hnvc bcconle available to control p rocess  v a r i : ~ b l ~ s  

such as tenlperaturc, composition, and flows. The  weightless cnvironnlctlt of 

space offers  a new dinlension in p roccss  control, ac will be den1onstratc.d in the 

following part~grnphs.  

Convcctivc flow rcsu l t s  in virtu.dly every Enrth-based p rocess  involving 

fluids in which thc rc  art8 m ~ n v e r t i c d  t i ~ c r m n l  gradients, i.c., tcn~pcarature 

diffcrcnccs bctwccn two adjacent clcnlcnts of fluid. Bc~c:~usc prnc ic:dly d l  

fluids cxqx~nd when hcatcd, clvcn f f ~ c  sliglltcst tcnlpcraturc diffcrcncc. will cause 

the w w n l c r  elcnrcnt to k c o n r c  l c s s  dCnsc ( o r  marc dcnsc in ff1c f t ~ v  c a s c s  such 

:IS \vntc.r below 4°C where the. fluid contracts  \vhc~r \v:u.nrcd). In n gravity ticld, 

thc  l c s s  dense fluid clement will wcigh l c s s  ; u ~ d  will thcrefc)rc be disp1:lccd by 

thc henvicr fluid. This  resu l t s  in a c i r c d s t i o n  or ccjnvcctivc flow ( ~ i p 1 1 - c  1-ti). 

.i\ second typc ot  convcction, rckfcrrcd to :IS unstablc convection. r csu l t s  \vllc~ncvcr 

;I more dcnsc fluid fillds itself abovc a l c s s  cknsc tli~id. This h:1ppcns oftcn in 

thc t  ntmosphcvc since a i r  i s  rel:~tivcly tranhpnrcnt to so la r  radiation and thcrc- 

forc most he:~ting tnkcs place ncxr tllc ground. Such 1111 uustoblc situation c:ln be 

n ~ a i n t n i n ~ d  providcd thc buoyant forccts driving tllc- flo\v :wet smal l  cnn~p:lrcd to 

the viscous !,)rcc.s opposing i t  s o  that a11 clcnic~nt tllnt s t a r t s  to rise. has t inw to 

cquilibratck wit11 i ts  surroundings. Aftw :I cer ta in  cr i t ica l  density grndivnt is 

rcnchcd, the clcnrcnt r i s e s  too fast  to nlaintnin this equilibrium, and s p ~ n -  

tanc~ous flow r c s ~ ~ l t s ,  usually in tlic for111 of cctlls o r  vortex rol ls  wliich gcnc>r:dly 
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cause more mixing than the conventional convection discussed previously. This  

may be seen in Figure 1-7. 

Similar convective flows may also be produced by compositional differ- 

ences. The density of a liquid depends on the amount of dissolved material  in 

it ( for  example, adding sal t  t water increases i ts  density). Therefore, if 

there a r e  concentration gradients in the liquid, i.e., if regions exist with 

different amounts of dissolved material, the different densities will result  in 

buoyancy forces which will drive a convective flow just as in the case of tem- 

perature gradients. A graphic example of this can be seen in Figure 1-8. A 

crystal is being grown by the solution method. As the solute is incorporated into 

the growing crystal, the depleted solvent becomes lighter and rises in a plume 

above the crystal. The photograph was taken by the Schleiren technique whic . 

highlights changes in the density of the liquid. 

Convective flow is not necessarily undesirable. In many processes it is 

used to advantage to produce needed mixing o r  homogenization. It does, however, 

often complicate the process and makes it drfficult (if not impossible) to predict 

accurately and control precisely the process parameters. The weightless 

environment can be exploited effectively to eliminate the driving force for con- 

vective flows that a r i se  in molten metals, liquids, and gases because of density 

differences. Diffusion becomes the predominant mechanism for thermal and 

mass  transport. Since diffusion processes can be accurately predicted mathc- 

matically, they a re  subject to much more precise mcasuremcnt and control. 

F o r  example, if the boundary values of temperatiire a r e  known in a convectionless 







system, the thermal field is everywhere determined. Many processes do not 

require this precision of control, but in some i t  i s  crucial. 

The virtual elimination of gravity-driven convection may have a number 

of important applications in controlling interface kinetics and dopant distribution 

in crystal growth, providing high thermal gradient to growth rate conditions for 

directional solidification, for studying the mechanisms responsible for macro and 

microsegregation in castings, for preventing unwanted mixing in electrokinetic 

separation techniques, and for studying a variety of fluid dynamic effects that 

a re  often masked o r  overwhelmed by gravity-driven flows. A more detailed 

description of some of the applications i s  given in Chapter 7. 

The effects of convection can be minimized but not entirely eliminated 

in processes carried out on Earth by a number of strategems. In some systems 

i t  is possible to arrange things so that the hot region i s  above the cold.region 

when it is  desirable to avoid convective mixing. This is why directional solidifica- 

tion is carried out with solidification interface below the melt. However, in some 

systems, the segregation at the interface is  such that a less  dense composition 

is  formed in the fluid above the interface. Figure 1-9 shows convective cells 

rising from such a system. Even without this complication, it i s  virtually 

impossible to avoid radial thermal gradient because of wall effects. Such 

gradients wi l l  producc an inlmediate flow, no matter how small they mav be. 

The velocities of these flows, of coursc, a rc  correspondingly less  a s  the gradients 

are  reduccd. 



Figure 1-9. Schlicrcn photngr:tph of t h e  convection cells caused 
by solutal convcctinu. 1-12 tr:tnsp:u.cnt metal-model material 
(NSI,C)H + HzO) is bcing djrcct ionnlly solidified by cooling the 
bottom of thc cuircttu. .As thc X,?I,IW solidifies, H 2 0  ia rejected 
at the interface (dnrl; r e ~ i o n  at  tl~c br)ttr,m). Since H20 is less 
dense than the  XkI40I1 s t b l ~ ~ t  ion, c~nvrctj\~c ccIIs rise even though 
the thermal gmdi  cnt twuild pr rvent thermally driven convection. 
These cells easily sciw by tllc scld icrcn technique which 
responds to cbxngcs in indcx o f  rcfr;ictinn and diffracted light 
from the edges of thc nj~p;u.attrs. j: 



A dimensionless parameter called the Grashof number, which is the 

ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces, characterizes convective flow. The number 

is given by 

where p i s  the coefficient of expansion, g is the acceleration of gravity, P i s  

the characteristic dimension, AT is  the temperature variation, and p is the 

fluid kinematic viscosity. Two quite different systems will have the same scale 

convective flow if their Grashof numbers a re  the same. The actual flow 

velocity is given by d ~ r  p / P  . 
As an illustration of this, one might simulate a microgravity 10- g 

convective field by altering the other parameters in a one-g field to give the 

same Grashof number. One could do this by making all the dimensions 100 times 

smaller, o r  by finding a fluid that i s  1000 times more viscous, o r  by reducing 

the temperature variations by lo6. Needless to say, this is not always practical; 

however, the application of strong magnetic fields to conductive melts effectively 

increases the viscosity and has been successful in reducing thermal convection 

in a number of processes. 

It is important to recognize that simply setting g equal to a low value in 

the Grashof number does not really describe the situation in orbit. The higher 

accelerations from internal motions do not represent a net impulse since each 

acceleration is  offset by an equal and opposite acceleration a short time later. 

Thruster firings represent net momentum changes, but they are of short duration 



and, therefore, do not drive sustained flows, Only the very low accelerations 

resulting from drag o r  from the kinetic reactions associated with the slightly 

different Keplerian orbits can produce sustained flows, and these tend to 

average to zero over the orbit. The behavior of fluids under these circum- 

stances is not completely understood and was the subject of investigation in some 

of the early flight experiments. 

The Absence of Sedimentation and Buoyancy 

When a particle (such as  a solid, a gas bubble, o r  a droplet of an 

immiscible liquid) is immersed in a fluid, it is subjected to a buoyancy force 

given by the product of the volume of the particle, the acceleration of gravity, 

and the difference in density between the particle and the suspending fluid. This 

force produces an acceleration which causes the particle to r i se  o r  settle, 

depending on the sign of the density difference term. This motion is opposed by 

the drag force, which for small velocities can be shown to be proportional to the 

linear dimension of the particle, the viscosity of the medium, and the velocity, 

F o r  a sphere, the drag force is given by the Stokes formula, 

FD = 6 n a q  v 

where a is the radius of the sphere, q is the viscosity, and v is the velocity. 

The particle will quickly reach a velocity determined by equating the drag 

force to the buoyancy force, which for a sphere is given by 



For  aqueous solutions, the viscosity q - log2 gm cm4 sec4, and the 

Stokes velocity is on the order of 

v (cm/sec) - 10' a2 (cm) 

in Earth's gravity, For particles with sizes in the tens of microns, the Stokes 

velocity is - 10'~ cm/sec, and they have settling times of tens of minutes, For 

micrc.1 size particles, the settling times become tens of hours. As the particles 

approach micron sizes, the gravitation4 potential energy approaches the thermal 

energy of the molecules in the liquid. This means that the random molecular 

collisions pioduce forces that a re  comparable to the buoyant forces, and the 

particles tend to be kept in suspension by these random velocities o r  Brownian 

motion. 

Therefore, in Earth's gravity it is possible to maintain a stable suspen- 

sion of particles only if they are  smaller than - 1 micron size. In a low-g 

environment, it should be possible to maintain a suspension of much larger 

particles. This can be both an advantage and a disadvantage. For  example it 

should be possible to investigate processes involving suspensions, such a s  

chemical fining of glasses, preparation of unique foams, floculation processes, 

Ostwald ripening, polymerization processes, preparation of immiscible alloys, 

etc. On the other hand, many of the convenient separations provided by buoyancy 

that we tend to take for granted on Earth, such as  the removal of unwanted 

bubbles, will not occur in low-g; and attention must be given to alternative tech- 

niques for accomplishing these important separations, 



The absence of sedimentation can be only pu-lvly simulated on the ground. 

Gentle stirring can be used to maintain a suspension provided the Stokes velocity 

is not too high. However, the flows involved often produce other unwanted effects 

such arr coagulation that limits its usefulness. It is also possible to slowly rotate 

a container so  that particles that tend to settle are carried by the viscous forces 

in the rotating fluid and the "g-vector" effectively rotates around the particle, 

thereby averaging to zero. The limiting factor in this process is 

the centrifugal force which causes more dense particles to slowly drift to the 

perimeter and less  dense particles to drift to the center. 

Absence of Hvdrostatic Pressure 

Strictly speaking, it is the lack of hydrostatic pressure that accounts for 

the absence of buoyant forces which result in the elimination of natural convec- 

tion and sedimentation discussed previously. Another aspect of the lack of 

hydrostatic pressure is  the eliminafion of the tendency for a liquid o r  solid to 

deform under its own weight. This means that liquids will take a shape that tends 

to minimize surface energy. Menisci formed from between gas-liquid-solid o r  

liquid-liquid-solid interfaces will be determined solely by surface tension without 

hydrostatic distortion. This permits a more detailed investigation of a number 

of wetting and spreading phenomena, particularly such effects a s  contact angle 

l~ysteresis  and moving interfaces. Other studies that can be aided by the lack of 

hydrostatic pressure include critical point phase trarsitions, the shape and 

stability of liquid bridges o r  floating zones, the coalescence of viscous droplets, 

etc. 

1-23 



Normally the gravitation contribution plays a negligible role in molecular 

interactions. The one exception is near a phase transition critical point. As 

such a critical point is approached, the ensemble of molecules that are involved 

in thermal fluctuation a re  so large that the difference in g ra~ i t a t io~ la l  potential 

over the ensemble becomes significant and the factors affecting the transition 

become dependent on gravity in a way that is not well understc~ad. ' . , * e rmore ,  

the times required to approach equilibrium a re  long, generally on L; ',--r of 

hours. Therefore, such experiments a r e  very logical candidates to be performed 

in a weightless environment. 

The ability to form stable floating zones that a re  considerably larger in 

length and diameter than is possible on Earth permits a detailed study of this 

important crystal growth method. Of particular interest is the problem of 

Marangoni convection which is introduced by the fact that surface tension is 

dependent on temperature. Since a thermal gradient is required in the molten 

zone, a flow will result from the region of low surface tension to the region of 

high surface tension. The introduction of a surface contaminant such as an oxide 

layer o r  a liquid encapsulmt will dramatically alter the surface tension and may 

be useful in controlling such flows. Float zone growth and refining is  an import- 

ant technique used on Earth. I t  i s  limited to materials and size configurations for 

which the surface tension is large enough to contain the liquid under the force of 

the hydrostatic pressure. In space no such restriction exists. This has a major 

advantage in being able to develop radically new configurations to tailor thermal 

profiles to produce sharp gradients and planar solidification interfaces essential 



to the prevention of constitutional supercooling and r adid eegregati* in crystal 

growth. Also, the float zone procese in space will benefit by thedmproved 

control of concentration and tempera& at the growth interface brought about 

by the absence of gravity -dr iven convection. 

The absence of distortion from hydrostatid pressure may lead to other 

interesting applications. For example, it may be feaeible to produce intricate 

castings in a weightless environment by uee of a thih oxide skin without deforma- 
8 

tion. SUI 4 a thin skin would enable the casting to be processeu with a very ligh 

thermal gradient which a thick mold would tend to level out. It may be desirable 
* 

to machine objects such as high-temperature turbine blades before the bla& 

toughened by the final heat treatment. The blades could be coated with a thin 

layer of alumina to serve as a skin and taken to ppace for the final heat treat, 

If substantial improvement from a complete melting and resolidification of either 

a dispersion oxide hardened blade or a directionally solidified eutectic blade can 

be realized, the added benefit may justify the space transportation cost. 

The only way in which the effects of hydmstatic pressure on liquid surfaces 

may be effectively elimhated on Earth is to susped'  the materiai in a fluid of 

neutral density. This technique was developed by the Belgian scientist J. Plateau 

over 100 years ago and has been used recently to study the stability of floating 

zones (see Chapter 6). The presence of the supporting fluid severely limits what 

can be accomplished, and the inter'dcia.1 effects between the fluids produce 

extraneous forces that sometimes mask the effects to be investigated. 



Containerless Processing 

One of the most exciting prospects of processing materials in space is 

the ability to process uncontained liquids o r  melts. In the abssnce of other 

forces, the shape of a liquid in a weightless environment will assume a configura- 

tion that minimizes interfacial energy. For a completely uncontained liquid the 

equilibrium shape minimum surface figure happens to be a sphere. tn the con- 

dition of fret tall the sphere will remain essentially unaccelerated relative to 

the spacecraft. However, the small kinetic reactions due to the slight difference 

between the trajectory of the free floating sphere, together with the background 

jitter of the spacecraft and the residual velocity imparted to the sphere upon 

release, require an active position control if the sphere i s  to remain within the 

confines of the furnace for any length of time. 

This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. If a gaseous environment 

is permissible, acoustic drivers, similar to loud speakers, can exert an acoustic 

radiation pressure on the sphere. By setting up a standing wave by means of a 

reflector, a stable acoustic well wi l l  exist at  a quarter wavelength from the 

reflector, and the sphere will be retained in the center of this well provided the 

energies associated with the perturbing impulses do not exceed the energy of the 

well. Such an acoustic driver putting out 160 db ( 1  watt/cm2) at 15 kHz can 

levitate a low-density solid sphere in Earth's gravity (Figure 1- 19. However, 

liquid drops tend to deform and become unstable under such high-intensity sound 

fields (Figure 1- 11). In low gravity st tantially less acoustic power is required 

to maintain position control. The use of three orthogonal drivers can produce 



' Figure 1-10. Solid object levitated ultrasonically in one- field. (The alum- 
* cylinder at the 'bottom is oscillating tTertically at 15 kHz. The plastic reflecbr 

h v e  is a reflector that sets up a standine; nave pattern, The sphere is aus- 
waded by the hi@ pressure region just a h v e  the driver and its center sits in 
the first low preasure region or energy well  at A/4 above the driver,) 



Figure 1-31. Glycerin drop Ievitated in the acoustic field described in Figure 
1-10. (h'ote the severe distortion caused bv the combination of surface tension, 
hydrostatic pressure, and acoustic pressure. A less viscous mater la1 such as 
H20 disintegrates after the s ize  reaches a few millimeters,) 



3-axis positioning and by appropriate phasing can also provide rotat1.-nal control. 

These systems a rc  discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

For systems requiring a vacuum environnlcnt, electromagr,~.tic posi- 

tioning can be used provided the sample has some conductance. An R F  field 

induces n current in the sample which in turn reacts to repel the inducing field. 

Figure 1-12 shows coil configurations which provide 3-axis stability. 

Such devices can easily provide sufficient force to lcvitate a metallic sample at 

1-g, as may be sccn in Figure 1-13. However, two difficulties wise. First,  

the power required to levitate the sample usually produces enough heat to melt 

it. Hence, it is  not :dways possible to solidify the sample in a controlled 

m.mner. Second, there is  a region along the axis of the coil where the B field 

i s  perpendicular to the surface of the sample. No forcc is p rod~~ced  a t  this 

point, .and when the sanlplc melts in 1%. h! drostatic pressure can overcome 

the surf:~c-c tension :uld :dlow the smlplc to leak out. 

Othcr nlcchanisnls also exist for position control such as  electrostatic 

repulsion, radiation pressure, or ,  if thcrc wcrc a rcqi~ircnlcnt to avoid any 

forcc on the s,mlplc, a container could bc 1iter:llly flown around the sanlplc by 

mcms of control jets. 

One of ttlc principal advantages of contnincrlcss processing is  the ,ability 

to eliminate wall effects such as contamination, nucleation, and induced strain. 

Sincc materials such as  silicon and many of the oxide glass formers are highly 

rcnctivc in the n ~ o l t ~ n  state (to the point of Lwing univcrsd solvcnts), 
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considerable work has gone into minimizing container effects. These are dis- 

cussec in more detail in Chapter 7. 

Silicon, for example, is grown by a semicontainerless process called 

the Czochralski method. A seed crystal is lowered into the free surface of s 

melt contained in a crucible. A s  it is slowly withdrawn, molten silicon adhering 

to it solidifies and a large cylindrical single crystal is pulled out of the melt 

(Figure 1-14). The melt will contain some crucible impurities as well as 

whatever impurities were in the starting material. For applications that require 

very pure silicon, a semicontainerless process known as floating zone growth is 

utilized (Figure 1-15). A rod is suspended at both ends and a region in the 

middle is melkd. The molten zone is supported by the surface tension of the 

liquid. By moving either the rod o r  the heater, the zone can be made to traverse 

the rod. Impurities generally have segregation coefficients less than unity, 

which means they a re  not incorporated into the regrowth region as readily as 

the pure substancc. Instead of allowing them to accumulate a t  the interface 

until a steady state is reached a t  which point they a re  incorporated into the 

material a t  their concentration in the melt, which is the technique for getting 

uniformly doped material (see Chapter 4), convection is  allowed to remove the 

impurities from the interface and they redistribute themselves in the melt. ,,:Thus 

the region behind the traveling zone is purified and the impurities are transmitted 

to the end of the rod. Repeated passes inlprove the purification process. The 

float zone technique is  an excellent method of preparing pure materials. 



Figure 1-14. Crystal pulling by the Cwchrdski method.  h he kcl~nique of 
pulling from the melt first prncticed by Czachmlslii in 1917 rcsults in n crystal 
free of the physical mnstralds imposed by Ulc crucible. Shown are  n schematic 
of Czoehralski growth and photographs of crystnls grown by this method. The 
necessity of having to msintah the melt in R crucible thb often ncts 3s a con- 
tamination source is one of the main d isndvantngcs of this technique. From E. 
Passaglia and R. L. Parker, Materials Scicncc and Blnnufnrttlrin~ in Space: 
The NBS h o g r m  of Ground-Rased Resenrrh, Procerdings Third Spncc 
Processing Symposium Skylab Rcsults: Vol. 11, Kntiond Arronnutirs and Space 
Administration, Washington, D. C.  , 1974 .) 



Figure 1-15. The floating zone method. [A method for growing 
crystals of reactive materials which keeps the molten material 
completely out of contact with solid containers is the floating- 
zone method. The crystal is f irs t  made in the form of a rod of 
suitably small size. Then radio-frequency heating is used to 
produce a thin liquid zone in the vertical rod. The zone i s  held 
in place by surface tension, and thus the height must be rather 
small (usually 1.3 centimeters o r  less). By seeding the initial 
melt with a single crystal, the floating-zone method serves to 
grow single crystals. The method is  especially useful for 
producing high-quality silicon. After W. C. Dunlap, Jr., 
Introduction to Semiconductors. Skcth from R. A. Laudise, 
The Growth of Single Crystals, (c) 1970. Reprinted by per- 
mission of Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. ] 



Unfortunately, it does not remove all impurities, i.e., those with segregation 

coefficients near unity, nor can it be used on Earth for systems with low surface 

tension. 

Another technique for avoiding crucible contamination is  "skull melting." 

In this process the interior of the crucible is heated inductively while the wall of 

the crucible is  cooled by pumping a coolant through coils surrounding it. 

In this way the crucible i s  protected by a skull of the start& 

material so  that the molten reactive melt interacts only with its own 

solid. The primary disadvantage to this technique i s  the lack of control in the 

solidification process. Severe thermal gradients and uncontrolled convective 

flow must necessarily be present at the solid-liquid interface. C o n ~ o l  of 

nucleation and growth of the solidification in such a process is virtually 

nonexistent. 

Ultrahigh Vacuum Processing 

Ultrahigh vacuum processing can be accomplished in the shadow of a low 

outgassing shield designed to offer protection from the molecular beam resulting 

from moving through the residual atmosphere at orbital speed. Since any 

molecule evolving from the process is eventually lost to space, pumping capacity 

is virtually infinite. This is ideal for performing high-temperature purification 

of vapor deposition on ultraclean surfaces. 

The ultrapurification of metals and certain semiconductors is  an important 

problem both from the point of view of basic properties studies and the preparation 



of small quantities of ultrapure materials for specialized applications, P:e- 

sently most metals have not been purified to much better than parts  per  million, 

whereas electrically active impurities in semiconductors like silicon have been 

reduced to better than parts  per  trillion. Such impurities may very well mask 

the intrinsic properties of metals. Fo r  example, beryllium is unique among 

metals because of i ts  lack of ductility. Whether this is a peculiar property of 

this particular metal o r  a result  of impurities is not known. Since Be has a 

very small  ionic radius, the effect of impurity atoms can be quite large on i t s  

properties. 

There a r e  several purification techniques that require ultrahigh vacuum 

during processes that involve high heat loads and large gas loads. These include 

vacuum melting, in which impurities which w e  more volatile than the sample 

a r e  driven off; vacuum distillation, in which the sample material is separated 

from less  volatile impurities; zone refining, in which impurities a r e  removed by 

rejection a t  the solidification interface; and electrotransport, in which a high 

current  is passed through the sample, heating it to near molten and removing 

impurities by electron collisions. Thc low!-g environment allows the use of 

containerless techniques such a s  electromagnetic positioniilg i~ avoid container 

contamination in conjunction with space vacuum. This should resul t  in orders  of 

magnitude of improvement in the purity of metals. 

The potential application for ultrahigh vacuum comes from the prepara- 

tion of thin single crystal films by vapor deposition o r  by molecular beam 

epitaxy. Adsorbed gas atoms on the surface can be covered over by the 



deposited layer, forming impurities. They can also form nucleation sites, pre- 

venting the newly deposited atoms from migrating to their proper lattice sites. 

To prevent this requires an ultraclean environment as well a s  high substrate 

temperature to completely degas the surface. Also, the presence of reactive 

gases such as  oxygen can readily combine with deposited atoms forming unwanted 

oxides and upsetting the chemical stoichiometry. 

Vacuum chambers on Earth can approach loq2 to Torr.  At these 

levels, the residual gas is negligible for most purposes. The length of time for 

these residual atoms to form a monomolecular layer on a surface is long com- 

pared to the process time. However, maintaining such systems is time con- 

suming and costly, as is scaling such facilities up in size for production. Also, 

the pumping capacity for such chambers is limited unless large cryogenic panels 

a r e  used. Such panels are  not compatible with high heat loads. Therefore, it 

may be necessary o r  more economical to perform some of the previously 

described tasks in a space vacuum facility. 



CHAPTER 2. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS W;' SPACE PROC@SStNG 

Q 
Numerous applications that take advantage of low-g come to mind. These 

Q tP 
range from research, sach as study of basic properties of materials o r  develop- 

ing a better understanding of various processes and how they might be controlled, 

to actu?J production of unique materials, either in very limited quantities for 

research purposes to serve as paradigme for determining the limiting result8 of 

. processefi in which gravity effects a re  removed or,  in larger quantities, to fu 
certain high technology needs that cannot be met by other means. &xample:: of 

these are given in the following paragraphs. 

Crystal Growth 

The ability b grow high-quality ~ i n g l e  crystals has aeva/utionized the 

electronics industry. Devices ranging from drllple diodes to lw,,- *qmpq@rs 

on a single chip have been made possible by the advances in the%echnclogy of 

growing single cryst.rl silicon (Figure 2-1). 

Despite this highly advanced state of technology, there a re  still a number 

of problems in crystal grcrwth that have not been solved, Although silicon can be 

highly purified as far as electrically active dopanti: a re  concerned, some con- 

taminants such a s  oxygen are not easily removed 4y conventional float zone 

refining. The effects of such impurities are a ma&r of debate. Preparation of 

altrapure silicon by a containerless process in th!: ultrahigh vacuum of, ;he wake 
i k 3 

of a lppecially designed orbiting vacuum facility might produce oxygen-free 

silicon for evaluatlcln. If the improvements warrant it, limited production of 

euch ultrapure materials for highly specialbed applications i s  few ible. 

2 -1 





Another problcm in the technology of silicon and other semiconductors i s  that 

of obtaining very uniform dopant distribution, particularly in relatively high con- 

centrations needed for certain applications such as infrared detectors. Various 

impurity atoms, called dopt~nts, a r e  intentionally added to produce the desired 

electrical properties in the crystal. Since only a few parts  per  billion of impurity 

can dramatit-tdly alter the electrical properties, a microscopic~dly hon~ogencous 

distribution of dopant atoms i s  cxtrenlely in1port:mt for applications in which i t  i s  

necessary to h:ive uniform electrictd properties over a large ares. Such applica- 

tions include very large-scale integrated circuits such as microcomputers, 

in1:ging arrays,  .md image processing a r r ays  which combine the proces.  

computer into the same chip that contains the imilging array (Figure 2-2). I t  

may be appreciated that the demand for better starting material increases with 

the complesity of the device. 

o r  c x m ~ p l e ,  one method of producing highly hon~ogencously doped 

silicon i s  by neutron transmutation. Rods of silicon mu placed in a nuclear 

rcactor where the neutron flux produces nuc1c:lr rcnctions in some of the silicon 

ntonls which change them into phosphorus atoms, which serve  a s  dopants to n ~ r ~ k e  

:In 11-type n~nterial. (This i s  discussed in nlorc detail in Chapter 4.) Since the 

rcactio: -ross section i s  small, the transmutntion reactions me distributed 

uniformly tilroughout the crystal. This i s  an cxtrcn~ely expensive process 

eonlpnred to production of ordinary silicnn, :~nd although thc dcnlnnd for ncwtron- 

doped silicon i s  a small  fraction of the n~ :~ rkc t ,  there :\re certain applications, 

such a s  the pt.oduction of lnrge rectifiers,  for which inciustry i s  willing to pay 
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the price. Unfortunately, the process is limited to phosphorus doping, This is 

not suitable for many applications such as  infrared detectors where other dopants 

such as indium a re  required, 

Another class of semiconductors in which a high degree of chemical 

homogeneity is essential a r e  the alloy o r  solid solution semiconductors. In these 

materials the electrical characteristics are determined by the ratio of the 

components making up the alloy. No dopants are  necessary, For  this reason 

such materials are called *tintrinsic" as opposed to doped silicon, which is an 

vlextrinsic" material. h a m p l e s  of alloy semiconducuctors are Ge Six, 1-x 

Pb Sn Te, and Hg Cd Te. Such materials are excellent infrared detectors. 
1-x x 1-x x 

The band gap (the energy required to promote an electron to the condwtion band) 

can be adjusted over a wide range by selecting an appropriate value of x. In this 

way the detector may be tuned to the particular wavelength desired. For  

example, setting x = 0.2 optimizes Hg Cd Te to the 10.6 micron C02 laser 
1-x x 

wavelength. To produce a good focal plane detector it is necessary to hold 

variations in x to *0.005 over the area  to insure uniform respunse, Also the 

car r ier  concentration in intrinsic materials can be kept low and they a re  capable 

of extremely fast response. In fact, Hg  Cd Te has been termed the "ideal 
1-x x 

infrared detector material." 

Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to grow highly doped extrinsic 

semiconductors and alloy semiconductors and maintain a high degree of chemical 

uniformity. A great deal of effort in crystal growth has gone into trying to 

understand and control convective effects i n  such systems. Geometries designed 



to minimize convective effects are used, and in some cases high magnetic fields 

have been employed to effectively increase the viscosity of the melt. However, 

it is not always possible to maintain the degree of control &sired for many 

applications. Unavoidable radial thermal gradients produce stirring of the melt 

a t  the growth interface, producing compositional variations. Thermal oscillations, 

believed to be caused by convective flow in the melt, produce growth rate fluctua- 

tions, resulting in alternating layers of excessive and deficient dopants levels 

called striations. The growth of such crystals in space should provide additional 

insight into the cause of such growth oscillations and could result in greatly 

improved doplnt o r  compositional homogeneity. The ability to produce such 

materials in bulk quantities would be a significant breakthrough in developing 

better starting materials for infrared detector and other device fabrication 

requiring similar uniformity. 

Another crystal growth process that may benefit from the absence of 

gravity-driven convection is growth from the vapor. This can be accomplished 

by either condensation from a supersaturated vapor o r  by a chemical process in 

which a transport gas chemically reacts with the source material and is caused 

to reversibly react at the growth sites. In this reverse reaction, the desired 

atom is deposited on the growing crystal, and the transport atom o r  molecule i s  

released to repeat the process. The latter process 5as an advantage for 

materials with very low vapor pressures and/or high melting points because 

the process does not require extreme temperatures. 



The absence of gravity-driven convection should eliminate unwanted 

fluctuations in composition, temperature, and flow at the growing crystal. 

Since the growth rate is quite sensitive to these parameters, microfluctuations 

in the growth enyironment can introduce irregularities in the growing crystal. 

These structural o r  chemical defects &grade the electrical and optical per- 

formance of the crystal by acting as traps for charge carriers o r  as scattering 

o r  adsorption centers. 

Hydrostatic pressure also puts a strain in solids, particularly when they 

are cooling just after solidification. Normally this is important only in large 

castings such as glass blanks for large telescope mirrors. However, there are 

certain crystals that are sufficiently delicate that they may suffer strain under 

their own weight at the growth temperature. 

Mercuric iodide is one such example. This crystal is of interest as a 

portable nuclear radiation detector o r  gamma ray spectrometer. I t  does not 

have the energy resolution of the more sophisticated Ge: Li, Si: Li, o r  intrinsic 

Ge detectors that must be maintained and operated at  cryogenic temperatures, 

but i t  promises to provide sufficient resolution at ambient tenlperature to be 

useful a s  a field unit for regulatory function, prospecting, bore hole analysis, 

and a host of other applications. 

Unfortunately, the HgIt crystals produced so far on Earth have not 

attained the performance expected for the material (Figure 2-3). Also, their 

performance varies considerably between crystals. The crystal has a layered 
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structure with only weak bonding between the layers. It  is believed that the high 

density (owing to the Hg) produces sufficient strain field a t  the growth tempera- 

ture to result in severe dislocation densities which degrade the performance. 

If space-produced HgIz crystals can approach the expected theoretical perform- 

ance, this could become a significant contribution to nuclear monitoring 

technology. 

There may also be advantages to growing crystals from aqueous solution 

in space. As was shorn  in Figure 1-8, solutal convection is very much involved 

in such growth and, in fact, is an important mechanism for bringing fresh 

nutrient to the growing crys td ,  Under diffusion conditions prevalent in low-g, 

the crystal would certainly grow more slowly, but it  may also grow more 

perfectly. Crystals grown from solution often have microscopic inclusions which 

affect their optical and electrical properties. For  example, triglycene sulphate 

(TGS) is an important infrared detector material, ~a r t i cu la r ly  in the far  

infrared. Theoretically it should have a D* (detectivity) approaching that of 

Cd Te with the advantage of being able to operate at ambient temperature 
Hgl-x x 

rather than a t  the low temperatures required by Hg Cd Te. Unfortunately, 
1-x x 

the performance of the material falls short of its theoretical performance by 

about a factor of 10. It i s  conjectured that this lack of performance is due to th.; 

presence of these microscopic inclusions, but it i s  not known whether these are  

produced by convective effects o r  not. If an increase in performancc: could be 

obtained in a space-grown crystal, this would have a significant, techi~ological 

impact. 



Another reason for growing crystals from aqueous solution in space is 

the fact that they are transparent and it is easy to study the growth process in 

great detail in order to see how formation of certain defects relate to the growth 

environment. Since this environment can be better controlled in low-g, this is 

an ideal place to study such effects. This knowleae can then be applied to 

optimize processes on Earth. 

A novel crystal growth technique has been developed by Prof. Gatos at 

MIT. This technique grows epitaxial layers of gallium arsenide (GaAs) by 

passing an dectric current through the melt. The current flow drives the As 

atoms to the solidification interface by a process known as electrotransport 

(Fic;ilre 2 4 ) .  The Peltier cooling a t  the solid-liquid interface removes the 

heat of solidification. This permits much better control over the growth process 

than is possible with the conventional slider technique md has produced superior 

GaAs epitaxial layers. 

GaAs, next to silicon, is probably the most widely used semiconductor. 

It  has many military and civilian applications in microwave equipment and in 

solid state lasers. Since most of the emphasis in device manufacture is in the 

precisely grown epitaxial layer containing the appropriate dopants, this research 

has immediate applications. However, there are also still problems with the 

substrate material. Epitaxial layers tend to bury o r  mask defects in the sub- 

strate, thus allowing less than perfect substrate material to be ussd. However, 

often defects in the substrate will migrate to the surface and into the epilayer, 
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Figure 2-4. Electroepitaxy method fr,r growth of CaAn. ( ~ n  electric current 
is passed through an isothermal melt. The current moves the As atoms in the 
solutial~ of GaAs and Ca to tke growth interface by a process known as electro- 
transport. Here growth is promoted by the Peltier cooling at the GaAs 
substrate. This process yields superior epitaxial layers compared to the 
conventional growth technique using graphite sliders. ) 



causing the device to fail unpredictably, This is especially prevalent in GaAs, 

Therefore, i t  would be of great advantage to be able to grow better substrate 

material, 

The electroepitaxy growth process used by Prof. Gatos is too slow in its 

present form to be a practical growth process for GaAs substrate materials. 

However, it may be possible to use much larger currents in space where much 

higher thermal gradients can be tolerated without convective disturbances, 

Metals, Alloys, and Composite Materials 

The ability to operate in the virtual absence of gravity has a number of 

interesting applications in the field of metallurgy, Examples are: the study of 

the basic properties of pure metals, many of which are not known; the deter- 

mination of phase diagrams of systems that a r e  highly corrosive in the melt; 

studies of macro and microsegregation during solidification of alloys; deter- 

mination of the role of gravity-driven convection in the microstructure of 

castings; preparation of unique alloys o r  composites having components with 

large density differences; study of nucleation and growth phenomena in the 

absence of wall effects; and the study of rapid solidification of highly undercooled 

melts, A brief summary of each of these topics will be given in the following 

paragraphs, 

The combination of containerless processing, discussed previously, and 

the ultrahigh vacuum capabilities provided by an orbiting spacecraft offers 

unique opportunities in metal purification and the study of basic properties of 

ultrapure systems o r  highly corrosive systems, 



There are vfrtually no data available on the thermo@-namic properties 

such as 1?nthalpies, upecific heats, heats of fusion, denrritie8, viscosities and 

surface tensions of liquid systems above 1000°Cb These data a r e  of interest in 

the design of kigh-temperature materials processes involving silicon, refractory 

oxides, sulfates, carbides, and nitrides, Containerless techniques not only 

avoid the corrosive reactions of the reactive melt with the crucible, they also 

avoid the temperature limitations normally imposed by the melting point of the 

crucible material, This exzends the measuremem.t range of such properties to 

extremel!. high temperatures, For  example, i t  would be useful to l a o w  some- 

thing about the thermodjxamic properties of uranium oxide at, say, 5000 to 

10000:C to determine how to design a reactor core to resist a melt-down, 

The measurement of such properties is not a simple matter, but there 

are  various techniques for measuring heat capacities, enthalbies, etc,, involving 

"gulp" calorimeters and a var ieq  of radiometric techniques, Surface tension 

and viscosity can be measured by perturbing a suspended droplet, causing it  m 

cscillate, The natural frequency of oscillation is determined by the surface 

tension, and the damping of the oscillation is governed by the viscosity, 

There are techniques for positioning two o r  more droplets and merging 

them without physical contact (Figure 2-5). These would be useful for studying 

phase relationship$, solubility data, diffusion constants, interfs 2ial phenomena, 

etc,, for multicomponenr systems at high t ez~pe~a tu res ,  One important applica- 

tion of such techniques is tf?e study of slagguq reactions that take place in SIHD 

power systems, These occur because of trace quantities of alkali metals 
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This i~ l lo~vs  Llirb nic~,?su~.c:nir,nt t t r  rc*ncliclns lxtt~vccn Fiighly rc.nr.t ivc nt nttari nl . 
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(sodium, potassium, .and balcium) in the coal that is  bwned. The sxides of 

the metals form insulat@g slag that coats the electrodes, preventi~ig e ~ ~ c t r i c i t y  

from being produced by the process. Atten.pts have been made to render these 

slags conductive by intentionall) seeding the combustion with i r o n  Unfortunately, 

the iron-alkali metal-oxides that a r e  formed react  with virtually e v e r w g  at 

high temperature, thus making it very difficult to ~ t u d j  the basic properties of 

the system. 

The solidification of metu l lc  alloy systems i s  a very complex procass. 

Ever. though the constituents may be thoroughly mixed in the melt, a s  they begin 

to solidify, segregation starts taking place because of the difference in solubility 

between the solid and liquid phase. rh i s  results in enrichment of one of the 

constituents near the interface, changing the composition and the density and, , 

giving r i s e  to solutal convection. Of course, thermal gradients are involved in 

any solidificktion process, so  there i s  the possibility of thermal convection also, 

The change in composition often results in a lowering cf the solidificatim tem- 

perature of the melt ahead of the interface, producing constitutional super- 

cooling and causing interfacial breakdown and dendritic gro.wth u:lless large 

thermal gradients are  involved to prevent it. As tree-like dendrites (Figure 

2-6) grow into tine melt, flows associated with the solidification process cause 

dendrite a rms  to melt o r  break off and car ry  the dendrite particles to other 

par ts  of the melt where they nucleate new grains. Only recer~tly have these 

processes begun to be understood well enough to know how to control them to 





able to p r c d t r e  the des i red microst ructures .  

There  i s  s t i l l  much to he learned ahout the solidification process. F o r  

exmlple,  what i s  the relat ive importance of gravtty-driven flows produced by 

thermal  .and so1ut:d convection as opposed to nongravity driven flows produced 

by volunie changes during solidification and other effects in the dendrite mitlti- 

plication process:' %'hat i s  the importance of this process  relat ive to 

constitution:d supercooling in  producing the fine-grai~wd, equiaxed s t ruc tu re  

usu:dly found in thc center  of castings ? These  type= of questions can be system- 

n t i cd ly  studied by comparing exqwrin~cnts ycrfc)rn~cd in space a t  low- with 

those pcl'fornicci in one* o r  highor in  ccntrifugee (Figure  2-7). 

.-lnothcr type ilf solidification process that can benefit f rom low-g is 

l i ip I i -g~ad~cnt  dircctic)nd solidification. This  technique i s  >art icularly uscful 

for  producing 1nmcll:u o r  rod-likc s t ruc tu rcs  in cwtcctic alloys (SCC' Ch:~ptcr 5 

fo r  nlorc dcttlils) . This uniquc microstructurt* produccs highly ,dsotrc)pic  

propertics in nicttds \vti~ch c:m r c s ~ l l t  ill cscc*ptiondly hidl  s trc-ngths  long a 

p,articul:lr dirttction, which i s  vc?ry use f i~ l  for :~pplications such a s  tux-binc blades. 

Such ~ ~ ~ i c r o s t r u c t i t r c ~ s  :\re d s o  b in l :  invcstip:\tcwI for  obtaining itnusud c l e c t r i c d  

proycrlics,  n~;qncbtic properties,  and optical propcrticbs. 

The n?icrostruckrrc produccd by these proccssc:: IS dek.rn?ined by the 

thcrnl:d gradicnt ( G )  and the growth r ~ t c .  ( 1 3 ) .  Convcctivc s t i r r i n g  in onc-g 

proccsscs  incrc.ascs the. heat t ranspor t  in thc ~ n e l t ,  which niakcs i t  morc  

difficd t to nlnintnin :I high gradicnt. Also, convc~ctivc~ly d r  1vc.n growth ra tv  





microstructures. This capability is also necessary for growing crystals such 

a s  the solid solution systems from the melt, a s  will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

It  may also prove interesting to directionally solidify materials with off-eutectic 

compositions o r  complex, multicomponent eutectics which are affected more 

by convective mixing at the interface than the simple binary eutectic systems. 

The absence of distortion from hydrostatic pressure may lead to some 

interesting applications. For  example, it may be feasible to produce intricate 

cas t~ngs  in a weightless environment by use of a thin oxide skin without deforma- 

tion. Such a thin skin would enable the casting to be processed with a very high 

thermal gradient which a thick mold would tend to level out. It may be desirable 

to machine objects such a s  high-temperature turbine blades before the blade i s  

toughened by the final heat treatment. The blades could be coated with a thin 

layer of alumina to serve as a skin and taken to space for the final heat treatment. 

If substantial iniprovement froni a complete mclti~lg and resolidification of either 

a dispersion oxide-hardened blade or  a directionally solidificd cutectic blade can 

be realized, the added benefit may justify the space transportation cost (Figure 

2-8). 

fluctuations make it difficult bo operate a t  very low growth rates in Earth gravity. 

Space should be able to provide substantially higher G/R ratios, which would 

extend the range of materials that can be investigated and can produce unique 

Perhaps the most exciting application of space for the study of sni~difica- 

tion i s  the ability to solidify with o r  without physical contact with the melt. This 

avoids container-induced nucleation and allows the material to be cooled below 
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its normal solidifi~ation point by a substantial amount, Homogeneous nucleation 

can be studied in greater detail than was hitherto possible. New phenomena 

occur when solidification Qes occur at such high underoooling. The solidifica- 

tion will most likely be initiated at only a few pomnb, perhaps only one. The 

solidification front will proceed very rapidly, perhaps in a diffusionless mode. 

The heat of solidification released causes a rapid increase in temperature which 

may be seen as a bright flash and may remelt some of the sample. I t  may be 

possible to hyperoool some samples, i. e., undercool them sufficiently s o  that 

the sudden release of the latent heat does not cause any melting. Figure 2-9 

shows samples that have been undercooled in the Marshall Space Flight Center 

drop tube. 

Needless to say, some unique microstructure will result from this type 

of solidification. The solidification can occur so rapidly that the atoms 

do not have time to rearrange themselves in their minimum energy configuration. 

Thib could result in an amorphous o r  glassy structure even for metals. Some 

metal-glasses are formed presently by splat cooling and have very unique 

properties such as  extreme resistance to corrosion, great strength, and re- 

sistance to fracture, and they are extremely "soft" magnetically. By extreme 

undercooling, such structures can be prepared in bulk form rather than in thin 

sheets o r  wires. The factor that determines whether o r  not a glassy structure 

forms is the time-temperature-transition diagram, usually referred to as the 

"T-T-T diagram" (Figure 2-10). 



Figure 2-9. Oonq):lrisvr~ o f  ~ l l i r ~ ~ - o s t ~ ~ t r c t u r o  elf XI, drcqdcts c.ont:~incrlcssly 
solidified. I(h) is :l singlc jilS:lin stlpcrcmlcd nl>o~tt 5 0 0 . ~  and ( R )  is :E 

mdt igrain s:~mplr ~vhicll $1 :IS nut s~~pcrcc-r)lcd nnd is sllclwln~: c\-idcnce of a 
ahrinkage cavity, I 
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Figure 2-10. Schematic of time-temperature-transfornlation (T-T-T) diagrams 
for glass forming systems. [The "C1'-shaped curve on a (T-T-T) diagram 
represents the time required to crystalize a given volume fraction at the indicated 
temperature. The nose of the curve results from the competition between the 
driving force for crystallization which increases with decreasing temperature, 
and "le atomic mobility which decreases with decreasing temperature. If the 
cooling i s  sidficiently rapid (a.) a glass is formed. By using a containerless 
process to eliminate heterogeneous nucleation, the glass-forming range i s  
increased (b.) . Also much greater  undercooling is possible (c.) producing 
unique microstructures and allowing homogeneous nucleation to be studied 
unambiguously. ] 



It may also be possible to form metastable phases in peritectic systems 

such as the NbGe and NhSn. These have the A-15 structure that is found in 

superconductors with the highest known transition temperatures (Figure 2-11). 

These structures are not obtained by normal solidification, but must be achieved 

by rapid solidification. For  this reason such materials a re  only produced in 

thin sheets o r  wires, which is not suitable for neutron diffraction studies to 

determine lattice constants and structure. A detailed understanding of how 

superconductor performance relates to microstructure could lead the way to 

better strategies for its reproducible enhancement and control. 

The elimination of buoyancy forces in the weightless environment also 

allows particles, gas bubbles, o r  immiscible fluids to remain in suspension 

indefinitely. This has a nurnl>er of implications ranging from the possibility of 

creating new alloys and composites to fundamental studies of interfacial 

phenomena, bubble dissolution, and colloidal systems. 

A number of composite materials utilize a dispersed phase to give them 

unique properties. This is usually accomplished by supporting the fibers extern- 

ally while the matrix material i s  solidified. For some applications it is desirable 

to form a composite with short, randomly oriented fibers throughout the matrix 

material. At present, this can only be accomplished by powder metallurgy 

techniques in which the fibers are mixed with a fine metallic powder and hot 

pressed to near the theoretical density. If the composite were melted in Earth's 

gravity, the fiber materials would settle to the bottom o r  r i se  to the top, depend- 

ing on the relative density difference. I t  is  not known how the strength and other 



CRYSTAL ZTRUCTURE OF A-15 COMPOUNDS 

0 A ATOMS 

0 BATOMS 

Y igure 2-11. Atomic arrangement of ~-lb.?ompounds which are the best 
superconductors known today. (These compounds have the composition of 
A3B and have the A atoms in long chains with two atoms on each face of a 
body-centered-cubic B lattice. 



properties of the composite prepared by the hot pressing techniques compare 

with those prepared from the n e l t  in a low-g environment. 

Another class of technologically important composites a r e  those con- 

taining microscopic oxide particles, such as  oxide dispersion-hardened materials 

that retain their strength a t  high temperatures. These composites a re  important 

for applications such a s  high-temperature turbine blades. In another example, 

i t  is known that the incorporation of alumina (aluminum oxide) into an Ag o r  Cu 

halide matrix greatly enhances the ionic conductivity without allowing electron 

transport, Such a solid state electrolyte coi-Id have some important applications 

in improving battery technology. In general, the particle sizes of interest to 

these applications are  so small that they tend to stay suspendsd by Brownian 

motior even in one-g. However, convective stirring during heating and solidifica- 

tion can cause agglomeration of the fine dispersoids which can also lead to 

sedimentation. It may also be of interest to prepare special samples with larger 

particles in order to elucidate certain mechanisms o r  size dependence in the 

phenomena of superionic conduction. 

Another type of composite thrLt may have interesting properties i s  uniform 

closed-cell metal foam. These foams could be formed by adding a "blowing 

agent" to a metal powder which wculd decompose into a gas just above the melting 

point. Graphite and a metal oxide, for example, could be added which will form 

carbon monoxide at high temperatures. The bubbles should nucleate more o r  

less  uniformly throughout the mixture, producing a closed-cell metallic foam 

with remarkable strengtF.-to-weight ratio. Control of the bubble size and number 
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should be possible by controlling the amount of gas produced and the production 

rate which could be accomplished by varying the amount of reactants and the 

temperature. 

The formation of in situ composites from immiscible systems may be 

possible. There are some 500 alloy systems that have a miscibility gap, i.e., 

a region in the phase diagram in which the two molten materials will not mix, 

just as  oil and water fail to mix, Alloys of such systems cannat be formed by 

conventional solidification because the melt must be cooled through this 

miscibility region in order to solidify. Since the two liquids have different 

densities they immediately come out of solution in normal gravity. In principle, 

these should remain in suspension in low% and form a finely dispersed composite. 

If such composites can be formed in space, this offers a rich area to look for 

new systems that might have some interesting mechanical and electrical 

properties such as high -transi tion temperature superconductors that can be 

easily drawn into wire, unique bearing material, improved electrical contact 

materials, high strength-to-weight alloys, etc. 

Glass and Ceramics 

One of the most important applications for containerless processing is 

the ability to make unique glasses that cannot be made by conventional techniques. 

A glass differs from a crystalline solid by the fact that the long-range order of 

a crystalline lattice is lacking (Figure 2-12). Also lacking are abrupt changes 

in lattice structure at the grain boundaries ?{hel-L. crystal lattices of different 

orientations grow together. These differences a re  responsible for the useful 



Figure 2-12. The atomic structure of a glass. (According to generally 
accepted models, glass is a random array  of polyhedral m llecides ilnked 
together at their corners. In a silicate glass, the molecules a re  tetrahedrons 
in which R silicon atom is surrounded by four oxygen atoms. These a r e  linked 
together in a random fashion as represented two-dimensionally above. The Si 
atoms are  the small dots and the 0 atoms are  the larger circles. In a 
crystalline substance, all the angles between the Si-0  bonds are  the same and 
a regular structure res~dts.) 



and unique properties of glasses, i.e,, optical clarity, resistance i;, grain 

boundary corrosion, the lack of a defiate melting temperature, superior 

strength and mechanical properties, etc. For many applications a glass is a 

good substitute for a single crystal, and is generally much cheaper to produce. 

Virtuxlly any solid substance could have its atoms rearranged into an 

irregular lattice to form an amorphous solid o r  glass. The tendency of a 

materlal to solldify into either a g l ~ s s  o r  a c r y s t d i n e  material depends on the 

relative difference in the energy of an ordered structure vex dus . disdrdered 

structure and the ease with which atoms can move about in the substance. 

Most good glass-producing compounds have 2 smzll energy difference between 

ordered and disordered structure and are fairly viscous in the melt. Therefore, 

they can easily be solidified into the glassy state in which the v is~osi ty  contiwes 

to increase with decreasing temperzture until the atoms become so sluggish that 

they never find the slightly lower energy configuration of crystalline lattice. 

On the other hand, most metals have large disordering energies and low 

viscosities. Therefore, their atoms will rapidly fall into an orc'ered array or  

crystalline lattice when cooled. A glassy state can be formed only by chilling 

the substance so rapidly that the stoms become frozen in place before they cat- 

arrange themselves in the lowest energy configuration. Glasses ir. some 

rretallic systems can be formed by a process called "splat cooling" .n which 

molten material i s  squirted against a cryogenic surface, Cooling rates in 

excess of 1 0 ~ c / s e c  can be ob'ained in thin films by this process. 



A material cm be m l s d  well below its normal solidification temperature 

provided it  is denied nucleation sites in the form of crystallites o r  impurity 

particles. If a material can be  undercooled to achieve a sufficiently low 

viscosity before it solidifies, a glass will result. In mar.y potential glass 

systems, the container wall provides nucleation sites and the material devitrifies 

(crystallizesj during solidification. Containerless processing can extend the 

ability to form glasses to a much wider range of materials than is currently 

possible. 

This may result in a wider range of choices for the optical designer in 

terms of optical properties such a s  index of refraction, transmissivity, disper- 

sion o r  Abbe number, etc. it was just such an increase in the availability of 

design choices brought about by recent development of r a re  Earth glasses that 

has vastly simplified lens design and reduced the number of optical elements 

required to make a high-quality lens. The result has been the excellent camera 

lenses now available at moderate prices that vastly outperform the best systems 

that were availaole 10 o r  20 years ago. 

Another important application may be improvements in 1 aser  host glasses. 

In a laser, the lasing action is due to dopant atoms such as  Nd o r  C r  imbedded 

in a host material such as  ruby, ytterium aluminum garnet ( YAG) , o r  a variety 

of glasses. It has been found that by increasing the content of calcia (CaO) in a 

Nd-doped glass the cross section fc- Imulated emission of the lasing line could 

be enhanced, resulting in a higher lasing efficiency. Unfortunately, this 

increase also results in an increased tendency for the glass to devitrify. 
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Containerless processing may extend the rwe  of po~zible  glass compositions 

that muld be used a s  laser  hosts and could rcsult in significant advances in the 

technology. 

The elimination of trace impurities such a s  submicron droplets of 

platinum or other crucible material in glasses that a re  dissolved by the melt 

becomes extremely important in high-energy laser applications. 

Such dispersions may not be letrimental in many of the more pedestrian applica- 

tions, but when terawatts a re  being passed througli an optical component, 

localized absorption at such sites could have catastrophic results. Also, the 

ability to make high-purity glasses from inexpensive starting materials could 

have a significant impact on the use of optical fibers for communication. F o r  

exiinlple. i t  may be cheaper for some applic~tions to use a Borosilicate glass that 

has been containerlessly melted and drawn rather than the current process 

which involves chemical vapor deposition of pure silica. 

The lack of buoyancy in low-g has its drawbacks in that new ways will 

have to be sought to eliminate o r  remove bubbles. Of course, this i s  a problem 

in production of glasses in Earth processes since glasses tend to be viscous 

and large energies arc required to remove all of the bubbles by heating. 

Chemical fining agents are often added to promote bubble dissolutlon. Some- 

times it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of such fining agents because 

of the competing prc 2ss of bubble rise. It may be of interest fo study fining 

techniques ~n space where individual bbbbles can be studied directly over 

relatively lorig periods of time. 



The absence of buoyancy in containerless processes carried out in a 

weightless environment provides the opportunity to study problems such as 

bubble centering mechanisms in a droplet. For surfaces that are separated by 

only a few molecular layers, such as soap bubbles, surface tension acts to 

center the bubble and would provide a surface of uniform thickness were ii; not 

for gravitational distortion. What is not so obvious is whether the much weaker, 

long-range molecrdar forces would tend to provide a similar centering in droplets 

with thicker surfaces, such a s  hollow glass spheres, or  whether other mechanisms 

such as oscillation o r  differential cooling rates can bc made to provide bubble 

centering (Figure 2- 13). 

The production of hollow glass spheres that have a high degree of con- 

centricity has become of considerable interest to the Department of Energy for 

use a s  fuel containment shells for inertially confined fusion (ICF) experiments 

(Figure 2-14). A mixture of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) gas is diffused 

through such a glass shell at high pressure. The shell is  then imploded by 

simultaneously converging high-powered laser o r  electron beams on it, which 

compresses and heats the D-T mixture to the several hundred million degrees 

required for thermonuclear fusion. The energy released can be trapped and 

used for power production. 

Although there are many technical problems yet to be overcome before 

this technique can become a practical source of energy, inertially confined 

fusion i s  one of the more promising long-term sol~~t ions  to the energy problem. 

No long-lived radioactive isotopes are prodllced by the fusion process, so  the 
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nuclear waste storage problem is eliminated. Also, there i s  sufficient deuterium 

in the oceans that can be readily extracted to supply the world's energy needs for 

literally millions of years. 

One important detail in the process i s  the design and fabrication of the 

fuel mntainment target. The simplest and most widely used configuration has 

been spherical glass shells containing either gaseous D-T o r  a frozen shell of D-T 

(Figure 2-15). A variety of coatings or  ablative pushers have been added to improve 

the coupling between the beam and the shell. The energy available with current 

lasers  restricts the size of the confinement shell to a few hundred micrometers 

in diameter. Eventually, shells up to several millimeters in diameter will be 

required to produce useful power levels. Large-scale generation of power will 

require tens of thousands of such confinement shells per day to be manufactured 

at a cost less than 6 cents per shell. 

It can be appreciated that a high degree of concentricity and surface 

smoothness i s  required to enable the sphere to be uniformly conlpressed by a 

factor of 1000 without sevnreJy distorting o r  jetting before the fusion temperature 

is  attained. Scveral methods a r e  now available for manufacturing confinement 

shells that :we satisfactor.; for today's research requirements. Thcse involve 

containerlcss techniques using tube furnaces in which the shells ,are blown and 

solidified. Since thc shells arc p,lrtially suspended by aerodynamic forces and 

are  not in free fall, buoyancy forces still act on the bubble. Yet a high degree 

of concentricity is achieved for spheres up to scvcral hundred n~icrons  in 





diameter with wall thicknesses of tens of microns, indicating that some form of 

centering forces are acting. The details of the process are not well understood. 

So far it has not been possible to produce satisfactory confinement shells 

with the diameters that will eventually be needed as more pov.erfu1 lasers  become 

available. Whether the processes can be improved, o r  whether there is a funda- 

mental limitation imposed by the buoyant forces is not yet known. Experimenta- 

tion in a weightless environment should be able to assist in such studies and 

could provide an alternate method of producing such spheres if it turns out that 

buoyant forces do indeed limit the terrestrial processes. 

Other possible applications of the low-g environment involve high- 

temperature heat treatment of complex shaped glasses without deformation due 

to sagging. Since ion exchange rates a re  accelerated a t  high temperatures, 

chemical tempering of such conlplex glass forms could be accomplished readily 

without deformation. This absence of hydrostatic deformation will also allow 

crystallization of shaped vitreous materials to be evo!<ed rapidly in a high- 

temperature, low-viscosity regime, producing a glass ceramic without shape 

distortion. 

Fluid and Chemical Processes 

The complexities involved in many processes i:~volving fluids and 

chemical reactions due to thermal and solutal convection often make it  difficult 

to sort out the relative importance of various effects and confuse the measure- 

ment process. This is especially true in the measurements of diffusion 

coefficients, fiolubility rates, thermal conductivities of fluids, and other 



parameters affected by convective transport. In many cases some of the more 

subtle nongravity-driven flows resulting from volume change, capillarity, Soret 

diffusion, thermo-acoustic effects, etc., are overwhelmed, masked, o r  

suppressed by the more dominant gravity-driven flows in Earth processes. 

Sometimes it is important to recognize and account for these flows in order to 

be able to control various processes. In many cases it is advantageous to per- 

form idealized experiments that are simple enough to compare with a tractable 

model. Consider how difficult it would have been to discover Newton's laws of 

motion had it not been possible to experiment with systems in which drag forces 

could be made negligible compared to inertial forces. Once the nongravity 

effects a re  properly accounted for, the models can be extended reliably to 

include the gravity effects present in Earth processes, just a s  drag can be 

incorporated into Newton's laws of motion once the basic principles a re  

1:nderstood. 

One example ~f this is the study of the interaction of flow fields, tem- 

perature fields, and convective effects in continuous flow electrophoresis. In 

this process a subiaminar flow of an electrolyte buffer solution is established in 

a thin rectangular channel. A sample stream is introduced into the buffer 

s tream and is acted on by an electric field applied in the transverse direction. 

This separates the components in the sample stream according to their electro- 

phoretic mobility. Control of this process is difficult at best. Wall effects 

distort the sample stream. Slight differences between the sample and the buffer 

produce sr:dimentation effects. Joule heating fr?m the passage of the electric 



current causes h temperature rise in the fluid. Heat extraction through the 

walls minimizes tihe temperature r i se  but produces both horizontal and vertical 

thermal gradients that tend to produce convective flows. These, in turn, trans- 

port heat and affect the temperature distribution in the buffer. The flowing 

buffer tends to stabilize against overturning flows, but additional distortions to 

the sample stream result. The temperature change in the buffer also results in 

viscosity changes which further distort the sample stream. Finally, the passage 

of current through the buffer and the selective effects of the membranes separating 

the electrode chambers from the flow chamber can produce changes in ionic concen- 

tration across the chamber which results inboth solutal convection and thermal con- 

vection because of the resultinguneven heat generation within the buffer solution. 

This gives some idea of the complexities that can arise in what might at 

f i rs t  glance appear to be a simple process. Clearly a number of the effects that 

distort the sample stream a re  gravity dependent, while others are  not. Low-g 

gravity experiments may be the only way to sort  out the effects so  their relative 

importance can be assessed. Once these are understood, one may optimize the 

Earth-based design to live with gravity-driven flows, establish the limitations of 

what can be done with Earth-based electrophoresis, and design space electro- 

phoresis devices to take maximum advantage of the low-g eilvironment to 

improve the performance and expand the limits of the separation process. 

Another example is the control and understanding of dendritic growth pro- 

cesses which is important because they a r e  responsib!e for the origins of chemical 

inhomogeneities and other defects in castings, ingots, and welds. More subtle 
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effects include crystallographic texturing of solidified materials, nonequilibrium 

phases, reduced corrosion resistance, and less-than-optimum mechanical 

strength and toughness. A theory has been developed ior  dendritic growth as  a 

function of undercooling. For  large undercooling the growth rate is sufz-ciently 

rapid to be unaffected by convective effects. However, at small undercooling 

convective flows Q dominate t j  e process, causing the shape and growth rate to 

become quite dependent on orientation (Figure 2-16). This complication makes 

it difficult to test the basic theory at these small values of undercooling. Experi- 

ments carried out in low-g to avoid this complicating effect could provide a critical 

test of the theory of dendritic growth. 

Another important process that might be performed in the absence of 

convective flows is thc growth of very delicate organic crystals. There are a 

number of biologically important substances, such a s  various proteins, for which 

it is desirable to know the detailed molecular structure. X-ray crystallography 

of proteins, which requires a crystal only 0,5 mm in each dimension, provides 

much information regarding the atoms comprising the protein and their relative 

configurations about each other; however, it does not detect hydrogen atoms, 

Neutron crystallography, on the other hand, does provide information about the 

position of hydrogen atoms but demands a much larger crystal (1 cm in each 

dimension) . Protein crystals for X-ray crystallography are routinely and 

successfully grown using present ground-based technology, but growing the large 

crystals needed for neutron crystallograpy is  a much more difficult problem. 

Microgravity might assist in this process by eliminating the deformation 





produced when the growing crystal must lie against the wall of a vessel and by 

eliminating concentration-driven convective flow in the protein solution. 

The absence of buoyant forces allows fluid systems with widely differing 

densities to remain in suspension more o r  less  indefinitely. This is useful for 

the investigation of the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of bubbles, floccu- 

lants, colloids. and hydrosols, and their behavior in thermal gradients and 

acoustic fields. Apart from fundalnental interest, such studies have important 

applications in many industrial processes. 

For example, Ostwald ripening i s  a process in which larger particles in 

a suspension tend to g;ow at the expense of smaller particle in order to mipi-nize 

the total interfacial energy of the system. Although this process has been studied 

classically, the kinetics a re  not well understood, primarily because of the 

difficulty of maintaining a suspension without stirring, which affects the trans- 

port in a complicated manner. Since Ostwald ripening is important in many 

precipitation processes, including precipitation and dispersion hardening of 

superalloys used to fabricate high-temperature gas turbine blades, there is an 

impetus to understand it in more detaii. A low-g experiment can keep such 

particles in suspension long enough to study the change in size distribution as  a 

function of time and concentration, which can provide the experimental data 

required to evaluate the kinetics. 

The foismation of flocs is an important industrial process for the removal 

of impurities in large systems. Unfortunately, little is  known a b u t  the forma- 

tion of a floc. Presently, there a re  two competing theories: the "bridging" 



theory (adsorption of single polymer on more than one colloidal particle) and 

the "networktt theory (polymer molecules associate in solution to form a network 

which traps the colloids a s  it settles). The ability to observe the growth of flocs 

withcut sedimentation migl,! allow experiments to discern which xnechanism is 

dominant. 'In addition, the effects of agitation on the growth of large flocs can 

be studied under controlled shear conditions in the aLsence of sedi&tati& 
?, 

To understand rimy foaming processes it is important to h o w  the surface 

charge on bubbles in an electrolyte in order to understand the ionic adsorption 

a s  a function of pH and interface curvature. These data would be ~ a e f u l  in 

understandirg thi? kinematics of froth and flotation techniques. This is a difficult 

measurement to make b e c a ~ ~ s e  of riii: rapid rise of bubbles due to buoyancy. In 

a low-g environment, bubbles can be kept in sueension more o r  less  indefinitely. 

The application of an electric field to the electrolyte causes the bubble ti, move 

by electropho!.-esis. A measure of the electrophoretic mobility can be directly 

related to t'.. surface charge (zeta potential) of the bubble. 

Liquid membrane technology may be important in low-g. .4lthough this 

concept has been known for some time, liquid membrsnes have never been widely 

used in industrial separation processes. In low-g it  may be possible to encapsu- 

late fine dispersions of two immiscible liquids with a third mt~tudly  immiscihle 

liquid to form a liquid membrane. The very large surface area afforded by such 

a configuration and the ability to keep such systems in suspension for 10.:;~ : ~:,,.,t' 

may be able to affect certain purification o r  extraction processes that are 

difficult to do by other means. 



The r1?6010gy of a fluid system is sometimes affected by sedimentation. 

For example, to model tbe flow of blood in the circulatory system, it i~ 

necessary to kmw the viscosity of blood as a function of shear rate. Because 

of the interaction between red cells, blood is a highly nonoNewtonian fluid 

with & viscosity that increases dramatically at low shear rates. Attempts to 

measure viscosity at very low shear rates are thwarted by tha fact that the red 

cells come out of suspension during the time required for the measurement. 

Precipitation processes of ferric hydrous oxides and other inorgbnic 

materials have been studied extensively since they appear in varbus  natural 

minerals as well as in pjg - - .a, catalysts, coatings, flocculants, etc. 

Furthermore, corrosion of iron and 3te-1 products csnsists of one OA more iron 

(hydr) oxides. Despite nurnercus investigations, little is known about the 

mechanism of precipitation of these materials. Ample evidence is available to 

show that the solid yh lac formed in solutions of ferric salts varies considerably 

in chemical and structural composition, particle size, morphology, color, 

magnetic and surface properties, and other characteristics. Very slight changes 

in the environment can have a very !xrge effect on the type of precipitate 

produ?ed. For these reasons it i s  desirable to study the formation m d  growth 

of the inorganic precipitates in the quiescent conditions of low gravity where the 

fluid environment can be held relatively constant precisely determined. 

The lack of sedimcntatian allows the growth of the precipitates up tc tens of 

microns, which is rcy . ~ d  to investigate some of tne properties. 



Another example of a physical chemical process that requires weight- 

lessness  to investigate i s  the interaction between a second phase particle o r  a 

bubble and an advancing solidification front. There is a repelling force called 

the dispining pressure that tends to push the second phase particle ahead of the 

solidification front. On the other hand, there is also a drag force that opposes 

this motion. Therefore, i t  would appear that slowly moving solidification fronts 

would tend to exclude foreign particles o r  bubbles, but fast moving fronts would 

incorporate them ( Figure 2-17). The question is, what i s  the critical speed 

m d  how does it relntc to particle size,  shape, composition, etc. ? There i s  a 

theoretical treatment for the dispining pressure rlcveloped by Lifchitz. However, 

calculation is difficult because detailed knowledge of the optical constants of the 

material over the cntirc spectrum is requircd which gcncrally is not ~vcll enough 

~ ~ I O W I I .  Since the forces involved are on the order  of low5 g, such measurcnlcnts 

;.an only bc done in n weightless environment. 

I t  w'as fotrnd quite by accident a numbcr of ye:ws ago that :n polyvinyl 

latex grown by polynlcrization of n nlonomcr in prcscncit of :I surfnctat~t and 

watcr yicldcd :I vmt  number 01 ~:?g- r~scopic  spherical particles that wcrc r 2.wly 

identical in  sixc (Figur.:b 2-I$) .  Thc size tilstribution was so nnrrow thnt thc 

pnrticlcs twclnn*,- widely uscd a s  calibrntion stnndnrds for t.lt-ctror. microscopy. 

I n  n short timP these monodispt~rsc*d pwtir*lrs found n rctn~.lrkablt% nrcn~lx-r ctf uscs. 

r ringing frt,m scriologicnl tt?nts for P nun~ln*r of discsses to n1t-nsurin!: port- aiztjs 







in biological and other membranes. The current market for products 

based on nlonodispersed latex spheres is approximately $ 30M per year. 

During the growth process, the latex spheres are kept in suspension by 

Brownian motion until they reach about 2 microns, at which point they tend t, 

sediment o r  cream. They can be kept in suspension by gentle stirring, but 

extreme care must be taken to prevent flocculation o r  the initiation of a new batch 

of particles. For  this reason, monodispersed spheres are not commercially 

available in sizes larger  than 2 microns. 

It may be possible to produce larger monodispersed latex spheres by 

keeping them sLspenrled in a weightless environment, There is  a requirement 

for larger particles to calibrate blood cell counters and to investigate trans- 

mission through membranes with larger pore sizes. Considering that the small 

size particles sell for $35 per 10 ml solution containing 5 percent latex, this 

amounts to about $70,000 per kilogram of monomer. Production of such 

particles in space could very well prove commercially feasible. 

Strictly speaking, it is the la.ck of hydrostatic pressure that accounts for 

the akscnce of buevant forces which result in the elimination of natural convec- 

tion and sedimentation discuzsed previously. Another aspect of the lack of 

hydrostatic pressure is the elimination of the tendency for a liquid o r  solid to 

deform under its own weight. This means that liquids will take a shape that 

tends to minimize surface energy. Meniscii formed from between gas-liquid- 

solid, o r  liquid-liquid-solid interfaces w i l l  hc dctcrmi::cd solely by surface 

tension without hydrostatic distortion. This permits a more detailed inve~t~gation 



of a number of wetting and spreading phenomena, particularly such effects as 

contact angle hysteresis and moving interfaces. Other studies that can be aided 

by the lack of hydrostatic pressure include critical point phase transitions, the 

shape and s'dility of liquid bridges o r  floating zones, the coalescence of viscous 

droplets, etc. Again, the objective is to perform an idealized experiment that 

is simple enough to compare with a tractable W Q ~ C ~ .  Examples me given in the 

following paragrs2hs. 

Kormrlly the gravitational contributiotl plays il negligible role in molecular 

interacti~ns..  The one exception is near a phase transition critical point. As such 

a c r~ t i ca l  point is approached, the ensemble of molecules that a r e  involved in 

thermal fluct~tation i s  so  large that the difference in gravitationd potential over 

the ensemble becomes significant and the factors affecting the transition become 

dependent on gravity in a way that is not well understood. Furthermore, the 

times required to approach equilibrium arc long, generally 02 the order of 

hours, Therefore, such experimects are very logical candidates to be periormed 

in a weightless environment. 

There are two difficulties imposed by the gravitational field in measuring 

t h e  properties of a fluid near the critical point: (1) A l l  such measurements 

average over a finite distance. Since the slope of the critical isotherm approaches 

zero at the critical po~nt, the small change in pressure over the averaging 

distance due to gravitational pokntial can have rather large effects in the volume 

of the fluid. (2) A s  the vapor nears the critical point and begins to condens?, 



the large density difference between the liquid and vapor causes rapid separation 

of the two phases. Both of these difficulties should be alleviated by low-g 

experimentation. 

The distortion of fluid shapes because of hydrostatic pressure interferes 

with accurate measurement of surface-related phenomena such a s  contact angle, 

contact angle hysteresis, and the effect of moving interfaces on contact angle. 

One potentially interesting problem along these lines i s  the study of the liquid 

interface formed between three spheres and the capillary instabilities and irre-  

versibilities encountered in fillingand removing the liquid. This would be a 

model of a theoretical proMem considered by Haines in 1930 which attempts to 

de: cribe phenomena encountered in many technclogically important applications 

such as water in soils, extraction of oil from porous media, the wetting and 

drying of textiles, etc. 

Processing of Biological Materials 

Another important technology that could ben-fit from eliminaticn of 

buoyancy-driven convectiot is the separation and purification of biological 

materials, such as cells, cell components, cell surface antigens, proteins, and 

hormones. Advances In fundamental knowlecQ?e are often stimulated by improve- 

ments in the ability to s ~bdivide a complex system into individual components for 

study. For example, our understanding of the immune system was recently 

enhanced by the recognition that there were two distinct classes of lymphocytes, 

each with a specific ft~nction. The so-called R-lymphocjtite has the primary role 

of producing antibodies and is  responsible for our humcjral immune response. 

The T-lymphocyte, which is  produced in the thymus, has a more ,:omplex role. 
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It serves as a "killer-cellw by interacting directly with a foreign cell o r  tumor 

cell and killing it. It also acts a s  a '%elper cell" by somehow stimulating 

B-lymphocytes o r  other components of the immune system. Recent evidence 

suggests that there may be as many as  five subclasses of T-lymphocytes, 

although we do not yet have the capability to produce a good enough separation to 

study the functions of the subclasses. The ability to understand and control the 

immune system is extremely important in preventing rejection of transplants 

and treating disorders in the immune system. In fact, one of the major puzzles 

in the problem of cancer is why the immune system apparently loses the ability 

to recognize and kill malignant cells. 

There are  a host of other important separation problems that could have 

imponant applications in biomedical sciences; e. g., isolation of beta pancreatic 

cells to determine how their production of insulin is regulated, and possibly the 

produci:'on of human insulin; purification cif whole islets of Langerhans for 

transplants a s  a cure for juvenile on-set d~abetes; isolation and purification of 

hemopoietic stem cells for treatment of certain types of leukemia; isolctinr. of 

cells from organs that produce various hormones and enzymes such a s  urokinase, 

erythropoietin, human growth factor, etc. ; separation of bull sperm for sex 

selective . reeding; high-r* .:~~lution separation of variol. proteins such as 

subclasses of immunoglobln~, cell surface antigens, etc., on an analytical 

scale to determine molecular structure and function; and purification of proteins 

such as synthetically produced polypeptide llormones on a preparatory scale for 

research and as pharmaceutical products, 



There are a variety of separation techniques that have been developed 

over the years to attack these problems; e. g. , density gradient centrifugation, 

various types of chromatographies such as affinity chromatography, high- 

pressure liquid phase chromatography, etc., fluorescence-activated cell sorting; 

variocls types of electrophoresis, such as gel electrophoresis, continuous flow elec- 

trophoresis, e tc. ; isoelectr i,: focusing: and liquid phase partitioning (sometimes 

referred to as  counter-current distribution). Each of the available techniques 

has its own set of problems which limits its range of application. In many cases 

a multiplicity of techniques is required to solve a specific problem. 

A number of these techniques are limited by canvection and sedimentation, 

particularlv the electrokinetic techniques, i. e m  , e!actrophoresis and isoelectric 

focusing. These are, therefore, logical candidates for space experimentation 

to determine the extent that gravity effects limit the process, how the process 

may be optimized, and the possible improvement that could be achieved by 

performing the process in space. 

Electrophoresis is based on the net charge obtained on the particles to be 

separated when introduced into a buffer solution (Figure 2-19) . Ions in the 

buffer solution combine with certain molecules on the surface of the particle to 

be separated, resulting in a net charge on the particle surrounded by a sheath of 

opposite charge in the buffer solution. An applied e1e:tric field causes an ionic 

current to flow in the buffer solution and interacts with the charged double layer 

silrrounding the particle to produce a force. The particle moves with a velocity 

such that tile electric force is balanced by the viscous drag in the buffer. 



Figure 2-19, ln conventional electrophoresis the sample components are 
separated based an their differences in net charge, size and shape. (The 
separation takes place at a constant pH and ionic strength, Polyacrylamide gel, 

I 
I cellulose or granulated gels are used as stabilizing media. The sample is 

applied as a narrow zone on top of t h e  stabilizing gel and when the electric field 
is applied, the sample components will migrate into the gel. Separation in the 
stabilizing media takes place because of different mobilities of the sample 

C components, The separated zones ~ulgratc one after the other out of the gel 
into the funnel-shaped clution chnmbcr u here they me then flushed out by n 
continuous stream of elution buffer. 



This velocity for a given applied field is called the mobility of the particle. 

Since the charge produced on the particle by the buffer @ends on the surface 

molecules, particles with different surfaces, such as different cell types, should 

exhibit differences in mobilities and therefore be separable by this process. 

The other electrokinetic technique, isoelectric focusing, takes advantage 

of the fact that the mobility of the particle varies as a fuaction of the pH of the 

buffer (Figure 2-20). In fact, there is a value of pH, caller1 the isoelectric 

point, at which the mobility of a particle reverses sign. A special buffer is 

used which when subjected to an electric-field establishes a pH gradient. 

Particles to be separated are driven to their isoelectric points where they are 

continually focused or  constrained by the pH gradient. 

All of these electrokinetic separation processes are easily upset by any 

convective flow. Electrophoresis is usually carried out using a porous medium 

such as papel. o r  a gel which allows molecules to migrate but suppresses any 

convective flow. This is presently one of the most powerful tools available for 

analytical separation of proteins where only nanogram to microgram quantities 

arc  required. However, it has not been successfully scaled up to separate 

proteins on a preparative scale where milligrams to kilograms are required. 

Also, gel electrophoresis is not applicable to cells because of the small pore 

size of the stabilizing medium. 

The most promising i,iethod for using any of the electrokinetic separation 

methods for preparative scale applications is the continuous flow technique. 

The sample and the buffer arc introduced into a separation c t ~ m h e r ,  shown in 
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Figure 2-20. In electrofocusing the sample components are separated in n pH- 
gradient acmrjlng to differences in isoalectrlc point (PI) .  (Arnpholine carrier 
ampholyiea are used to create the pH-gradient and when an electric field is 
applied the pH-gradient is rapidly formed. The ssmple is applizd either as a 
zone or throughout the wholr column. Charged sample con:ponelts rnlgrate 
towards the electrode of opposite charge. The net chargc is co. 1.uously 
reduced during migration in the pH -prodieat. A t  a p H - v d ~ s  equal to the pl 
of the sample. t l~c net charge will be zero and migration stops. The sample 
components arc focused nt their rcsp~ctive pl -*pfues forming concentrated 
and narrow* zones, ) 



Figure 2-21, A transverse fbld is  applied, causing the sample oomponents to 

spread aocording to their mobility, and the separated s m p l e  plus buffer is 

collected by a series of sample tubes at the bottom of the chamber, 

Such devices have been used for a number of years, but the gravity- 

driven convection imposes several limitations on their performance, The 

current flow in the buffer produces heat which must be dissipated through the 

-valls. Therefore, the flow chamber must be made very thin, generally less 

than a millimeter, to minimize the temperature rise and to prevent unstable 

convection caused by temperature inversions. Even so, there must exist non- 

vertical temperature gradients due to the heat transfer to the wall, To prevent 

convective circulation from this effect, it is  necessary to limit the applied field 

to reduce the heating and employ sufficient flow velocity to maintain a unidirec- 

tional flow, This limits L3e degree of separation that can bd obtained. Also, 

the restriction on the thickness of the chamber limits the size of the sample 

stream and intensifies the distortions due the wall effects. By operating with a 

much thicker chamber in a weightless en::ironment, it ~hould be possible to 

increase both the resolution and throughput of continuous flow electrokinetic 

separation. 

The other technique that could be dramatically improved by goillg to a 

low* envirunment is the liquid phase partitioning or  counter-current distribu- 

tion (Figure 2-22). Cells to be separated are shaken with an immiscible twa- 

phase aqueous polymer mixture, usually dextran/polyethylene glycol, Depending 

on the surface properties of the cells, they have a preferctnce for one phase over 



BUFFER I N LET 

COLUMN 

MULTIPLE RECEPTACLES FOR COF4TliJOUS FRACTION COI-LECTION 

Figure 2-21A. Continuous flow electrophoresis (A continuous flow of buffer 
solution from top to bottom is maintained thrcugt this apparatus. The sample is 
also injected conrinucclsly, and the ind~vidual constituents a r e  deflected by the 
horizontally applied electric field. Each con~titllent i s  deflected differently 
according to i ts  superficial electric ~!idrge. Sed.imcntation i s  minimized by 
operation in a verti:.al orientation  lid by rapid Luffer f l o ~ ~ ,  thti:rough the cell. 
Convective disturbance due to jouie he2t.t:' ,g cf the buiier is minimized by making 
the separation between cell wallS a s  small a s  possible and by active nooliug 
lhrough the walls. Hr\we;lsr, if  the separation i reduced Leiow on to two mm, 
resolution i s  degradcd by wall effects.) 



I 

i Figure 2-21B. Commercially available contin~~oous flow clrctrriphoretlc 
separator. (Note thc collection tither- at thc bottom of the scpxntiun column.) 
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the other. As the solution settles, the denser phase settles to the bottom of the 

container, leaving the lighter phase on top, just like the separation of oil and 

water. The cells that are partitioned into the less dense phase collect a t  the 

interface, while the cells that partitioned into the more dense phase settle to 

the bottom. 

The partitioning coefficient can be controlled by several techniques. 

Adding a small amount of certain salts to  the polymer solutions provides a means 

of separating according to the surface charge, which i s  largely a property of the 

glycoprotein molecules imbedded in the cell membrane. An even more exciting 

possibility is the use of affinity ligands. The ligands can be attached to the 
. . 

molecules of the PEG phase by a simple esterification reaction. Examples of 

reactions between the affinity ligand and the large cell are antibody to antigen, 

hormone to receptor, and enzyme to substrate. In this way very specific cell 

types can be separated from a mixture of other cells. 

The primary limitation of using this process on the ground is  the tendency 

for cells to sedimentate through the interface between the two phases during the 

separation process. This should be avoided in a low- environment. 



CHAPTER 3. THE EVOLUTION OF APPARATUS FOR 
MATERIALS PROCESSING ON SKYLAB 

The Inception of Space Processing 

Interest in space processing began to evolve in the late 1950's from 

several different disciplines. The behavior of fluids in spacecraft was the object 

of a number of research efforts in order to &sign propellant management sys- 

tems and other fluid systems required by the then emerging space technology. 

The development of spacecraft,-thermal control systems that utilize change of 

phase of materials for heat storage prompted questions concerning solidification 

phenomena in zero gravity. The possibility of erection and repair of large 

structures in space by brazing and welding raised issues concerning the flow of 

liquid metals when dominated by capillary forces. 

[n considering the likely behavior of liquids and solidification processes 

in the low-gravity environment of an orbital spacecraft, it was recognized that 

this environment might be useful for a variety of unique processes. This 

prompted a number of experiments utilizing drop towers, research aircraft 

flying parabolic trajectories, and small "carry-n experiments" on the last 

several Apollo flights. The purpose of this chapter is to review the evolution of 

apparatus leading to the development of the facilities for the melting and 

solidification experiments flown on Skylab. 



Earth-Based Ewrimental  Activities Prior to Skylab 

Drop Tower Experiments 

A convenient facility for simulating a low-gravity environment on Earth, 

albeit briefly, is the drop tower schematically represented in Figure 3-1. An 

experiment pzckage is placed in a canister as shown, and the canister is given 

sufficient downward thrust by small rocket motors to overcome the decelerating 

forces of air resistance and guide rail friction. The experiment package then is 

in a state of free fall within the canister. The drop tower depicted in the figure 

is  located at the Marshall Space Flight Center and, with a drop height of 90 

meters, is capable of providing a low-gravity environment for approximately 

4 seconds. 

Drop tower tests proved to be of considerable value in the verificat-&n of 

experimental concepts and the development of apparatus later flown on Skylab. 

One example involved the dispersion and solidification, in a drop tower experi- 

ment, of the two normally immiscible elements, gallium and bismuth. Because 

solidification occurred in a low-gravity environment, the more dense material 

did not fall to the bottom of the container, and the product of the experiment was  

a solid mixture of finely dispersed particles of the two elements, as may be seen 

in Figure 3-2. It was found that the degree of dispersion produced a unique 

temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of the solid which is quite 

unlike the pure materials (Figure 3-3). These results suggested that immis- 

cible materials processed in space could form an entirely new class of electronic 

materials, and led to the development of Skylab eqeriments of a similar nature. 

3-2 



Fl~urr  3-1. Lor gravity drop tower facility. (Dmptaufers are used ex ten sir el^ 
to simulate the lour gravity of space. The principle involves dropping an expcri - 
rnent package from a height with the resdt that the experiment experiences :I 
condition of low gravity during the period of free fall. Thc drop tou rr depicled 
;above is located at George C. Blarshnll Space Flight Center and is capahlc of 
accommodating a relati~ely large experiment package. The dmp height o I  90 
meters provides approximately four seconds of lo~v gravity. A s q r  ising amount 
of data can be fathered during thie apparently short period.) 



FREE f A L l  SOltDIFIED Ga-Bi 

CC) LOW-g 

Figure 3-2. An example of the microstructure obtahd by rapidly w l i ~  sod 
solidifying aamples of Ga-50 at. % Bi during free fall. [The darker regions are 
Ga-rich particles with diameter in Be range of 1 to 5 p dispersed in a Bi-rich 
matrix (light grey region). The dlfIerent dispersions obtained for the samples 
where microstructures are shown in Figure A, B, and C are aaeociated with 
different solidification times in low-gravity with typical cooling rates of 5 x 
10' K/S. A ground control sample was pmcessed under otherwise identical 
c ~ n d i t i o ~  except the sample wae not dropped. Figure D shows Ule more coarse 
and highly separated structure of the alloy when solidified at one-g. Thus, the 
drop tower expriments on Ga-Bi have ehown the major impositions of gravity 
in controlling the phase separation rates and consequently the microstructure 
of immiscible or monoteetic alloys. ] 



TYPICAL SAMPLES OF IMMISCIBLES Ga-Bi 

A Q8 

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 

TEMPERATURE (K) 

Figure 3-3. Electrical resistivity of the immiscible alloys Ga-Bi processed in 
the drop tower. (Curves A and B correspond to zero-g processed samples with 
different microstructures obtained by varying the cooling rate. C corresponds 
to the one-g control sample, and D and E are the resistivities of the pure 
elements. ) 



Experiments on Research Aircraft 

The use of aircraft flying parabolic o r  Keplerian trajectories provided 

an order of magnitude increase over drop tower tests in the time that low-gravity 

conditions could be sustained for experimentation. An airplane flying the tra- 

jectory indicated in Figure 3-4 provided 10 to 20 seconds in which objects con- 

tained within were freely falling. The minimum gravity level obtainable by this 

method was approximately lo2 g and unsteady, not a suitable environment for 

precise experiments. Nevertheless, the extended time permitted researchers 

to verify the functioning of several Skylab experiments as they were being 

developed (Figure 3-5). 

Preliminary Experiments in Space 

The Apollo Experiments 

I ju l  mg the transearth coast perlod of the Apollo 14 mission, a set of 

experiments was performed which verified that, in low gravity, mixtures of 

materials of different specific gravities remain stable in the liquid state and 

during freezing; that is, the materials do not unrnix because of sedimentation 

a s  they do on Earth. This se t  of experiments was referred to a s  "The Composite 

Casting Demonstration" and i s  pertinent to this discussion because it was con- 

ducted in the first  space processing furnace, a precursor to some of the Skylab,.. . . 

apparatus. 

The composite casting furnace, shown in Figure 3-6, employed an elec- 

trical resistance element and a thermostat to provide a uniform temperature of 
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Flb~re  3-5. Low gravity Inside a research aircraft. (This photograph was 
taken during thc reduced gravity phase of a Keplerian trajectory maneuver. 
The experiment package being tested is a precursor to one of thc Skylab 
experiments. ) 





140.C within a cylindrical cavity. The mixtures to be processed were enclosed 

in sealed cartridges, typically represented by those shown in Figure 3-7 of a 

standard configuration for insertion into the cavity. The use of cartridges to 

contain materials samples provided a simple standard interface between the 

experiment and the furnace. The cartridges were heated in the furnace cavity 

and then, while still in the cavity but with the furnace switched off, were cooled 

by putting a cold mass in contact with one end. In certain cases, the rate and 

direction of heat flow during cooling was deliberately influenced by the placement 

of appropriately shaped pieces of metal within the cartridges. These appear a s  

light regions in the figure. This early development of thermally designed 

cartridges set the stage for the &sign of furnaces and cartridges for Shylab 

experiments. 

The composite casting demonstration showed that multiphase composites 

with components of different densities could be solidified from the melt without 

phase separation in a low-g environment. This was demonstrated in two groups 

of experiments. In the f irs t  group, fibers, particles, o r  gases were mixed into 

a molten matriv of In-Bi and solidified. The space-processed samples did not 

exhibit the separation of the dispersed phase from sedimentation o r  buoyancy 

effects as  did the control samples; however, the dispersions were not completely 

uniform. The other group consisted of experiments with two- and three-phase 

immiscible mixtures of sodium acetate, paraffin, and either fibers, particles, 

o r  gases. Reasonably stable dispersions of the immisciblcs were achieved in the 

apace-processed samples which could nut be produccd on Earth (Figure 3-8). 



Figure 3-7. Cartridge designs for the Apollo XIV u a s t i g  furnace. (These 
photographs show the exterior of n typical cartridge on L e  left and views of 
three lollgitudinal sections to indicate horv the interhr was configured to 
achieve specific experimental objectives.) 





A group of fluid experiments were conducted on Apollo 14 and Apollo 17 

' r )  ascertain the effects of weightlessness on heat flow and convection for selected 

configurations. These experiments provide data on surface-tension-driven flow 

independent of gravity and on convection caused by spacecraft and astronaut 

movements. The apparatus is shown in Figure 3-9. Very vivid Benard cells 

\.,ere observed in a 2 mm layer of Krytox 143A2, a perfluoro alkylpolyether, 

a hich was heated from the surface opposite the free surface (Figure 3-10). 

This demonstrates that convective flows are  not completely eliminated in a space 

experiment and that careful design of the experiment i s  necessary in order to 

control the fluid motion. In this case the convection is driven by surface tension. 

Since surface tension decreases with temperature, the system would have a lower 

energy if the warmer fluid below displaced the cooler fluid at the surface. This 

results in an instability which causes overturning flow after a certain critical 

thermal gradient is reached. This is similar to the unstable convection caused 

by a more dense fluid overlaying a less dense fluid in a gravitational field, a s  

discussed in Chapter 1, except that in this case the driving force is not dependent 

on g ra~ l ty .  

T!- - ainount of convective heat flow resulting from residual vehicle 

acce!nrations was measured in C02 using a radial cell configuration with a stub 

h a t  at the center, and in liquid H 2 0  and sugar solution using cylindrical tubes 

heated at one enu. Temperatures were measured by observing the color change 

of liql-id rystals fixed to the test cells. On Apollo 14, the temperature distri- 

bition in the cells indicated 10 to 30 percent more heat transport than could be 







accounted for by conduction. The experiment was repeated on Apollo 17, sub- 

stituting Ar for (2% in the radial cell and Krytox oil for the H20 and sugar 

solutions. Tracer particles were added to the Krytox oil to study fluid motions. 

No ?if,nificant heat flow over that predicted from pure conduction was observed, 

no: was any significant movement of the marker particles. Apparently the 

difference was due to different levels of crew activity on Apollo 14. 

The third type of demonstration experiment conducted on Apollo was an 

attempt to perform an electrophoretic separation in a free column. Convective 

flow resulting from Joule heating severely distorts the separation on Earth 

unless a gel o r  other supporting technique is used to suppress the convective 

flow. The use of a supporting medium restricts types of separations that can 

be performed. For example, cells generally cannot pass through the gel. 

The Apollo 14 experiment consisted of three electrophoretic columns 

containing a borate buffer. The samples consisted of (1) a mixture of red and 

blue dyes, (2 )  human hemoglobin, and (3) deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) extracted 

from salmon sperm. The objective of the experiment was to observe the shape 

and distortions of the sample band as i t  moved under the influence of the applied 

field. No attempt was made to collect the samples. The data were taken photo- 

graphically; unfortunately, poor lighting and camera positioning impaired the 

of the photographs. It was possible to determine that the red and blue 

dye were transported along the tube, but the shape of the sample band was 

severely distorted by the electroosmotic flow along the column walls. 



An improved version of this experiment was flown on Apollo 16 (Figure 

3-11). In this experiment the sample consisted of a mixture of two sizes of 

monodispersed polystyrene latex particles, 0.2 and 0.8 microns in diameter. 

The data were recorded photographically. A slight separation between the two 

size particles was barely discernible in spite of the severe distortion of the 

sample by electroosmotic flow (Figure 3-12). This flow results from the fact 

that the walls of the tube adsorb ions which attract a layer of oppositely charged 

ions in the buffer. In an electric field the layer of charge in the fluid moves, 

which causes the buffer flow to move along the walls. This flow, combined with 

the return flow in the center of the tube produces the bullet-shaped distortion. 

It  was found later that this flow could be eliminated by a suitable coating on the' 

walls that effectively has a zero zeta potential. Again, this serves to illustrate 

the care that must be taken to eliminate other extraneous flows in designing low-g 

experiments to take advantage of the lack of buoyance-driven convection. 

Sounding Rocket Experiment 

To develop and test apparatus and experiment concepts at a time when 

manned space flight opportunities were not available, sounding rockets were 

used. In these suborbital vehicles, low-gravity conditions exist during the 

unpowered coast phase after launch and before re-entry into the atmosphere. 

Typically 4 to 7 minutes time is attainable during which accelerations remain 

below about 10- g. 





Figure 3-12. Results of the electrophoresis cxpcrimont on A)x~llo If;. ('l.hr* 
bullet shaped flowa result from distortions by clectroosmotic flow - :im)thcr 
form of mngravity dependent f lows  that must be considered in t 1 1 ~  dcs ign nf 
low-g experlmcnts. $ 



I*' 

The f i rs t  sounding rocket experirmnt was " jwn in 1971 using the furnace 

shown in Figures 3-13 and 3-14. It  had a resistance-heated cavity that accepted 

the same cartridges a s  the Apollo 14 furnace. Additional features of this furnace 

were an automatic sequencer triggered by the launch acceleration and a water 

quench capability made necessary because the specimen had to be melted and 

resolidified within the short low-gravity time available. The water reservoir  

is the hemispherical dome seen on the top of the furnace. 

During the flight the specimen was only partially rlelted and was not 

fully resolidified prior to re-entry. The results were nonetheless interesting 

in  that the experiment reconfirmed the stability of gas bubbles in a melt in low 

gravity. It  also revealed that the heat transfer from the me1.t to the cartridge 

wall can be different in space from what it i s  on Earth. In the low-gravity 

environment of space, the liquid material tends to "free floatf' inside the car-  

tridge, and hence the thermal contact between the melt and the cooled cartridge 

wall i s  poor. This effect, incidentally, was also observed in Skylab experiments, 

where i t  was not detrimental because the experiment times were quite long 

(hours rather than minutes) . 
Skylab Experimental Facilities 

The f i r s t  materials processing experiments approved for  Skylab were the 

#elding and brazing demonstrations. These were originally motivated by the 

desire to fabricate and repair large structures in space. These had been under 

development since 1964 and were accepted for flight in 1966. As interest in 



Figure 3-13. Space pmeess furnace for early ~ounding rocket flight. 



RUBBER OIAPHRAG 

OLENOID VALVE 

HEATER HOUSING 

Figure 3-14, Schematic of furnace shown in Figure 3-13. {This furnace was 
mounted in the payload bay of an Aerobee 200 sounding rocket during a 1971 
flight. The design is rather crude by present standards. The rocket was s ~ l n  
stabilized during ihe coast phaee, and since there was at that time no mema h 
uncouple the furnace, I t  was necessary to locate only a single cartridge along 
the axis of rotation 80 m b minimize acceleration due to ceatrifu,d force.) 



processing experiments in a weightless environment grew, these facilities were 

expanded to accommodate five additional experiments, which were accepted in 

1969. The Multipurpose Furnace and ten additional experiments were proposed 

in 1971 and accepted for flight in 1972. 

For the purpose of classification and description, it is appropriate to 

distinguish betwnen two t y p e s  of melting and resolidification apparatus: the type 

in which materials a re  held in a container o r  crucible, and the type in which 

processing is accomplished while the materials a re  uncontained. Clearly, the 

energy sources, heat transfer mechanisms, and apparatus configurations will 

be different, and so will the possibilities for manipulating the molten materials. 

Apparatus for Contained Materials Processing 

In the experiment-1 apparatus described thus far,  samples to be melted 

have bcen contained in cartridges (or  crucibles) . The cartridges are  convenient 

to handle and provide a simple interface between furnace and experiment. Heat 

transfer between the sample and the controller is usually more efficient, making 

it easier to provide steep gradients and rapid quench rates. Crucibles also 

provide control of the shape of the sample and can eliminate free surfaces if 

Marangoni convection causes unwanted flows. 

The Multipurposr: Furnace was designed for  processing samples contained 

in cartridges. The basic design was patterwd after earlier flisht version:: but 

had more sophisticated control and higher temperature capabilities. The 

essential features of this Multipurpose i',lectria Furnace are indicated in 



Figure 3-15, wrd the actual furtrace is  shown with its controls and a cartridge 

in Fibare 3-16. Three equally spaced experiment cavities were heated at one 

end by electrical resistance clcments, and the heat was extracted at the opposite 

end through n chill plate. Because the furnace was thermally shielded and 

internally cvncunted, the primary ffrcrnral links betwwn thc heated zone and the 

cold plak were the c.artridges inserted in the thrce cavitics. The cartridges, 

which had :i standard external configt~ration, were used to contain the experinrent 

material and, by careful thermal design, to control the tenrperati~re profile to 

which the materid was exposed throughout thc cxperinlcnt. The furnace was 

p~ovidcd with controls to set tmy desired nr,winluni temperature in the heated 

zone up to 105U0C, to vary the soak tinrc, and to rcduce the tcnrpcrature of the 

henttad zone 3 one of several prcdckrnri~wd constru~t rates. The performance 

curves are show11 in Figure 3-17. 

The usc of thC furn;tcc and nlctl~ods dcscribcd previously imposed linlitn- 

tions on thc r\qwrin~cnts th:lt could bc pt8rfornlt-d .md on the mater ids  that could 

be y r ~ c ~ s s c d .  l3ccnuscb the n~:~tcri:d was cont:lincd, it \r;ls not possible to 

proccss highly corrosive ~ n : ~ k r i d s ,  xrl:\tcri:ds with \-cry high melting points, 

matc~rinls \vhcrc% IW contirminntion from thc c~n11k1inc.r \vdl could bc tolcrntcd, o r  

rilntcrinls whcrc- othcr clfccts b~~jupl i t  n b c ~ ~ t  by cont:lct with t.hc1 \\.id1 (nuclc:ition, 

for  cxnnlplc) had to In. nvoidcd. :\nothcr s l~or tcon~i~ip  lag in the fact thnt thc 

furn:icC cnuld only bc controlled fro111 onc cbnd. The profiles in thc prsdictrt 

region :rrct sho\vn in F i p r c  3-1s. For uniform n snnrylc bcing dircc- 

tion:~lly soliciificd is subjcckd to nu :rccclcrating gro\vtll r;lk :uld dccrc:tsinp 



F igurc 3-1 5.  Thc Sk\iab h151S n~ultipurpuse electric furnace. (This c \ i t -awa~ 
schenlatic of the rnultipt~rposc clectrie furnace identifies the major engineering 
fcaturrs and il1ustr:ltcs the idcd  heat f low pattern from the heated region 
through thc cartridge to the heat extractor pltlte.) 
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Figure 3-18. Thermal profiles in M51R furnacc. [ A  sample placed in the heat 
leveler region (first 4 cm) is cmled isothermally. A sample in Ulr? gradient 
region may be directionally solidified, but nntc that both the growth rate and 
gradient change with time, J 



thermal gradient, not an optimum condition for maintaining a stable growth 

interface. 

To overcome some of the disadvantages of containment, a hybrid system 

can be devised wherein a quasi-free sample is held within a cartridge; the molten 

liquid then is held in placc h j r  a nonmelting support such as a rod o r  a wire. This 

means was used in several experiments. In one, for  example, an indium- 

antimonide crystal was grown without wall confinement but attached to an 

indium-antimonide monocrystalline rod through which the heat was extracted a s  

the sample solidified (Figure 3-19). 

Apparatus for Brazing in Space 

The one nonelectrical heat source flown was used for the Skylab tube 

brazing experiment, for which a detailed discussion is presented in Chapter 5, 

Metallurgical Processing. The energy to melt the braze alloy u a s  supplied by 

the reaction of chemicals. The general configuration of the experiment i s  shown 

in Figures 3-20 and 3-21. The cavity temperatures and thermal profiles proved 

to be reproducible to within a few percent. The energy of the chemical exotherm 

is on the order of 650 calories per  gram. In the configuration shown, the speci- 

men reached a temperature of 1050 * 40°C within 90 seconds of ignition. There 

is no apparent reason why chemical energ] sources of this type should not be 

used in the future to melt suitably contained materials, providing a long soak 

time is not required. 
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.ICAL COVER 

Figure 3-20. Construction of Skylab's exothermic brazing experiment. (From 
J. R .  Williams, Skylab Experiment M552 Exothermic Brazing, Prcceedings 
Third Space Processicg Sj-mposium Skylab Results: Vol. I ,  National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.,  1974.) 





Apparatus for Containerless Processirvr; 

Three factors influence the design of apparatus for processing uncon- 

tained materials in space: (1) positioning the freely floating materials in 

relation to the processing apparatus, (2) heating and cooling the materials, and 

(3) manipulating the materials, if necessary. 

A s  explained in the previous chapter, free floating masses tend to drift 

relative to the spacecraft. owing to the effects of orbital mechanics and the slight 

residual accelerations of the spacecraft and hence of the apparatus housed within 

it. Under these circumstances the forces required to hold a material specimen 

in position in the processing apparatus a re  only on the order of 10" to 10'"f 

the terrestrial specimen weight. Several options exist. The simplest is to hold 

the specimen mechanically; for example, on a sting from which the specimen 

may o r  may not be released upon melting. If the specimen is released upon 

melting but is small and freezes rapidly, no constraint may be needed after 

melting because the specimen drifts only slowly into contact with elements of 

the apparatus. Larger o r  slow-to-freeze specimens must be levitated (o r  held 

in position) by electromagnetic o r  acoustic forces. 

With the specimen exposed, many means become available for supplying 

the energy necessary to melt it. The specimen may, of course, be held within 

a heated cavity, but other possibilities include melting by electron beam 

impingement, by imaging an intense source such as an arc  lamp on it, induction 

heating, o r  by a solar furnace. 



The first free floating containerless solidification experiment was per- 

formed on Skylab. The samples for the sphere formflg experiment were held 

on the wheel depicted in Figure 3-22, each sample on a ceramic pedestal, To 

process successive specimens, the wheel was indexed. The specimens were 

melted by an electron beam directed normally to the plane oi the wheel, a s  

shown by the arrow in the figure. Upon melting, each specimen separated from 

the wheel and then was free to ?'floatw within the evacuated process chamber. 

The specimen size had been chosen such ,?,at solidification would occur within 

10 to 20 seconds; that is, before the specimen could drift into contact with the 

chamber wall. A few specimens were made to stay attached to their stings; 

one of these is seen on the upper part of the wheel, The specimen marked 

"target" was made of tungsten and was used for alignment and focusing of the 

electron beam gun before initiation of the experiment sequence. 

The constraint on specimen size in the sphere-forming experiment could 

have been avoided and better control of the heating and cooling could have been 

provided if a "levitation1' system had been incorporated into the experiment. 

In fact, an electromagnetic levitator was under development but was not used 

on Skylab. The coil design was proved effective in drop tower tests. However, 

there was insufficient time to work out all the systems problems and qualify the 

apparatus in order to meet the Skylab lsunch schedule. 

Another technique for providing position control of a containerless 

specimen is  by means of acoustic radiation pressure. A standing acoustic wave 

i s  set up by source and a reflector as shown in Figure 3-23. Diffraction effects 





ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR 
LEVITATING A 3mm CLAY PART l C t E  

F Igurc 3-23. 13ccc~nst rttrtirrn of n hnlng~ . ~ m  s l lc~w ing thc so~lnd Iwcssure field 
in a single-:~xis l r r~ i t :~t i , r .  I ;I s111:4ll sp1icl.c is 1cvit:itud b,v 1l:c str~ind prcssure 
at a m d l  in the :~cr~ltsl ir  Sicld. 1 1 1  trz~c-g it i s  I~cirrg ssril~l~ortrcl tly tlic high prcssure 
reginn (dark : m n )  below. I 



from the edges of the source and reflector provide radial restoring forces. 

Even though these forces are weaker, they are sufficient to confine the object 

in the acoustic field. 

The concept can be carried to three dimensions, as shown in Figure 

3-24. In this configuration rotational control can be achieved by varying the 

phase relationship between the acoustic drivers. Also feedback control can be 

used to provide a more precise sample position control. 

These &vices were under development during the time experiments 

were being readied for Skylab. Although successful demonstrations had been 

carried out in drop tower tests and KC-135 flights, neither the acoustic nor the 

electromagnetic positioning was sufficiently developed to commit to flight on 

S kylab. 

The Skylab Materials Processing System 

The Materials Processing Facility, portrayed in Figure 3-25, was the 

facility In which all Skylab space processing experiments involving the melting 

and resolidification of materials was performed. The facility was mounted on a 

honeycomb panel which served as a conductor of heat to the spacecraft strltcture 

and, in turn, was atkched to the Multiple Docking Adapter structure of the 

Skylab vcilicle bv shock mounts. The facility provided modular capability for 

p?rforming experiments and consisted of the following main parts: 

Work chamber 

Control panel 





V:\C1'1'>1 ZlXE ELECTRON BEAM GUN WOZTSING 

Figure 3-25. The Skylab M.iU materids processing facility, (This facility 
u-as located in the mu! tiplc &king adapter section of Skylab, awl could k 
lmted to space through thc lo :---inch vacuum Iinc at the left of the photugraph. 
The nmrk chzmbcr featured electrical connections and a universal mount 
dcsim to acmrnmndate the individual anparatus for each m d t i w  and solidifica- 
tion cqcr imcnt interchangeably.) 



a Electron beam gun and batteries 

a Stowage boxes for experiment modules and ancillary equipment 

The work chamber incorporated a single mount to accommodate each 

experiment module in turn. The mount, which was directly attached to the 

honeyconlb panel, served as a heat sink wid1 s predetermined and calibrated 

thermal in~pedmce. Near the mount and inside the chamber was located an 

electrical connector through which power and comni3nd signals were provided 

to all the experiment nlodules except the multipurpose furnace, which was a 

late  addition and used only the heat sinkimount and the vacuum c'lpability of the 

chamber. The furnace control systeni i s  described later  in this chwtcr .  

The work chamber could LK\ vented to space and thus provide an  evacuated 

environment for the cxperinictlh when desired. \Yindows, i!lttmination, and a 

system of ni i r rors  within thc work chamber pcrniittcd viewing the cxperinicnts 

in progress and photography using a fixed c.mlcra. The mi r ro r s  served two 

pitrposcs: they pcrn~ittcd viewing of cvt-nts not directly in the linc of sight, :md 

they shielded the viewing ports fronl nlc t d  vapor gcncratcd during experiments 

in which the electron beml  gun was used. Cages on tlic control panel (Figure 

3-2t;) allowed thc c~qwrinlcntcr to nionitor cIi:~nilwr prcssurc,  ccrtain tc~mpcra- 

turcs,  :ind the current m d  voltage of the i*lcctron h a m .  In addition, sivitchcs 

and potcntionicters served to initiate mid control the individunl cxpt~rimctits. 

The metals melting and the sphcrc-forming cxpcrimcnts uscd the clctctron 

beam gun to niclt spccimcns. This ircry compact gun had 31 output o f  2 kW 

(100 mA at 20 kV). Thc high-volt'agc poivcr supply was cotitnincd in a c:lnistcr 



Figure 3-26. The M512 experiment crmtml panel. [This clnse-ttp of the runtrul 
panel shows how the mntrctls wprc into scct ion~ assori:~trd wi th  
particular experiment twcrtinns. Thp inst rumcnk~tinn smt icrn alnLqincd one 
pressure gauge (PI~ESS)  to monitrtr prrssurc in the wr)rk ch:~mlwr. ;I second 
gauge ( FIL CIlAEIIBEll 1'13 ESS) in tlrc elsctron Iwam section m ~ a e u r d  vacuum 
conditions. The clcctri~n bcnm cwntrols wcrc uscd in I M I ~ ~  t l~c  metals rnclting 
and sphert! forming eperirnents desrribcd in Chapter 5, 3Ictd Iargic:~l 
Prnccssing, I 



pressurized with an insulating gas: perfluompropane (CSFS). The filament and 

focusing devices were exposed to the vacuuln of the work chamber. The gun was 

powered by batteries and thus was independent of spacecraft power; the exo- 

thermic brazing experiment also derived its igniter power from these same 

batteries. A l l  other experiments operated on spacecr,aft power. 

Most of the experiment modules and their accessories were stored in the 

stowage container sho\rn in Figure 3-27. To perform an experiment the appro- 

priate module with its :~cccssories was mounted in the chanihr .  In Fip1-e 3-24 

three experiment modules a r e  shown in their installed configurstions. The 

metals melting experiment employed rotating discs driven by a motor. The 

electron bemi \\.as focused on a tunfistcn target incorporated in each disc; the 

disc was then rotated at constant spccd to niake a weld bcad and finally w.?s 

stopped to niclt a puddle. Three discs of different n~nterials  were provided for 

this cxperinicnt, and they \vtBre processed successively (see Chapter 5). 

Spccimcns for the sphcrt.-forming csl>c~rimcnt were carried on two wheels which 

wcrc succcssi\~ely nlountcri on an indexing motor. Each wheel c.wricd n ti~ngsten 

foci~sing target and 14 spccinicns. A f t e r  c.ac11 spccinlen was n1cltc.d by thc 

elcctron bcam, :I ncw syccinlcn \\.:IS indcscd into position. 'rlir. csothcrniic 

br,uiryr cxpcrinic~nt container licld four csothcrm ynck:~gcs. After thc ch:m~k>r 

was cvncuntc~d, tlic c-xothcrm p:tckagcs wcrc fired onc : ~ t  a tinic : ~ t  approsinintcly 

2-hour intcrv:ds. The long intervals were nc.ccss;u'y to dlow for cooling bctwccn 

operations. 





M552 EXOTHERMIC HEATISG 

F igurc 3-2s. Esperimcnt:rl nl~p:ll*ntos inst:~llcd In acwk chnmhr. lThc npera- 
t ional hardwnrc conligtttx t ions o l  thrce n1:ttcrid s p~q~rcssi exper i rnents 
developed in ennjuartion wit11 the n ~ : ~ l c r i : ~ l s  pl.clccssing fncilitr are pictured. 
For ench exqwri nlent. vnr ioos cquiprncnt i l rnls fl.om tllc stowage container were 
nssemblcrl. and then the rxpcrimet~t rnt~dtdcbs acrr mounted in tl~c w w k  chamber 
as s h u w h  ill! thrrr onprrimmts oscd Lhr s:lmc3 mltuntinl: ~wnvisions :md 
clcctricd r~~nnections ins idr ll~c clianrber ( scr ('h:~pLrl. 5, 31etnllurgicN 
Pmccssing}. 1 



The multipurpose furnace system (described previously and shown in 

Figure 3-16) consisted of the furnace, a control package and interconnecting 

cabling. To perform the 11 Skylab experiments utilizing this system the furnace 

was installed in the work chamber as shown in Figure 3-29, the control package 

was mounted on a special adapter, and interconnections were made from the 

controls to the furnace, to the Skylab power receptacle, and to the Skylab telem- 

e t ry  system. After the insertion of each set of three cartridges for an experi- 

ment, the work chamber was evacuated and the experiment was initiated after 

setting the appropriate peak temperature, soak time, and cooling rate. Lights 

indicated which particular period of the total cycle had been reached. Thermo- 

couples at the "hot" and "cold" ends of the cartridges provided information that 

was telemetered to the ground for real-time evaluation of the progress of the 

experiments. 

Miscellaneous Design Considerations 

In designing a space processing system it was necessary to consider a 

number of requirements other than those dictated by the experiments them- 

selves. These included data acquisition, ground support equipment, crew train- 

ing, and safety. The principal means of gathering data from the experiments 

was postflight examination of the specimens produced in space. Processing data 

were available from records on gauge readings written and spoken by the astro- 

nauts and from film taken of the electron beam welding and sphere-forming 

experiments. The multipurpose furnace was connected to the Skylab data system, 





and thus temperahres as a function of time were telemetered to the Mission 

Control Center during the experiments conducted in that furnace. 

A space processing facility duplicating the actual flight unit was con- 

structed and made available for crew training at the Johnson Space Center. 

The experiment operating procedures were revised several times in light of the 

experience gained during crew training. 

In the design of any flight equipment, crew safety is, of course, of para- 

mount importance. Many features were incorporated into the Skylab space pro- 

cessing system to ensure safety. A few examples will illustrate this concern. 

A line led from the processing chamber through the wall of the spacecraft to the 

vacuum of space. Two valves were installed in this line s o  that, in the event of 

the failure of one valve o r  of a break in the line, the danger of venting the whole 

Skylab to space was minimized. Other concerns were associated with the electron 

beam gun, since X-rays a re  generated by an electron beam impinging on metal. 

To shield personnel from these, leaded glass had to be used in the chamber 

viewing ports. In other regions the chamber wall provided enough protection. 

Precautions also were taken to prevent the electron beam from cutting through 

the chamber wall in case of operator error.  A heavy tungsten target plate was 

incorporated in the area of the wall which could be affected. No experimental 

equipment can be made inherently completely safe; therefore, other concerns 

were addressed by having very specific instructions and sequences called out in 

the operating procedures. 



CHAPTER 4. THE PROCESSING OF SEMICONDUCTCi< MATERIALS 

Five experiments involving the processing of semiconductor materials 
i 
1 

I 
I 

i 
were performed during the Skylab mission. These experiments were of extreme I 

I 

interest, partly because of the key role played by semiconductors in our tech- I 
1 

nology and partly because gravity exerts a significant influence on processes by 

which the materials are produced. The primary purpose of these experiments 

was to examine the influence of gravity-driven flows on the solidification process, 

with particular emphasis on the distribution of the dopant atoms that give the 

semiconductor material its desired electrical properties. 

Semiconductors and Their Unique Electronic Properties 

Our highly technological society depends on many materials, each with 

its unique properties. In electronic applications, the extent to which a material 

conducts electricity is of primary interest. This ability to conduct electricity 

depends on two factors: how many electrons are available and the extent to which 

they c: :, move unimpeded through the material. Most electrons in a solid a re  

tied up in the bonding of atoms to atoms o r  molecules to molecules and a r e  not 

available for electronic conduction. The distinguishing feature of metals is that 

they have ample available o r  "free" electrons for electrical conduction, and 

conductivity depends only on the mobility of the electrons under the influence of 

an applied driving force o r  voltage. Generally the conductivity increases at 

lower temperatures because there are  fewer collisions between the free conduc- 

tion electrons and the vibrating lattice. 

4-1 



Semlconductors, on the other hand, have virtually no conductivity at 

very low temperatures because practically all of the electrons a r e  e ~ t h e r  bound 

to the atomic nuclei o r  occupied in the bonding of atoms to atoms. One of the 

features that make these materials so useful i s  that the electrons are  loosely 

bound and can be readily promoted to conduction electrons by absorption of 

photons or  by thermal agitation. This property is useful in making devices s~ tch  

as detectors and thermistors. 

Perhaps the most useful feature of semiconductors is the fact that the 

conductivity can be dramatically altered by the addition of trace impurities 

called dopants. For example, the addition of 1 part  per  million of arsenic to 

srlicon increased the conductrvity by a factor of 10,000. Not only is it possible 

to tailor the conductivity within wide limits, but it is possible to choose the sign 

of the charge carr iers  by the type of dopaat material added. For example the 

addition of boron to ~ i l i c o n  requires fewer electrons to form the chemical bonds, 

thereby free electrons are left to respond to electric fields. S5ch a material is 

called %-typew because electrons which have negative charge carry  the current. 

On the other hand, doping with phosphorous requires more electrons than a re  

available to provide the chemical bonding. The "holesw that a re  left also respond 

to an electric field and cause conduction, just like free electrons except that they 

behzve as if they have positive charge. Such a material i s  called "p-type" 

material because the holes that carry the current have a positive charge 

(see Figure 4-1). 



(a. 

Figure 4-1. Effect of dopants in silicon. [An ordinary Si atom (a*) has 14 
protoils in the nucleus which are electrically balanced by 14 electrons arranged 
in shells containing 2, 8, and 4. The outer shell can contain 8 electrons. In a 
pure Si lattice this is fulfilled by each Si atom sharing an electron with its 
neighbors (b. ). The electrons are tightly bound and are not free to conduct 
electricity. The addition of a phosphous atom (c.) which has 5 electro. ; in its 
outer shell, provides a free electron for conduction yielding an "n-type" 
material. The addition of a boron atom (d.) which has only 3 electrons in the 
outer shell leaves a '!holew which can act a s  a positive car r ier  yielding a 
Tp-type" material. ] 



The fact that semiconductors can be made in both n- abd p-types is the 

basib for the entire solid state clectromcs industry. A junction between n and 

p regions transmits current in only one direction which forms a diode or r- :cti- 

fier. Photons absorbed near the junction produce electron-hole pairs which can 

be collected, forming a current that is proportional to the light intensity. This 

is the basis for photodetectors as well as solar cells. The process can be 

reversed; current can be run through the device and light is generated a t  the 

junction. This is the principle of the light-emi%ing diode (LED) used s o  widely 

now for electronic displays. The addition of a second junction to form either 

n-p-n o r  p-n-p sequence produces a transistor. The center region, called the 

base, blocks current flow in eitirer direction. However, a small control current 

flowing from the base to one end can cause a much larger current to flow from 

end to end. 

The development of the present solid state technology has been msde 

possible by the ability to grow nearly perfect crystals of ultrapure semiconductor 

material. The purity is required to prevent unwanted atoms from masking the 

effect of the purposefully added dopants. The degree of purity required can be 

appreciated by colrsidering that most substances, metals for example, can only 

be purified to parts per million. Since there are - lo2$ atoms per cm3 of solid, 

this implies ld7 impurity atoms/cm3. Dopant lcvcls in scmiconducbrs run as 

low a s  10*'/cms. This implies impurities leveis less than parts per trillion. 

Not only is purity essential, but the extreme sensitivity of the electrical 

properties to the dopant concentration requires a great deal of control of the 



distribution of the dopant atoms within the crystal to insure uniform electrical 

properties. 

It is also necessary to use material that has  a high degree of structural 

perfection. Structural perfection implies complete natural ordering of the 

atoms o r  n~olecules which make up the solid. hlost semiconductor materials of 

current i n~porhnce  are crystalline substances; that is, their atoms are arranged 

internally in some definite periodic pattern. Deviations from this  pattern a r c  

known a s  crystalline o r  structural &fects. Thej niay be relatively minor, such 

a s  an occasional atom missing from the pattern o r  out of place ( a  \7acancy, o r  

point defect) ; more extensive in the form of :In cnt i re  row of cxtrtr o r  missions 

atoms ( a  dislocation, o r  line defect) ; o r  m.?ssive regions of internal disorr', ,r 

( intcrcrystdline boundaries, o r  surface &fccts). T'nesc a r c  illustratcd ~ I I  

Figure 4-2. -411 have the undesir:~blc effect of i~~ te r f e r ing  with the internd flow 

of conductioi~ clectrons. In fnct, intercrystall i~le \k?u&wi~-s are such effective 

bar r ie rs  to conduction that they :we generally intolcr.ablc in clcctronic devices. 

h!ost scniico~iductors, thcrefcwc, must bc single crystals in ordcr  to Lw? useful. 

In device manufacture, it i s  custon~;try to si~iiult:mcously produce :I 1.wge 

number of circuits on single chip of material, usu:~lly silicon. Inipcrfcctions o r  

the lack of chemical homogeneity reduces the yicld of the n u n i k r  of useful 

dcviccs. For  most applications, thc presently av:~il.ablc yicld i s  ncccptablc to 

the point that it is not cconomicd to spend morc dollnrs on better stnrting 

materinl. Only for highly specialized applications suc.11 :is lnrgc focal plane 

arrnys o r  other largc coniplcx dcvicc~s is thc currcbnt technology inadcquatc. 



Figure 4-2. Examples of defects in crystals. [Several types of pr.int defects 
a r e  shown in (a.) including a self-interstitial (upper left), a vscancy (upper 
right), a substitutional impurity atom (center), and an interstitial impurity 
atom (lower left). Line defects a r e  illustrated in the form of an edge disloca- 
tion (b.) and a screw dislocation (c.). Edge dislocations have a tendency to 
line up a s  shown in (dm)  to produce a low-angle grain boundary. ] 



F o r  these spplications the goal is to obtain a uniforully doped, defect-free 

crystal which will yield the maximum performance inherent to the device and 

the material. 

The Skylab experiments were designed bo explore the potential for mini- 

mizing impurities and structural defects and for controlling the distribution of 

dopant atoms b s  processing in a low-gravity environment. 

Techniques of Crystal Growth 

Single crystals of semiconductor materials are produced on Earth by 

effecting controlled solidification from a saturated solution, a saturated vapor, 

o r  directly from molten material, One of the Skylab semiconductor experimeats 

was designed to achieve solidification from the vapor and four from the melt. 

In the simplest vapor growth system, crystal growth occurs by physical 

vapor deposition. Polycrystalline material is located a t  one end of a closed 

container, o r  ampoule, and a small "seed" crystal may o r  may not be placed a t  

the other end. The ampoule is placed in a furnace such that the end containing 

the source of polycrystalline material i s  at a temperature sufficiently high that 

some of the material vaporizes. This vapor fills the ampoule, and a t  the cooler 

end it condenses and returns to the solid state. The purposes of the seed a r e  to 

serve a s  a locus of condensation and to provide the appropriate structural model 

for preferential crystal growth. If experimental conditions a re  appropriate, the 

crystal structure of tF.3 seed will be perpetuated during condensation, md a 

large single crystal will be produced. If no seed crystal is used, the material 
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UPW 
Furnace 
(Temperature 
slightly higher 
than mrterul 
melting point) 

Lower 
Furnace 
(Temperature 
slightly lowet 
than material 
melting point) 

Lowainp 
Mechanism 

I 
! 

Melt 

- Solidified 
Crystal 

Figure 4 4 .  Bridpan-Stockbarger crystal growth. (The 
Br idgman-Stochbarger technique essentially produces crystal 
nucleation on a single solid-liquid interface by carrying on tile 
crystallization in a temperature gr;-dient. The material to be 
crystallized is usually contained in a cylindrical crucible which 
is lowered through a temperature gradient. In doing s o  an 
isotherm normal to the axis of the crucible is caused to move 
through the crucible slowly enough that the melt interface follows 
it. usually the whole crucible is initially molten and the f irs t  
nucleation w i l l  be several crystallites. If the tip of the crucible 
i s  conical, only one nucleus will be suitably oriented and will 
dominate the growing interface. 



condenses directly on the container wall. Nuclei are usually formed a t  micro- 

scopic surface imperfections on the wall with the result that a seedless process 

usually produces a multitude of small crystals. 

Crystals can also be grown by chemical vapor deposition, a s  was the 

case in the Skylab experiment. The difference is that the vapor is formed by 

chemical reaction of the source material with a transport agent at the hot end of 

the ampoule and solid material is deposited when the reverse reaction occurs at 

the cold end (Figure 4-3). Again, if experimental conditions are appropriate, 

one o r  more single crystals a r e  produced. These techniques for  growt5 from 

the vapor phase are  referred to as closed vapor transport, meaning thal; the 

growth ampoule is completely closed during growth. Single crystals may also 

be grown from the vapor phase by allowing an appropriate mixture of gases to 

flow through a condensation region. The depeleted gas may then be exhausted 

o r  replenished and recycled. Such systems a r e  referred to as open o r  flow- 

through systems. 

In crystal growth from a melt, it is necessary thet solidification occur 

in a controlled unidirectional manner. In the simplest cases, the material is 

contained in a cylindrical crucible which i s  slowly withdrawn from the open 

bottom of a vertical tube furnace into a cooler environment, causing solidification 

to proceed gradually from the lower end upward. This is referred to as the 

Bridgeman o r  Stockbarger technique (Figure 4-4). If withdrawal is  accomplished 

slowly and uniformly, and the initial growth is monocrystalline, the remaining 

material may grow as a single crystal. The probability of obtaining a large 
I 



crystal is enhanced if a previously obtained small single crystal ( a  seed 

crystal) is used to initiate solidification; that is, if the seed is placed in the 

bottom of the crucible and not allowed to melt. Other techniques are used, 

including crucibles with conical bottoms to encourage initial solidification a t  a 

single point. 

The constraints involved in developing the Skylab program did not allow 

the development of a furnace with a precise translation control of the sample 

within the heated cavity (o r  of translating the heated cavity relative to the 

sample, which produces the same effect). Instead, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

it was necessary to employ a "gradient freeze technique" in which the overall 

temperature of the furnace is reduced while maintaining the upper portion a t  a 

higher temperature than the lower portion. This essentially accomplishes the 

same purpose but since there is control only at the hot end, uniform growth 

rates and gradients could not be maintained. 

Melt Growth Experiments 

A total of four melt growth experiments were attempted on Skylab. A s  

d i s c u ~ ~ e d  previously, the gradient freeze technique used on Skylab does not 

provide high thermal gradients and uniform controlled growth rates. Also, the 

maximum temperature capability of the furnace ( -  1000°C) restricted the choice 

of materials that could be used in the experiments. For this  reason, most of 

the investigators chose materials such as  InSb and G e  which, although they have 

some importance in device applications, primarily serve as models for other, 

more important systems. 

4-11 



Before discussion of the specific experiments, it is important to under- 

stand some of the processes that go on in solidification that affect the distribu- 

tion of dopants o r  alloying components. A typical phase diagram for a binary 

o r  pseudo-binary system in which the constituents are  completely miscible in 

both the liquid and the solid phase is shown in Figure 4-5. A s  a melt of some 

composition is lowered to the liquidus temperature, a solid begins to form, but 

of considerably different composition from the melt. Solute I3 tends to be 

rejected by the solidifying solid and pushed ahead of the solidification front. 

The freezing solid contains substantially less impurity than the original melt. 

In fact, this is the principle of the important process of zone refining which is 

used to purify a multitude of elemental materials as well a s  organic materials. 

The ratio of the concentration of B in the solid to the concentration of B in the 

liquid at  the interface for a given temperature is called the distribution coefficient 

o r  segregation coefficient. KO. 

In a directional solidification of a melt, the composition is initially Xlor 

the distribution coefficient times the original melt composition. For systems in 

which the addition of a solute depresses the melting temperate (the case con- 

sidered here) the distribution coefficient is  less than unity, which means that the 

dopant level is initially lower in the solid than in the original melt. As solidifica- 

tion progresses, the rejected solute increases the concentration in the melt. In 

a convectionless situation, a diffusion layer rapidly builds up, increasing the 

solute concentration in the vicinity of the interface. Eventually the concentration 

reaches X p  so that the concentration in the solid is Xo. At this point a steady 
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Figure 4-5. A typical phase diagram for a solid solution binary o r  pseudo- 
binary compound Al-xBx. (Let X be the starting composition in one melt. 

0 

As the temperature is lowered to T the material that solidifies has composi- 
1' 

tion X In the absence of convective mixing, it is possible to build up a steady- 
1' 

state diffusion layer with composition X at the interface such that composition 
X is solidified. 

2 
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state is reached in which solute becomes incorporated into the crystal at the 

same rate it enters the diffusion region, The more rapid the growth rate, the 

less time the solute has to diffuse away from the diffusion layer. This results 

in a sharper diffusion layer and a more rapid achievement of steady state growth, 

a s  may be seen in Figure 4-6, Once steady state growth is reached, the compo- 

sition will remain uniform until the diffusion layer encounters the end of the 

growth ampoule. This entrapment will rapidly increase the concentration above 

X and will result in a high concentration of solute in the crystal near the end. 
2 

In a highly convective o r  s t i rred melt, the diffusion layer is essentially 

spread throughout the melt, causing a continually changing composition in the 

melt as solidification progresses. This results in the dopant profile shown in 

Figure 4-7 and compared to the diffusion controlled case, These two profiles 

represent extremes, A partially mixed melt would produce something inter- 

mediate to these extreme cases. 

The uniform distribution of dopants obtained by the diffusion-controlled 

process is obviously desirable for applications where it is important to produce 

a large number of wafers with uniform dopant distribution. Since it is difficult 

to approach diffusion-controlled conditions in one-g, several alternatives a r e  

used. One is to restrict the region of melt to a short zone and let this zone 

move through the material to be processed, Since thc zone is short, the rejected 

solute, even when mixed with the molten material in the zone, will eventually 

increase the concentration until steady state growth i s  reached. However, for 

various practical reasons, the length of the zone must be longer than the d i f f u ~ ~ o n  
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Figure 4-6. Composition profiles at steady state for different gmwth velocities. 
(At steady state the component A is being incorporated into the solid at the same 
rate as it enters the diffusion region. A slower growth velocity allows more 
time for the rejected material at the interface to diffuse away, producing a 
broader diffusion region. Also, a longer time is required to reach the steady 
a t ~ t e  composition. 



region and -+eady state growth cannot be rchieved in as short a distance. The 

other technique, known a s  zone leveling, intentionally places a charge of the 

dopant just ahead of the seed crystal. The concentration of this dopant is chosen 

to be Co/Ko where KO is the distribution coefficient and Co is the desired dopant 

level in the solid. If K, i s  small and the desired Co is low, the change in concentra- 

tion in the traveling zone is neg':gible and reasonably uniform dopant distribu- 

tions can be obtained. This technique is not sattsfacbry, however, when large 

concentrations of dopants o r  alloying agents a re  required. 

Experiment M-562, Steady State Growth and Segregation under Zero 
Gravity: In Sb 

The potential advantages of crystal growth in a low-g environment were 

most dramatically demonstrated by the M-562 experiment conducted by Pro- 

fessors A. F. Witt and H. C. Gatos at MIT to study dopant segregation in the 

absence of gravity-driven convection. A s  stated previously, it is highly desir- 

able to prepare uniformly doped semiconductors so that the electrical properties 

a r e  the same throughout the materizl. Several factors tend to prevent this from 

happening in Earth processes. 

The first  problem, which was discussed previously, arises from zonvec- 

tive stirring which cdntinually changes the dopant mnrrntration ahead of the 

solidlfication front. One of the objectives of the Witt and Gatos experiment was 

to determine whether the diffusion-controlled dopant distribution could be main- 

tained in the melt, givlng the theoretical dopant profl:,, ahown in Figure 4-7. 



The second impediment to obtaining uniform dopant concentrations comes 

from growth rate oscillations. It is well known that in most solidification 

processes the growth interface Qes not progress uniformly but, instead, pro- 

gresses in a series  of jerks o r  jumps. Sometimes the interface may even melt 

back o r  recede before it jumps forward again  Thermocouples imbedded in the 

melt have recorded temperature fluctuations that correlate with the observed 

growth rate fluctuations. The exact details that produce these temperature 

fluctuations a r e  not completely understood but are  generally attributed to convec- 

tive effects. If the growth rate is suddenly increased, the concentration of 

dopant atoms ahead of the interface is increased because of the additional pile-up, 

and the rate of dopant incorporation is increased. Therefore, the growth rate 

fluctuations result in dopant striations thraughout the crystal. 

Witt and G. *os prepared InSb crystals by conventional Czochralski 

growth. Three t-vpes of crystals were processed under identical conditions. 

These included an undoped crystal, a tellurium (Te) doped crystal (loi8 Te 

stoms/cms) 2nd a tin (Sn) doped crystal at a high doping concentration ( 1 0 ~ ~  Sn 

atoms/cms) . 
One group of crystals was processed during Skylab 111 by slowly melting 

the crystal back over a portion of its length, soaking it for 60 minutes to achieve 

thermal equilibrium, and then directionally solidifying it by ; -ans of a controlled 

power reduction. The experiment i. nn L :geated during Skylab IV with the addition 

of mechanical shock and an interruption in the cooling to provide time reference 

marks on the growing crystal and to examine the growth transient. 



After retrieval, the crystals were sectioned and etched to reveal the 

dopant striations. A striking difference may be seen in Figure 4.8 between the 

portion that was melted and recrystallized in space compared to the Earth-grown 

portion. The pronounced striations indicating compositional inhomogeneities in 

the Earth-grown region reflect irregular variations in growth conditions which 

are due to rotation effects and to uncontrolled gravity-induced thermal convec- 

tion in the melt. No microscopic compositional fluctuations are present in the 

portion of the crystal that was grown in space. This demonstrates that the 

growth rate fluctuations are, in fact, a gravity-related effect -ad can be 

eliminated by processing in a low-g environment. 

The dopant distribution was meas w e d  quantitatively by meam of Hall- 

effect measurements and ion-microprobe scanning. It can be seen in Figure 4-9 

that the dopant distribution closely resembles the theoretical behavior for a 

diffusion-controlled solidification shown in Figure 4-7. The initial transient 

required for the concentration at the solidification interface to reach the steady 

state value was completed in less than 1 cm. The dopant distribution was 

extremely uniform throughout the remainder of the crystal. The results of thc 

ground control samples a r e  also shown. Even though these were processed in 

a vertically stabilizing thermal gradient, continual changes in dopant concentra- 

tion were observed, indicating that convective stirring took place because of 

unavoidable lateral thermal gradients. 

An unexpected bonus came from the Witt and Gatos experiment. For 

reasons that arc not completely clcar, the Te-doped samplcs did not maintiirn 



Figure 4-7. Concentration of dopants after normal freezing versus 
fraction solidified for: (a) complet~ convective mixing in the melt 
and (b) diffusion controlled growth with no convective mixing. 



Figure 4 4 .  Etched lorzgitwllnal section of Te-dopcd InSb crystal p w n  on 
~ k ~ l a b .  ( In this photomicrograph, chemical etching has revealed a striking 
difference in dopant segregation between the upper portion of the crystal 
(grown on Earth) and the lower portion melted and regrown in space, This 
sort of micrascopic inhomogeneity results from convective stirring of the 
solidification front in crystal growth on Earth and has an adverse effect (In the 
performance of electronic devices made from semicunductor materials. ] 
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Figure 4-9. A comparison of dopant concentration profiles for crystals grown 
in space and on earth. [The dopant concentration curve ( N  ) indicates a 

space 
transient in the initial portion of the regrowth region, a s  predicted theoretically. 
The transient ends a t  n distance of approximately 0.5 cm from the regrowth 
intcrface , and from that point dopant concentration remains constant. The 
dopant concentration ( N  ) for tr crystal regrown on Earth under otherwise 

earth 
identical conditions never becomes constant, reflecting continuous convect~ve 
disruption of the solidification process. j 



close contact with the crucible wall during the solidification process but, instead, 

assumed 3 £luted configuration with narrow ridges forming the only wall contact 

(Figure 4-10). This left the majority of the crystal  with a f ree  surface. Since 

there a r e  large thermal gradients in the solidification process, the variations 

in surface tension along a f ree  liquid surface would be expected to produce a 

surface-tension-driven flow ( ~ a r a n g o n i  convection). There has been concern 

that such flows would prevent float zone processes carr ied out in space from 

achieving their desired homogeneity in dopant distribution. There was no 

evidence of such flows in the U7itt and Gatos experiments, possibly because of a 

thin oxide film on the f ree  surface which may have prevented such disturbing 

flows. While this is by no m e m s  conclusive, it does indicate that such flows 

may be controllable. 

Experiment III-560, Seeded, Containerlcss Solidification of Indium Antimonidc 

.Another experiment involving InSb was conducted by Dr. H. ZJ. Walter, 

University of Alabama in Hu~tsville.  This experiment attempted to grow a 

crystal in a quasi+ontainerless technique by melting back a conventionally grown 

cylindrical crystal in a cnkity and using adhesion and surface tension to keep the 

melt  in zotrtact with the original rod which served as the seed. The configura- 

tion is illustrated in Figure 3-15. Several crystals were grown in this manncr, 

ranging from heavily doped Se ( 1 0 * ~ / c m ~ )  to undopcc! compositions. Thc intent 

of the experiment was to examine the growth configuration, evaluate whether 
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there was an increase in perfection obtained by eliminating container-i~duced 

strain, and examine the homogeneity of the dopant distribution in the growth 

process. 

Since the melt was an approximately spherical drop, it was expected 

that the crystal would solidify into a spherical shape also, which is the reason 

that the growth cavity was made with a hemispherical end cap. Figure 4-11 

shows that this did not happen. Instead, a teardrop shape developed. This 

shape is determined by the meniscus angle (the angle between the solid-vapor 

interface and the liquid-vapor interface at the solid-liquid-vapor) and the volume 

change associated with solidification (Figure 4-12). The peculiar tip was pro- 

duced when the crystal, being longer than anticipated, grew into the crucible 

wall. 

Of particular interest is the faceted appearance of the crystal. The 

facets appear as well-developed growth faceb consistent with the crystalline 

symmetry of the material and a re  essentially optically flat (Figure 4-13). This 

illustrates rather dramatically that in low-g the shapes of solidifying solids are  

dominated by forces intrinsic to the solidification process itself. X-ray topo- 

graphic analysis (Figure 4-14) shows no evidence of grain boundary defects on 

the facets, indicating a high degree of crystalline perfection. 

Etch pit studies showed significantly fewer defects in the remelted 

crystal than in the original material, with the dislocation densities decreasing 

with distance from the original solid/liquid interface. There were some dopant 

striations, however, which i s  puzzling in light of the results obtained by Witt 
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F i r  1 InSb rrystnls gmwn uncont:uned on cnnsccutivc Sl,!.lab flights. 
[An overall view o f  two represcntatirc samples processed on tlrv scctlnd (left) 

I and third ( r i ~ h t )  Skylab flights reveals extrcmoly smooth and 1-cflcctivc 
surfaces. A11 samples grown dtrr ing the sccwnd flighl cxhibitarl the   annul:^^. 
groove. The most plausible explanation is that a spacccrnrt m:rnoutTcr, :iZ 
minutes after coclldo~vn was initinted, produced an accclorntion sutfficiont 1r1 

cause a growth distt~rbnnce. 1 
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F i m e  4-14. Examples of reflection topgraphs of Skylab' a cantainerIess 
grown crystds show no grain or lattice misoricntation. Geometrical irregu- 
larities of thc crystal surfacc show up on the topograph as well; shadows are 
cast by small oxide specks which can be seen on some of the pictures. Aside 
from this ,  Ulc spnce-groun portion exhibits flawless single crystds. Only at 
the very end of the spncc-grown samples, irregularities show up; this is, 
howevcr , t~ be expected s i n c ~  this port' *n was jirou n undrr iricreos ing radial 
thcrmnl gradients and tht! material n.25 tncn in contact with the mold. From 
M . PT. W:II ter, Seeded, Containerless Solidification of Indium Antimonidc. 
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and Gatos. Whether these a r e  inherent in the growth process o r  result from 

thermal o r  acceleration events during the solidification process is  not clear, 

and, unfortunately, there was insufficient instrumentation to determine this. 

The Principal Investigator has suggested a theory based on kinetic supercooling 

of the melt during the transient growth region to explain the growth rate fluctua- 

tion that caused the striations. A more extensive stability analysis i s  required 

to conform this possibility. 

Experiment M-559, Influence of Gravity-Free Solidification on Microsegregation 

This experiment, conducted by Drs. J. T. Yue and F. W. Voltmer of 

Texas Instruments, Inc., was designed to investigate the distribution of do pan:.^ 

in germanium solidified in a low-g enviro~ment. Three types of crystals were 

prepared by conventional Czochralski growth containing the following dopants: 

Ga ( 8  x loi6 atoms/cm3), B ( 2  x 10'' atoms/cm3) , and Sb (4  x 1014 atoms/cmS) . 
The crystals were melted back and allowed to resolidify directionally. The flight 

samples were compared with identical sets  melted and resolidified on the ground 

in both horizontal and vertical position, The vertical samples were processed 

in a thermally stable configuration. 

Some contamination was apparently acquired from the graphite crucible 

which doped the samples in an unwanted manner. This made it difficult to inter- 

prct the dopant distribbtlon in the lightly doped samples that contained B and Sb. 

Good data were obtained from the more heavily doped Ga sample. 



The dopant segregation was measured using a spreading resistance 

probe. Figure 4-15 shows the radial distribution of dopants in the space- 

processed sample compared with the ground control samples. As may be seen, 

the space processed samples show much less radial segregation, as evidenced 

by the long, flat portion of the curve. A marked increase in Lpant  distribution 

is seen near the surfaces of the space as well as the ground -0ntrol samples. 

The space-processed sample necked down in diameter and had a free surface in 

the regrowth region. Surface tension flow might have produced this distribution. 

The ground control samples had no such free . ~rfaces ,  but may have been 

influenced by conventional convection driven by radial thermal gradients. 

The spreading resistance measurements used for measuring the dopant 

distribution had a resolution of 5 microns, thus allowing dopant zoncentr;',ion 

fluctuations to be measured on a microscopic scale. It can be seen from Figure 

4-15 that the amplitude of such fluctuations is considerabiy reduced in the space- 

grown crystal. The degree of microsegregation (mean square vdue of these 

fluctuations over a 100 micron interval) was 0.4 percent for the space grown 

crystal compared with 1.6 percent and 2.2 percent for the ground control 

samples. 

The dopant distribution in the axial direction i s  somewhat confusing. 

The crystal did not grow long enough to reach steady state growth. The initla' 

transient of dopant concentration appeared to be sharper in the ground con::'..! 

samples than in the flight sample, exactly the ~pposi '  * what would be expected. 

The reason for tkis difference i:, .lot understood. 
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Eh-er imcnt  hI-563, Directional Solidification of In Sb-GWb Alloys 

This cxpcriment, developed by Prof. W. R. Wilcax, University of South, . : 

Califcwni:~, addresses nn important c l a s s  of materials ,  i.e., the controlled 

b:.ncig:ip solid solution s e m i c ~ n d u ~ t o r s  such as Hg Cd Te and Pb Sn T c  
1-x x 1-x x 

that :ire in1port:int infrared detectors. The system chosen i s  In Ga Sb, whi- 
1-x x 

docs not Iravc tllc technical importance of the previously mentioned makri :ds ,  

but 1s :I s impler sys tem to work wi th  because it does not have the high v:Ipr 

prc8ssurcs :~ssocintcd with Hg or thc sensitivity to mechanicd s t ra in  of thc 

PwnTc system. It docs sc rvc  :is a \:scfid model of these s y s t e n ~ s  in many 

rcs[wcts. 

The. diffictdtics of growing thcae t e rnary  solid solutions fro111 the nlclt 

a r c  m:~ny. T o  n f i r s t  approsinlation thc s y s t c n ~ s  h h r w c  as pseudo binary sys -  

tcnis  in \vhicbli 11tCb and (;;rSb h h a v c  2s two sep.wate con~ponents that can couxiqt 

in :i c~'yst:dlinc lattice in .my mixturc. Thc phnse diagram is simi1.w to that 

discussed nt thc twginning of the Chaptcr (Figurc  1-5). As thc t c m p c r a t ~ ~ r c  i s  

lo\vcrcd for ;I gi\.cn c o n ~ p o ~ i t i o n  to thc solidus line, the f i r s t  n i a k r i d  to solidify 

h : ~ s  c.c.rnsidc.r:~bl\ diffcrcnt composition from the s tar t ing n ~ : ~ t c r i d .  If c o ~ i v c ~  I ivc. 

s t i r r ing  c : ~ n  bc pn>vcnted, thc diffusion 1:tycr will gradually bcconlc richrtr In t h -  

0thc.r cbonlponcnt until ;I s t c~ idy  s h t c  is rc:tchcd, a t  which p o ~ n t  thc conipcwiti(.:, 

of tllc. ~ r o \ v ~ t i g  crys ta l  is the sn.-lc\ as the inclt, a s  w:w cic*monstr:~tcd in ill(> \I i t t  

:?nci (;:.Ins c3~\.pcr lnicnt. 

l\ut anothcr problem :wises when dcd ing  with nlodcrntc~ conccwtr:itic>rlc 

o f  tile. soiutc. Thc nl :~ te r id  in front c f t!ic gro\vtli inte-rfncr. is cnr~chccl 111. ti,,. 



lower melttag point material, so  the solidification temperature is reduced, 

However, a short distance away, i.e., the length of the diffbsion layer, lies the 

much higher melting point material (Figure 4-16), In ocher words, the solidifica- 

tion front is at the solidus kmperature. For controlled planar solidification it 

is necessary for the : mperature e v e ~ ~ ~ h e r e  in the melt to be above the local 

liquidus. Unless the thermal gradient is  steep enough to meet this condition, 

a phenomenon known as constitutional supercooling will result in which the plane 

interface breaks down and dendritic growth takes pl?ce, destroyiw the single 

crystal growth process. 

Since the diffusion layer kconies smaller at more rapid growth rates, 

the required gradient increases directly as the growth rate. Conversely, a 

lower growth rate reduces the requirement for high gradients but adds two addi- 

tional problems. First, much longer times and growth distances are  required 

to rcach steady state. Second, the growth oscillations discussed previously may 

exceed the critical growth rate and cause interfacial breakdown. For these 

reasons, melt growth of materials such as HgCdTe have not been feasible in 

one-g. 

Wilcox chose 0.1, 0.3, .md 0.5 as values of S for the  compositioi; QI his 

samples. Based on his knowledge of the phase diwrani and the predicted per- 

formance of the furnace he  hoped to have one composition within the stable 

growth region, one in the unstable growth region, and one on thc 'mi-&I. i ~ n e  

betwccn stable and ~i:~s;;&lc. A s  discussed previously, the gradient freeze 

furnace used cn Skylab does not lcnd itself to ~vcll~cnntrolled grou.th rates atd 
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Figure 4-16. Solidus and \iquid:~s temperatures for system in Figure 4-6. [In 
order  to prevent constitutiond supercooling and interfacial breakdown, it is  
necessary to keep the temperature above the liquidus curve. This requires a 
temperature gradient that steepens as  thc growth rate increases. If gradient 
GI is  applied to growth rate Rt (bottom curve) the material in the orang: region 
will be below its liquidus temperature and will solidify, causing irterfacial 
breakdown. ] 



gradients, and all of the samples exhibited unstable growth. Clearly, a much 

better furnace with controlled directional solidification is required to do this 

experiment properly. 

Vapor Growth Experiments 

Experiment M556, Crystal Gmwth by Vapor Transport 

This experiment, conducted by Dr. Heribert Wiedemeier, Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute, used iodine as  a chemical vapor transport agent to grow 

GeSe and GeTe. The primary purpose was to examine the transport process in 

the absence of gravity-.Ariver. convection and to determine if the diffusion- 

controlled conditions had any effect on crystal morphology and perfection. The 

choice of the materials again was dictated by the Skylab furnace capability, and 

al&ough these particular materials are of limited interest for device applica- 

tions, they serve as useful models for systems with more technological 

importance. 

The chemical reactions that govern the transport of GeSe are GeSe (solid) 

+ GeI, (gas) - 2 Ge12 (gas) + 1/2 Se2 (gas). A similar reaction takes place 

with the GeTe system. A s  can be seen in Figure 4-3, the iodine transports the 

Ge whlle the Se or  Te is transported by sublimation. For extremely low 

pressures of the transport agent (GeG) , the transport of material from the hot 

zone to the cold zone is controlled by the chemical reaction rate of the transport 

agent with the source material. In effect this mean8 that the rate of crystal 

growth is limited by the number of transport agent molecules available for 



reaction with the source material. As the pressure is increased from this 

initially low value, the transport rate increases proportionately until a critical 

pressure o r  concentration of transport agent i s  reached at which sufficient gas 

molecules exist in the ampoule so that flow is  impeded by intermolecular 

collisions. There is then an intermediate range in which a further increase in 

pressure results in a reduction in the mass transport rate since the frequency 

of collisions will be increased. In this range of transport agent pressures, the 

mass transport rate  is  considered to be diffusion controlled, even though there 

may be a significant amount of convection, and the rate is  proportional to the 

change in pressure of the transporting gas between the hot and cold end divided 

by the total pressure. Further increases in pressure can result in a steep 

increase in the mass transport rate. The reason for this is that massive con- 

vection becomes operative. This is the situation for Earth-based ewerimenta- 

tion. In the absence of gravity, it was anticipated that convection would not 

occur, resulting in only two pressure ranges of significance; namely, that where 

transport is reaction rate dependent and that where the rate of transport i s  

entirely d~ffusion controlled. The type of mass transport is  important since it 

significantly affects the growth habits (external shapes) and perfection of the 

semiconductor crystals produced. 

Every crystal has a natural structure o r  ordering of the atoms o r  

molecules. The structure of GeSe is simple cubic; that is, the entire solid can 

be generated by translating in three-dimensional space a cube with atoms located 

a t  the four corners. The structure of 3 crystal, if it is grown under ideal 



conditions, will dictate its overall bulk shape and surface characteristics. For  

a cubic structure, we would expect the as-grown crystals to be shaped either a8 

cubes o r  rectangular prisms. On Earth these shapes are  rnt observed because 

growth by vapor deposition is dominated to varying degrees by convective 

transport. For  the GeSe system, the best Earth-grown crystals are produced 

at pressures slightly less than that corresponding to the onset of massive convec- 

tion. These crystals are very thin platelets with irregularly shaped periphery, 

typically with edge dimensions on the order of 4 mm. Since growth i s  not 

seeded, crystals usually begin growing on the walls of the cylindrical ampoule 

and, therefore, exhibit a general curvature. At higher transport pressures, 

single crystals are not obtained due to massive convective transport. The 

deposited material is dendritic in nature; that is, growth occurs to produce 

many thin, needle-like shapes. 

Three vapor transport crystal growth ampoules were processed simul- 

taneously in the multipurpose furnace on each of two Skylab flights. The primary 

objective was to learn what effect the absence of convection in a low-gravity 

environment would have on the size, habit, morphology, and perfection of the 

resultant crystals. In each set  of three ampoules the conce~tration o r  pressure 

of Gel, was varied so that if the growth experiments had been conducted on Earth, 

the convective cor~tribi~tion to mass transport would have been extensive, moderate, 

and slight. Four of the ampoules cont;ained polycrystalline GeSe as  th source 

material, and two contained GeTe. The first experiments were corducted in 

a temperature gradient of 520-42UvC between the source and the seed. 



Sufficient time elapsed between the two flights on which these experiments were 

performed to permit a preliminary analysis of initial results. The surprising 

observation was that mass transport rates were much greater than predicted. 

To ccnfirm that these rates were not anomalous, the second set of three 

ampoules was processed in a lower temperature gradient of 112-346OC. These 

also yielded higher than expected growth rates. 

A comparison of crystals grown on Earth and in space revealed distinct 

morphological differences. Typical GeTe crystals from the ampoules designed 

for moderate convective contribution to mass transport on Earth a re  compared 

in Figure 4-17. The Skylab crystals have more compact growth habits, their 

edges a re  better defined, and their facets a r e  smoother -- all evidence of a 

higher degree of crystalline perfection. External differences between crystals 

grown in space and on Earth were expected to be less  promunced for the case 

where the Gel( pressure was kept low (slight convective contribution to nlass 

transport on Earth). However, the crystals grown on Earth exhibited steps 

and ledges on their facets, while the Skylab crystals were uniformly smooth. 

The most pronounced difference in growth morphology was expected for 

GeSe crvP 4s processed J: 5igh transport gas Dressure %cause the convective 

contribution to mass trans,rt would be extensive on Earth and negligible in 

space. The effect of convective turbulence was very apparent on the crystals 

grown on Earth, yielding only dendrites with a distinct curvature. The Skylab 

crystals a re  much superior. [n the absence of convective interference, indi- 

vidual well-developed single crystal platelets were obtained. 



F imre 4-17. A crbmparison of GeTc crystds grown on Earth and in space. 
I Represcnta t i~~  crystals gro\r.n by v:lpr dcps  ition nn Earth ( a )  are needles 
:wd platclcts with d i s l o r t d  surfaccs and hol1t)w growth habits. The Skyl;nb 
crystals (b) h a w  cons ider:\bly mo ~e corlgar.t habits and their facets exhibit 
n grcatcr demre of s m w t  hncss :~nd crystd 1 ine pcrftrction. The du13 appeartmce 
of the crystds grown 111 spi~cc rcst11ls Tram condensation of the  trnnqort agent 
during the lnng ccndinp ~wr ird  dict:~tcd by thc Skylnlt, :~ppnrntus. In a dedicnted 
process, this wcrutd br prcvcntcd by removing thr :1m1~)de lrom fic furnace 
and quenching thc v:llww srltlrru. I 



One of the Skylab crystals shown in Figure 4-18 is 18 mm long, approxi- 

mately six times larger than expected, and is  about the size and shape most 

desirable for electronic device production. Evidently, this large crystal grew 

freely suspended without touching the ampoule. I t  happened to be oriented in 

the proper direction to grow toward the source of the vapor, and it  kept this 

favorable orientation because it  was weightless and therefore did not shift i ts 

position as it grew. The two sides of this crystal a r e  shown at higher magnifica- 

tion in Figure 4-19. The surfaces are  actually much smoother than they appear 

in the figure because of contamination by transport agent which was deposited on 

the surfaces when the ampoule was cooled. 

A variety of techniques were employed to compare the structural per- 

fection oi crystals grown on Earth and in space. One involved thermal etching 

of their surfaces. This is accomplished by heating the crystals in a vacuum 

until a very small amount of surface material vaporizes. Vaporization o r  

etching occurs preferentially at points of intersection of dislocations with 

surfaces and forms pits that a re  visible under a microscope. Typical regions 

of thermally etched crystals a re  compared in Figure 4-20. The greater perfec- 

tion of the Skylab crystal i s  obvious, since it contains fewer pits (defects) per 

unit of area. 

An interesting and unexpected result mentioned earlier was observed 

relative to tile extent of mass transport. Experiments on Earth in which the 

transport rate is  thought to be primarily diffusion controlled produce c rys tds  

with a characteristic appearar.ce. This same appearance was typical of crystals 
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Figure 4-1 H. Dcpositi on regions ia CicSe :irnljrld r s  ~ ~ ~ u c e s s r ~ d  at high transport 
pas pressure on Earth and in space. ( T l ~ c  a l . 1 ~ 1  !)l.o11ownccd difference in b ~ o w l h  
morpholo~). was prrdirted nnd ubscrvcd for tll(, .list system ahen thc transport 
93s pressure sns h igk ceriitgh Lrr mssr: ;In rxtetis i 1.e o~nrective contribution to 

I mass transport on Eard1,. The mndcns:tt ion rugir))~ of thv ampule  processed 
on Earth (a) contains curved dcndritcs  rq)l.cscnt:itivc of t h c  ellcct of mnvective 
turbulence on cryst;ll habit. I n  the :~bsencc 111 convect i vc i ntcrlcrcnce on 
~ k g l a h  (b) , individual n ell dcireb~l~cd cr~.stal tllntulcts were obtained. I 



F igure 4-19. Fmnt and back surfaces of largest CeSe 
single crystal grown in space. 



F i-re 4-20. Campar istm of c1e:wcd CcSr -~.?-sl:~ls :~lter ctril ing. [ Optical 
photomicragrnpl~s of ~ l e i ~ ~ ~ d ,  tbcrmnllg rlr bod s url:~rr*s r j  f :I r r ~ s t n l  gmwn on 
Earth (a) and n Skvlnb firystnl (b) . The hig11t.r tlrgrrv o f  strllcturd perfection 
of the Skylab crystal is  cvidrnt in that i ts  s ~ ~ r l : ~ r t *  s:is l v s s  :tfft*rlcd by etching. 
Two etch pits are m mlied by wro~vs. Thr  r l . y ~ i : ~ l  21.t 1. I I  l)n E:krth is completely 
ravered with pits, j 



grown on Skylab at higher transport gas pressuree. However, tire crystals 

grew several times faster in space than was expected by extrapolating the 

I aboratory experimdnts to higher pressures along *t:e diffusion branch (Figure 

4-21). Several possibilities exist. Either z. I unsut;pected transport m~chan i s r~ .  

is operating in low-g in addition to aiffuwion, o r  the transport in the spase 

experiments was purely diffusive and some convecti-ie process is acting in onr-. . 

to  retard the diffusiw transport. These results stimulated some intensive wcr.1. 

in the laboratory to try to straighten out the v a r i ~ d s  transport processes. 'I'llis 

will be discussed more in Chapters 7 and 8. 



Figure 4-21. OSserved transport rates  for GeSe + Ge I4 system for 524°C 
source temperature and 422°C seed temperature. (The transport rates for 
pressures below approximately 0.1 atm a re  insensitive to the orientation of the 
ampode and are considered to be on the diffusion branch. At a critical value 
of pressure unstable convection results in the vertical unstable configuration. 
Natural convection overcomes the diffusion controlled flow near 0.15 atmos- 
phere, and the vertical stable configuration resembles the extrapolated diffusion 
branch. The slope of the experimentally determined diffusion branch is  approxi- 
mately equal to -3/5, which is the expected slope obtained from theoretical 
considerations. The remarkable finding is the fact that the fluxes observed on 
Skylab are  significantly higher than the values obtained from extrapolating the 
diffusion branch.) 



CHAPTER 5. METALLURGICAL PROCESSING 

In the processing of a useful metal product, there i s  practically always 

at least one processing operation involving melting and solidification: to extract 

the pure metal from its ore, to mix metals to form an alloy, to cast the metal 

into a specific shape, o r  to join pieces of metal by welding. While the metal is 

liquid and while it i s  solidifying on Earth, it  is subject to the same gravitational 

influence discussed previously for semiconductor materials. A fundamental 

difference between semiconductors and metals, however, is that the latter rarely 

find application in the form of single crystals. Furthermore, the effects of 

gravity in most metallurgical processing a r e  generally beneficial o r  innocuous. 

The metallurgical processing experiments on Skylab were primarily chosen to 

elucidate the unknown effects of a low-gravity environment on certain processes, 

to determine to what extent nongravitationally driven flows operate in the pro- 
,- 

cesses, and to explore the possibilities of containerless solidification. 

Segregation can occur in molten metal systems on Earth, with more 

dense phases settling and less  dense ones rising. In most alloys of current 

practical significance, however, this does not present an unmanageable problem. 

In fact, the segregation phenomenon is utilized for removal of unwanted gases 

and impurities from a melt. Alloys in which constituents would segregate because 

of widely divergent densities are  made without melting by sintering mixtures of 

powders under pressure. 

Thermal convection also occurs in molten metals on Earth because 

warmer, less dense material nearest a heat source tends to r ise because of 

5-1 



buoyant forces while the cooler, more dense material tends to sink. The result- 

ant circulation can be sufficient to overcome sedimentation, causing dense 

particles to be distributed more o r  less uniformly throughout the melt. It can 

also cause newly solidified dendritic crystals, protruding from a solidification 

front into the liquid, to be broken off and circulated. This mixing and stirring 

of the melt is usually beneficial in that i t  provides the uniform distribution of 

constituents and random orientation of crystals (grains, in metallurgical ter- 

minology) both of which a re  desirable characteristics in most practical applica- 

tions of metals. 

Welding and Br'azing Experiments 

The Skylab missions did present the opportunity to explore some unknown 

aspects of metallurgical processing in a low-gravity environment. It has already 

been mentioned in a previous chapter that welding and brazing experiments were 

planned in anticipation of a future need for proven joining techniques in the con- 

struction ,md repair of structures and machinery in space. These experiments 

were not only desirable from an engineering standpoint, but also for the funda- 

mental scientific knowledge they were likely to provide. In welding, for example, 

it was not known if surface tension and other forces acting to keep a molten 

puddle of metal intact would be sufficient to keep it  from being blown away in 

space by the force of an impinging elcctron beam used as  a heat source. In the 

brazing experiment, the extent to which molten metals would flow under the 

influence of capillary forces unimpeded by gravity was of primary interest. 



Both experiments provided an opportunity for fundamental studies of solidification 

mechanics in a weightless environment. 

Experiment M-551, Metals Melting Experiment 

This experiment was developed by Mr. E. C. McKannan and Mr. R. M. 

Poorman, Marshall Space Flight Center. The objectives were to (1) study the 

behavior of molten metal in low gravity with particular attention to the stability 

of the molten puddle and i t s  interface with the solidified melt, (2)  characterize 

metals solidification in low gravity with regard to grain size, orientation, sub- 

grain patterns as might be effected by the difference in convection during solidi- 

fication, and (3) determine the feasibility of joining and casting metals in space. 

The experiment was performed in the Skylab materials processing 

facility, using the electron beam gun as a source of heat for melting. Disc- 

shaped specimens of varying thickness were mounted on the motorized mechanism 

sketched in Figure 5-1, which provided rotation of the discs with respect to the 

fixed electron beam. Electron beam welding on E'arth 1s performed in a chamber 

evacuated to an extremely low pressure. In the Skylab experiment, the necessary 

vacu .tm was obtained by venting the interior of the work chamber to space. 

Discs were fabricated from three metals: stainless steel containing 

chromium and nickel (type 304), a high-strength aluminum alloy (2219-T87), 

and pure (99.5%) tantalum. Each disc was placed in the work chamber, thc 

work chamber vented overboard, and the welding performed. The sharply 

focused electron beam was impinged on the thinnest portion of the disc as  slow 





rotation began (2.6 revolutions per minute). During the first 45 degrees of 

rotation, the specimens were sufficiently thin so that the bean1 penetrated through 

the metal. The disc thickness then increased gradually during the next 90 degrees 

of rotation to the extent that the electron bean1 penetrated fully, but did not cut 

through. After an additional 90 degrees of full penetration, the disc thickness 

gradually increased again to provide for partial penetration of the beam. This 

increase occurred in 45 degrees of rotation, At this point, the ucam was ter- 

minated, the disc was rotated an additional 22 degrees, and the beam was 

reinitiated and defocused for times from 15 to 45 seconds to permit a large 

molten metal pool to form and solidify. After the experiment, a t-ypicd disc 

appeared a s  shown in Figure 5-2. 

There was no significant difference in the external appearance of \velds 

made with identicd apparatus in space and on Earth, The experinlent proved 

that surfncc tension in the absence of gravity i s  sufficient to hold a molten \\.eld 

puddle in place, and thus dcmnnstratcd that wlding operations in space arc 

feasible using techniques identical to those einploycd on Enrth. 

Typical welds from the threc specinlcn typos produced in spacc and on 

Earth arc  conlpnrod in Figures 5-3, 5-3,  and 5-5. In each case, the conlpnrison 

i s  made on thc basis of polished and chcmicdly ctciled cross sections photclgrapl~cd 

through a microscope at two different magnificntions to rcvc\al thc size, shnlc, 

and orientation of grains. 



Figure 5-2. lletds melting w d  welding specimen after processing on Skylab. 
( A  photograph of thc stainless stcel specimen shows the path tra~crsed by the 
electron beam. The thickness varied to permit complete and partial penetra- 
tion of the beam. The spccirncn was cut through f rom 9 to 11 o'clock. A t  the 
12 o'rlock position, a molten puddle was formed to allow detailed studies of 
metal resolidification to bc made. ) 



Typical sections of partial penetration welds made in 2219-T87 aluminum 

a r e  shown in Figure 5-3. The weld nugget solidified on Earth is composed of 

large coiumnar grains oriented perpendicular to the interface between the weld 

puddle and the unmelted base metal, This grain structure i s  typically observed 

in welds and castings produced on Earth. In contrast, grains i n  the weld nugget 

produced on Skylab a re  considerably less elongated. Another obvious difference 

between the Skylab and Earth-based welds is the width of the heat-affected zones 

in the base metal adjacent to the nugget. The heat-affected region in the Skylab 

specimen is much more extensive. 

The partial penetration regions of 304 stainless steel discs a r e  typified 

by the photomicrographs of Figure 5-4. The molten zones a r e  narrower and the 

interfaces sharper than in the aluminum welds discussed previously because of 

the lower thermal conductivity of steel. The different nugget shapes result  from 

a slight difference in electron beam power profile and focus. As was the case 

for  aluminum, large elongated grains perpendicular to the interface between the 

weld puddle and the unmelted base metal a r e  observed in the nugget of the weld 

produced on Earth compared to finer grains in the nugget of the Skylab weld which 

solidified in low gravity. The bands obvious in photographs of both specimens at 

the higher magnification have not been satisfactorily explained. They may be the 

resul t  of some subtle, undetected instability of the electron beam. 

Sections of full penexation welds in tantalum discs are shown in Figure 

5-5. Since this metal was commercially pure, with no secondary elements 

except a trace amount of columbium, there were no complex precipitates during 









solidification, and large distinct g*  q i n ~  were formed. The most interesting 

observation from the specimen welded on Earth i s  that residual vortices left 

behind after the electron beam passed were frozen into the grain structures. 

This typically occurs because the high melting point and thermal conductivity of 

tantalum result  in rapid cooling of the molten region. Although the thermal 

characteristics were identical and the weld parameters were similar on  Skylab, 

the residual vortices were erased in the grain structure of the specimen welded 

in space. 

The experiment demonstrated the feasibility of electron beam welding, 

cutting, and melting in the low-gravity environment of space. The only signifi- 

cant difference noted between the Earth-based and the low-g resul ts  was the 

formation of the finer, more equiaxed grai1.s in the low- sample. This is 

completely contrary to what one would expect since the strong convective flows 

associated with the 1-g sample should be effective in forming the equiaxed zone 

through dendrite remelting and transport. A satisfactory explanation for this 

resul t  has not ',een found. 

Experiment M-552, Exothermic Brazing 

The objectives of the Skylab brazing experiment were to evaluate the 

feasibility of brazing as  a tube-joining method for the assembly and repair  o i  

Lardware in space, and to investigate the mobility, mixing, and capillary behavior 

of molten braze alloy in low gravity. The experiment was cunducted t.:. Mr. 

J. R. U;illi?ms, also of the Marshall Space Flight Center. 



A brazed joint involves filling a carefully controlled gap between surfaces 

of two metals to be joined with a different molten metal called the braze alloy, 

and then cooling the joint so the braze alloy solidifies and serves as a cement. 

The melting point of the braze alloy is always mnsiderably less than that of either 

metal to be pined (the base metals) and, unlike welding, tire base metals are not 

melted. The bond between the braze alloy and a base metal is formed by super- 

ficial alloying due to diffusion across the interface between the two, reac:ion to 

form intermetallic compounds, liquid metal penetrathn of base metal grain 

boundaries, o r  any combination of these effects. Filling of the gap between the 

base metals is accomplished by capillary action and is influenced by surface 

tension of the molten braze alloy, the width and uniformity of the gap, the 

tendency of the braze alloy to wet the surfaces of the base metals, and the extent 

to which gravitational forces oppose capillary flow. 

The heat source for melting braze alloys on Skylab was an exothermic 

chemical reaction of the thermite variety. A thermite reaction involves the 

reduction of a metal oxide by a me td  with greater affinity for oxygen, with the 

accompanying liberation of a considerable amount of heat. This chemical heat 

source is  particularly suited for space applications because a compact package 

can be prepared that accurately delivers a prescribed amount of energy. The 

package can be sizeci to produce no more heat than required and can be insulated 

so that no exposed surfaces reach high temperatures. The reactants are stable. 

The reaction proceeds in the absence of oxygen and thus can be used in space. 

The products are substantially d i d ,  and therefore there i s  no appreciable 



formation of gas to act as  a potential contaminant. On Skylab, activation energy 

necessary b initiate the reaction was provided by :in igniter fired by a brief 

pulse of electric current. 

The Skylab braze spccimen consisted of a tube, a sleeve designed to slip 

over the tube to provide a specific denrunce o r  gnp, tapered spacer inserts 

designed to wedge between the tube and sleeve to fix the clearLance uniformly 

around the tube, and braze alloy rings which snapped into grooves near each end 

of the sleeve. This specinien was then surrounded by thernlite mixture and 

insulation to form an experiment assembly as shown in Figure 5-6. Four such 

assemblies were prepared for brazing en Skylab: two with pure nickel tubes and 

sleeves, and two made from stainless steel. The br.wc alloy was composed of 

72 percent silver, 23 percent copper, and 0.2 percent lithium by weight. 

The Skylab brazing experiment verified that brazing i s  feasible in space, 

as  may be secn in Figure 5-7. Because there is  no gravitational forcc in space 

to act in opposition, gaps in brazc joints were filled much nlorc readily by 

capillary flow of the molten brnzc alloy. In  onc of the Skylnb specimens, a joint 

with a gap of 0.5 nlnl was successively brazed, :~nd it is  assunicd th:~t c,p-cater 

g:ips could Ix tolerated. On Earth, gaps 10 timcs smaller must maintained 

to ensure n coniplctcly br:ucd joint. Thcrcforc, gap tolcranccs for fabrication 

in space could bc rcl.wcd considelvably, nnd many ~o in t s ,  wilich on Earth would 

have to be wcldcd, could bc madc by brazing. 

Some unexpected rcsults, unrelated to brnzc quality, were also rccordcd 

in thc form of diffcrcnt ilitcractions bctuccn liquid :\lid solid n1et;ds in spacc and 
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Figure 5-6. Schematic represenration of the Skylab ML52 
brazing appa8tUS 



SLEEVE 

Figure 1-7. Braze pints  produced on Skylab. (8kylahws brazed specimens 
exhibit complete filling of the braze grip. The large black meas in the photo- 
micrographs abot~e arc void are= in the ring grooves where the braze material 
initially was placed. The fillet formation produced on Skylab is significantly 
different than produced on Earth. From d. R. \V illiams, Sbylnb Experiment 
M 552 Exothermic Brazing. ) 

* 



on Earth. Under identical conditions of exposure in the two environments, the 

braze alloy apparently dissolved nickel much more rapidly in space than on 

Earth. Similarly, copper from the braze alloy p e ~ ~ t r a t e d  solid stainless steel 

more extensively in space. This unanticipated behavior has not been explained. 

.4 full appreciation of i ts  significance must await the opportunity for additional 

experimentation on liquid-solid metal interactions in space. 

Composites 

One rather obvious use of the low-g environment for metallurgical 

applications is  the preparation of composites containing materials with different 

densities from the melted base metal. In 1-g, the dispersed material, which 

generally has a different density from the host material, either settles o r  r ises 

when the host material is melted. There a r e  means of overcoming this by 

using long .<ternally supported fibers o r  by hot pressing powders. These 

arc? not completely satisfactory techniques. however. 

For some applications it is important to have randomly oriented fibers. 

Also, many of the desirable strengthening fibers, such as single crystal whiskers 

a re  only .?v~ilable in very short lengths. The powder particles are necessarily 

sm21l and have a high ratio of surface area to volume. Their surfaces a r e  

'nvariably covered with an oxide film which, although thin, translates into an 

appreciable oxggen contcnt in a solid produced from the particles. Theoretical 

density i..; impractical to achieve in a powder nletallurgy product, and the 

resulting voids and vacancy concentrations can be detrimental. 



In addition, there a re  potential electrical and mechanical applications of 

alloys formed from fine dispersions of immiscible alloys. These can only be 

prepared in bulk form on Earth by the previously mentioned powder techniques, 

with the same problems from voids and oxide layers described previously. 

Experiment M-557, Immiscible Alloy Compositions 

One potential technique for preparing fine in situ dispersions that is only 

possible in space is  the solidification of an immiscible system. Many metallic 

systems exhibit a miscibility gap in their phase diagram which means that certain 

compositions cannot be solidified directly from the melt, a s  was discussed 

previously, because as  the temperature is lowered into the immiscible regio , 

the two liquids separate like oil and water, and quickly mmix because of the 

density differences of the two fluids. At low-g it should be possible to maintain 

a fine suspension of the immiscible materials during solidification, a s  was shown 

by Yaks  on Apollo 16 and by Lacy and Otto using the drop tower (see Chapter 111). 

The Skylab experiment was the responsibility of Mr. J. L. Reger of the 

TRW Systems Group. The objective was to compare the microstructures and 

electrical properties of samples of immiscible metal mixtures melted and 

solidified on Earth and in space. Specimens were enclosed in cartridges and 

processcd in the multipurpose furnace the same as  experiments discussed 

previously except three different specimens were contained in ampoules within 

a single cartridge. These were positioned so that two were in the isothermal 

portion of the furnace and one was in the gradient region. 



One isothermal ampoule contained an alloy consisting of 76.85 weight 

percent gold and 23.15 percent germanium, selected because! it exhibits almost 

complete solid state immiscibility. The other contained a mixture of 45.05 

percent lead, 45.06 percent zinc, and 9.89 percent antimony and is characterized 

by immiscibility below a certain temperature in the liquid state. Above this 

"consu1ate"temperature the liquids a r e  miscible, and a single-phase homogeneous 

solution is formed. The gradient ampoule was filled with an alloy of 70.20 weight 

percent lead, 14.80 percent tin, and 15.00 percent indium. This alloy was 

selected to determine if the tin phase could be preferentially oriented by direc- 

tional solidification. The ampoules in the isothermal portion of the furnace were 

melted a t  a temperature above the consolute temperature of the lead-zinc-antimony 

alloy and allowed to soak for a sufficient time to allow complete mixing of the 

elements by diffusion. The gradient ampoule was fixtured so  that the cold end 

would not melt. This afforded the opportunity to compare, in one specimen, 

material solidified in space and on Earth. 

The experiments show some interesting microstructural modifications 

when the alloys were solidified in a low-g environment. In general, low-g 

solidified specimens showed more homogeneous structure (Figure 5-8) but did 

not have the fine uniformly dispersed structure obtained for Ga-Bi in the drop 

tower experiments by Lacy and Otto. There was a slight apparent increase in 

magnetic coercive strength found in the Pb-Sn-In alloy directionally solidified 

in low-g. A secondary superconducting transition was observed (Fig. 5-9) in 



Figure 5-8. Microstructural examination of S kylab 's gold-germanium speci- 
mens showed the fine dispersion of germanium in the gold matrix, (From 
J. L. Reger, hmiscible Alloy Compositions. ) 
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the Pb-Zn-Sb sample solidified in space which may result  from the fine dis- 

persion of Pb in the Zn-Sb matrix. The Au-Ge samples processed in space 

exhibited superconductivity of 1.5 K while the ground control samples did not. 

This indicates the presence of a different phase that formed in the flight samples. 

Experiment M-561, Silicon Carbide Whisker Reinforced Silver Composite 
Material 

This experiment, developed by a team from the Japanese National 

Research Institute for  Metals led by Dr. Kawada, was directed toward preparing 

a high-density, uniform dispersion of S i c  whiskers in a Ag matrix from the melt. 

The starting material was prepared in the conventional manner, using powder 

techniques with 2 to 10 volume percent S i c  whiskers. The powder grains averaged 

0.5 micron in diameter, and the whiskers were 0.1 micron in diameter and 

10 microns in length. 

After the mixture was compacted and sintered a t  9Q0°C in a Hz atmosphere, 

i t  was hot pressed. The samples were then soaked above the melting point of Ag 

for  5 hours. Recognizing the fact that there was no mechanism such a s  Stokes 

bubble r i s e  to remove the remaining voids in low-g, a spring-loaded plunger was 

contained in the ampoule to compress the mixture a t  a pressure of 60 kg/cm2, 

which was considerably above the calculated 19 kg/cm2 required to crush the 

voids between the particles and the whiskers. 

Both the flight and ground control samples exhibited a densification during 

melting, but some voids were found in all of the samples. The distribution of the 

whiskers was fairly uniform in the flight samples, whereas they tended to cluster 



near the top of the sample in the ground control tests. Figure 5-10 is a photomicro- 

graph of a section of the flight and ground control sample. A corresponding uni- 

formity in microhardness was found in the flight sample, whereas the ground control 

eamples equaled the hardness of the flight samples near the top where the whiskers 

tended LO congregate. Elsewhere the hardness was significantly diminished. It  

was also found in bend load tests that the low-g samples did not exhibit brittle 

fracture, a s  did the ground control samples, but instead showed large ductility. 

This is attributed m the more uniform distribution of whiskers. 

Directional Solidification of Eutectics 

Eutectics can be directionally solidified to form in situ composite struc- 

tures which contain rods of one phase in a matrix of another, or  form alternating 

plates o r  lamella of the two phases. The directionality of their structures pro- 

duces anisotropic properties which can be used to advantage in a variety of 

applications, such as improved high-strength, high-temperature materials for 

use in gas turbine blades, o r  materials with unique optical, electronic, magnetic, 

o r  superconductive properties. It has become increasingly clear that significant 

effort must be made in process control to obtain the high-quality, low-defect, 

continuous microstructure required for the intended applications. 

To understand the formation and properties of eutectic alloys, it is 

instructive to examine the phase diagram for a typical eutectic, in this case 

Cu-A1. The diagram shown in Figure 5-11 identifies the phases that will coexist 

in equilibrium as a function of both temperature and composition. The phases 

to be considered are: 
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Liquid -- a molten solution of A1 a.;l Cu having the basic composition of 

the alloy at temperatures above the curve abc. At lower temperatures prior to 

complete freezing, liquid composition is described by curve abc. 

ck - a solid solution of copper in aluminum whose composition is given 

by curve cde. 

3 - a s d i d  solution based on the intermetallic compoucd CuA12 or, stated 

dirrerently, Cu* l2 which may be slightly n~nstoichiornetric. Its cqmposition is 

represenb~d by curve fga. 

The alloy of interest relative to one space processing experiment on 

Skylab contains 66. S percent Al. Upon cooling from the liquid state, this alloy 

solidifies a t  548OC to produce a solid composed of a mixture of the phases a, and 

8.  This alloy is unique because it freezes at a single temperature rather than 

over a temperature range, and because the freezing temperature is the lowest of 

all alloys in the system. For  these reasons, the 66.8 percent A1 alloy is known 

a s  a eutectic. Eutectics are  not unique to binary alloy systems. Another Skylab 

experiment to be described subsequently was concerned with the two-compound 

eutectic, sodium chloride (NaC1) , with sodium fluoride ( NaF ) , that forms in the 

ternary (three -component) system, Na-Cl-F, 

A s  such a eutectic mixture is cooled to the solidification temperature, the 

a, and 8 phase simultaneously begin to oolidify. If the bolidification is coiltrolled 

and unidirectional, the a, -phase will reject the +phase and vice versa with the 

result that the two phases will grow in soparate regions along the direction of 

heat flow. Sf the eutectic point is such that the two phases are  present in nearly 



equal amounts, as is the case for A1-Cu, altermtbg plates o r  lamellae of the 

two compositions form oriented slow the direction of solidification. If the 

eutectic point Is such that one phase is a bmall fraction of the total volume, it 

may solidify as isolated rods, plates, o r  spheres imbedded in a matrix of the 

predominant phase. Since the molecules must find their appropriate growth 

region by diffusion, the spaciw between the alternating structures varies as the 

inverse square root of the growth rate. 

Since the solidification of a eutectic is primarily a diffusion-controlled 

process, it should not be directly influenced by gravity. However, oftentimes 

the orderly growth is dlrupted. The rods or  lamellae are flawed by misalign- 

ments o r  discontinuities. The primary purpose of the two experiments involving 

directionally solidified eute2tics was to investigate the influence of gravity driven 

convectio.~ on this process. 

Experiment M-566, Copper-Aluminum Eutectic 

This experiment, developed by Mr. Earl Hasemeyer of the Marshall 

Space Flight Center, investigated the effect of gravity on the directional solidifica- 

tior of eutectics to determine if improvements in rod o r  larnellae continuity and 

structure could be obtained by reducing convective flow. The choice of Cu-A1 

was dictated by furnace capability and by the fact that this system has been 

extensively studied and is a well-known model system for eutec tic solidification. 

The samples were prepared by direct a1 solidification on the ground, 

sheathed in graphite, and sealed in standard stainless steel cartridges. They were 



melted back in space and dircctionally solidified by lowering the temperature 

while nlaintaining a thcrnlal gradient. 

An inspection of thc specimens after processing revealed that the diameter 

of each specimen solidificd in space was reduced in the regrowth region, giving 

the specimen an hourglass shape. This effect was not observed in specimens 

processed on Earth under otherwise identical conditions. The reduced diameter 

was caused by failure of the alloy to wet its graphite container. In the absence 

of gravity, surface tensio!~ was the predominant force in shaping the liquid mass, 

and the liquid withdrew from the container walls in a natural attempt to minimize 

its surface energy. This opens the possibility for surface tension driven convec- 

tion which coilld have affected the solidification. 

Con~yarison of the flight and ground control samples shows little if any 

difference in tile microstructiu-e (see Figure 5-12) , indicating that gravity driven 

convection plays tx, significant role in thc generation of faults and terminations of 

the I~mellne. t?nfortunately, there is  no way of obtaining time correlation between 

the observed faults and acceleration events on the Skylab to determine if the faults 

corresponded to g-spikes o r  other cvcnts that could produce floul. 

It should be nlcntioned that nearly perfect Cu-A1 lamellac have been 

produced on Earth by use of very precisely controlled growth conditions. 

Expcrinicnt Rl-554, Rlctal and Halide Eutcctics 

The second Skylnb cxpcriment dealing with dircctional solidification of 

a eutcctic was developed by Dr. Alfred Yuc, ITCI'A. In this experiment a eutectic 





sa l t  composition was chosen which containcbd '79 percent NaCl and 21 percent NaF. 

\Yith this composition NaF rods fornt in a NaCl matrix. The single crystal  NaF 

has  excellent transmission in the infrared, which provides a convenient mcans 

of evaluating the rod perfection. In addition, i t  was thought that such a material 

might have applications a s  an infrared waveguide if the fibers could be made 

m n t  inuous. 

Cartridges of the same configuration as those for ~J ie  .41-Cu eutectic 

experiment were used, and niclting and freezing in space were acco~nplished in 

the samc mult~purposc furruce. Specimens werc nlelted and then solidified in a 

temperature gradient on Skylab and under sinlilar conditions on Earth. 

.A reprcscntative longitudinal section from a NaC1-NaF eutectic grown 

vertically i s  shorn  in Figure 5-13, The NaF fibers a r e  aligned parallel to the 

direction of growth but a r c  discontinuous. In Figure 5-11, s similar  section cut 

from a speciu,c.n yroccssed on Shylab i s  sho\vn. 'Thc photograph in ttiis f i ~ a r c  

was hkcn  at a lowcr m.v~iification ta providc a morc cxpansivc field of view, m d  

i t  appc.lrs that thc EjaF f ~ h c r s  arc. not only aligned but dso  fairly continuous. A 

more convinci~y: of thc in~provcd conti!i::ity of thc space-grotvn 

fiber is a comparison of thC optical propcrtics ( F  igurcs 5-15 and 5-16). 

It has h c n  subscqucntly shown as in  thC cnsc with the Cu-A1 cutectic that 

continuous rods of iJ,G in  a NnCl matrix could b grown on E:wth by careful 

control of the growth process. 
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Containerless Melting and Solidification 

One of the most unique opportunities afforded by space processing is the 

possibility of contaimrless melting and solidification. Although metallurgists 

have been conducting levitation melting and solidification experiments for  many 

years using electromagnetic field forces for suspension, these experiments have 

produced very small globules of metal, only a few millimeters in diameter, 

which were solidified without the contaminating effects of a crucible o r  container. 

A great deal of energy must be expended to levitate even small masses of metal, 

and this limitation has essentially rendered levitation melting impractical for 

any purposes other than research. Furthermore, the violent stirring produced 

and unwanted heating by the induced currents associated with the levitation 

process limit the ability to solidify materials in a containerless mode. These 

effects may also limit the amount of undercooling that can be achieved. The 

much smaller force required for positioning in space allows almost completely 

independent control of heating and virtually eliminates premature nucleation. 

This allows solidification to take place m d e r  the quiescent conditions required 

for  undercooling and other phenomena to be investigated. The f irs t  step in this 

direction was taken with a containerless solidification on Skylab, 

Experiment M-553, Sphere Forming Experiment 

As was discussed in Chapter 11, neither the acoustic nor the electro- 

magnetic position system was f a r  enough along : their developmemt to be 

considered for use on Skylab. An attempt was made to perform containerless 



solidification by melting drops on a pedestal, detaching them and letting them 

solidify while freely floating in a chamber. The float times were limited, and 

there was no control to prevent the particles from touching a wall before solidi- 

fication occurs. 

The containerless melting and solidification experiment was conducted 

by Dr. D. J. Larson of the Grurnrnan Aerospace Corporation and Mr. E. A. 

Hasemeyer of the Marshall Space Flight Center. Its objective was to determine 

the effects of a low-gravity environment on the solidification of metals in the 

absence of a mold o r  container. Using the low gravity of space, castings of pure 

metals and alloys could be produced without the contamination that results from 

interactions with molds and containers. It was anticipated that supercooling 

(cooling below the normal freezing point without solidification) could occur 

because the free-floating molten metal would not be in contact with the container 

walls that provide many of the nucleation sites for the initiation of solidification. 

As a result, extremely fine-grained microstructures and uniformity of alloy 

constituent distribution could be attained. 

The apparatus employed for the containerless solidification experiment 

was described earlier in Chapter 111. Two wheel assemblies were prepared 

with samples of pure nickel, nickel alloyed with 1 weight percent silver, nickel 

with 12 weight percent tin, and nickel with 30 weight percent copper. Specimens 

were approximately six mm in diameter after solidification. Nickel and nickel 

alloys were selected for the experiment because solidification theory for the 



face-centered cubic crystal structure exhibited by these materials is the most 

advanced. 

None of the samples appears to have solidified completely before contact 

with a wall, a s  was evident by flat surfaces found on the samples. Also there 

was no method for determining when solidification occurred o r  estimating the 

degree of undercooling attained. 

Typical in the Skylab processed specimens were the three distinct regions 

of solidification shown in Figure 5-17. One region, shown a t  the bottom of the 

figure, resulted from heterogeneous o r  localized nucleation a t  the pedestal base 

o r  at unmelted solid adjacent to the base, and solidification progressed upward. 

A second region appeared as a spherical cap at the top of the figure and resulted 

from homogeneous o r  general nucleation on the liquid surface. From this cap, 

solidification progressed laterally on the surface and radially inward. The third 

region was the last to solidify, the central portion of the sphere, where the 

surface i s  pocked with shrinkage porosity caused by the volume contraction 

associated with the relatively rapid transformation from liquid to solid of the 

major portion of metal in the sample. 



Figinu Tr-17. I~hotog~*;ll~h of nickel -SO'  ciq)gcr s;lmplu nftcr mclling 
and rcsr)l idi ti cat Ion on Slg.Inb. 



CHAPTER 6. FLUID BFHAVIOR IN LOW G 

Several experiments and a number of demonstrations were performed 

during Skylab to elucidate the behavior of fluids in space. The purposes of these 

experiments were to confirm hypotheses on how systerns would behave in a low-g 

environment, determine to what extent residual accelerations and nong~avity- 

driven convection affected processes, and provide graphic demonstrations of fluid 

behavior in space for classroom use and to stimulate new ideas for low-g 

research, 

Two of the experiments, i. e., Zero-Gravity Flammability and Radioactive 

Tracer Diffusion, were selected prior to flight and inyuenced t i e  d e s i ~  01 the 

apparatus on Skylab to accoinmodate them. The other experiments were con- 

ceived during the Skylab mission a s  it became evident that the .--. -.! ! :* t time to 

perform additional experiments, These additional experiments were perforlned 

mostly with equipment iound on board, although in some instances specla1 

apparatus were carried up by the replacemt~lt crew. 

Experimer.; M-479, Zero-Gravity Flammability 

Of great concern :.n the design of a spacecraft is  the flammability of the 

materials used in its construction. Extensive testing of the flammability of 

these materials had been done on tha ground, but it was recognized that combus- 

tion processes would be quite different in a low-g environment where there is no 

convective flow to bring oxidants to the flame o r  to remove combustion products. 



Experiment M479, developed by Mr. J. H. Kimzey, Johnson Space Center, 

was primarily devoted b verifying the adequacy of the procedures used to test 

the materials and to confinn theoretical expectations of flame behavior in a 

diffusion controlled environment. 

Although the experiment was not motivated by materials processing, the 

physics of this process is very similar to some of the materials experiments. 

Also, it is conceivable that combustion research in low g might be of value to 

study the role of other flow effects such as Marangoni o r  surface driven convec- 

tion in the combustion process. Such knowledge is required to develop accurate 

models of combustion which can be used to guide the development of more efficient 

combustion systems o r  to find more effective ways to control o r  prevent fires. 

Some 37 experiments were conducted using 6 materials. The primary 

objectives were to note the extent of surface flame propagation and flashover to 

adjacent materials. All tests were performed in the work chamber of the M-512 

Materials Processing Facility described in Chapter 3. The atmosphere was 

65% O2 and 35% N2 at 5 psia, just as in the Skylab. 

In a low-g environment, flames a re  completely different in appearance 

from those on Earth, a s  one might expect. Instead of the teardrop shaped formed 

by the rapidly rising combustion products, a flame in low g is corona-like, 

surro.lnding the fuel a s  depicted in Figure 6-1. Since diffusion is the only 

process bringing in owgen and removing exhaust products, burning rates a re  

considerably slower, except for the case of thin, highly flammable material in 

which the flame spreads rapidly over the surface. Nonmelting materials, such 

6-2 



ONE-GRAVITY ZERO-GRAVITY 
(EQUILIRRIUM) (hfOMENTAR!LY) 

Figure  6-1. A look a t  tlanles. LA c o n t p ~ r i s o n  of fuel burning on 
E . ~ r t h  (one-gravity) md ill z~l-o-p- ; lv i ty  s l ~ o w s  tllc' imp:~ct of con- 
vtx-tion on  :l fire. 0 1 1  E::wth, the hot grlscoi~s products o f  c-ombustion 
risc* from the tltunr- zone by tile process  o f  convection, zllowing 
colder :lir to enter  :uid mix with the fur.1, crc:~ting 3 steady-state 
cc\nditic>t\. \#' itl~cltlt ct)nvcction, :l Ll:\mc h:~s a son\cwh.at sphcric:d 
corona which isolntcs the fuel from t!lc* surronnding ntntosyherc. 
.Is ";cb oxygen is dcplctcd the  f ln t l~c  quickly rcbcc-des and d : ~ r k ~ n s .  
Thc depicted car~dition is t rmsi tory .  Flnnl  .:. H. Kimzcy, 
Shyl:& E s y c r i ~ ~ t t ~ n t  R1.179 % t ~ o  (;r:tvit\ Fl:lntm:lbility, Proceedings 
Third  Sp:wr Procc.ssing Yympos iuni Sli\l:lb l<cstdts : 1'01. I, 
N:\tion;d :Ic~ron:\utics :uld Sp:~cc Administr:~!ion, \V:\shitvton, D.C., 
197.1. 



a s  paper, tend to be self-extinguishing. Pomus materials, such as polyurethane 

foam, are thoroughly impregnated with o v g e n  and tend to burn vigorously, as 

may be seen in Figiire 6-2. An interest* smoke pattern was noted (Figure 

6-3) \\*hen the fire burned itself out. 

Several methods of extinguishing fires were investigated. Simpls evacu- 

ating the chamber i s  quite effective. However, the flow produced by such a 

process feeds fresh oxygen into the flame and causes it  to burn more intensely 

until a sufficiently low pressure i s  reached such that conlbustion can no longt-r 

bc sustained. Water i s  effective in extinguishing Qarnes in low g providcd its 

application is  controlled and the quantity is adequate. Again, the disturbance 

caused by the application may produce a larger  fire. 

Experiment 558, Radioactive Tracer  Diffusion 

Thc purpose of this experiment, developed by Prof. A. 0. Ukanawa, 

Howard I'niversity, was to measure the degree of mixing of a single component 

molten metal in the spacecraft environment to see what effects, if any, could be 

attributed to residual accelerations. This represents the simplest possi5le 

system. There are  no segregation effects due to compositional variations. 

The only mixing effects other than pure diffusion ar2 thermal convection and 

flaws associated with ;olume change. The first  is gravity dependent; the latter 

i s  gravity independent. 

This was accomplished by measuring the self-diffusion of zinc. A small 

pellet of radioactive 2n-65 was joined to a sample of ordinary zinc and soaked 







for an hour in a thermal gradient of 45'Ucm with a midpoint temperature of 

550°C. The diffusion of the Zn tracer  into the ordinary zinc was measured by 

standard radiographic techniques. The results a r c  shown in Figure 6-4. The 

curves are  almost classical textbok examples of the solution of the onc- 

dimznsiond, ti~ne-dependent diffusion equation (Fickts Law). 

There was evidence for a small flow of the original radioactive pellet 

that was normal to the direction of primary diffusion. This laay have resulted 

from the shrinkage during solidification. Convective flows from the residual 

accelerations of the spacecraft appet~red to be negligible. Tne self-diffusion 

coefficient for Zn required to fit the experimental data i s  4.28 x 10" cm:,'sec, 

which is slightly lower than the best accepted value measured by conventional 

techn~ques using capillary tubes. 

The corresponding ground control sample was alnlost totally mixed after 

soaking for the samc period as the flight sample. This indicates that gravity 

driven convection produces about 50 timcs more transport than pure diffusion. 

Experiment TV 101 - Liquid Floatlng Zone 

This experiment was designed and devcloperl by Dr. John Carruthers, 

Bell Laboratories, after Skylab was launched. IVith the help of Astronaut Gibson, 

sufficient cquipmcnt was fout?d on board to pcrform a remarkably sophisticated 

study of the stability of liquid floating zones. The apparatus used is shown in 

Figure 6-5 .  It consists primarily of a pair of socket wrench extensions supported 

by four camera mounts to form a sort  of lathc. Thin aluminum discs wcrc fixed 
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Figure 6-4. The results of Skylab's liquid zinc diffusion experiment are shown 
above. [All samples were processed identically, those a t  left on Earth, the 
Skylab samples on the right. The curves show the distribution of the radioactive 
zinc atoms after melting and resolidification A l l  Earth samples showed uniform 
distribution of 65 caused by convection and diffusion in the melted metal (the 

Zn 
upper left sample shows wn-uniform distributio:. caused by incomplete melting 
of the sample). The Skylab s m p l e s  indicate a 65 distribution attributed to 

Zn 
pure diffusion in excellent agreement with theoretical curves, this allowing the 
determination of an average coefficient of diffusion of 4.28 x loo5 square centi- 
meters per second. ] 



CIRCULAR F L o A m c  
LAUNCH ZONE 
RESTRAImS (4) * . -, CMfERA SLIDE (4) 

STRIP (2) 12" EXTENSION 

/ LACING WINE 
4" WRENCH 13" PINCH Bm 
EXTENSION 

Figure 6-5. Schematic of the Skylab floating zone experiment assembled from 
available parts. (Rotation was provided by slowly pulling the pinch bar. The 
tppe marks on the socket wrench extensions provide reference marks to deter- 
mine rotation rates from the TV images. ) 



to the ends of the socket wrench extensions with Quble-coated masking t:pe to 

form the end caps for the floating zone. Water was mcd as  the test liquid, and 

various amounts of soap and other additives were used to vary the surface tension 

and viscosity. The aluminum discs were coated with grey tape treated with 

acetone to reduce the contact angle of the water. The outer edges of the disc 

were coated with Krytox oil to prevent the water from wetting the entire disc. 

Rotation was provided by means of a twine wrapped around the wrench extensions. 

This is one of the most outstanding examples of resourcefulness in developing an 

experiment from scratch during a manned space flight. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the floating zone technique is a method of 

processing materials that a re  extremely corrosive in the melt and is used 

extensively to prepare high-quality silicon. There are  some important advantages 

to performing floating zone crystal growth in a low-g environment. The absence 

of hydrostatic pressure removes some of the constraints on the size of floating 

zones that can be formed. Also, the process can be extended to mater ids  that 

have insufficient surface tension to support a reasonable zone in one-g. Also, 

the absence of hydrostatic head may make possible extensive geometrical modifi- 

cations of the zone to provide steeper gradients and more nearly planar inter- 

faces between the melt and the growing crystal. 

Liquid floating zones were first studied by Plateau in 1859 using neutrally 

buoyant immiscible liquids such a s  oil and a mixture of alcohol and water adjusted 

to have the same density a s  the oil. In a remarkable series  of experiments he 



found that the maximum stable length for  a stationary zone was approximately 

3 times the diameter.* Lord Rayleigh showed that the theoretical Amit for stable 

length was equal to the circumference o r  n times the diameter. Since it is 

customary to rotate the floating zones to provide thermal symmetry in the sys- 

tem, Carruthers had studied various rotational instabilities in such systems 

using the neutral buoyancy technique of Plateau (Figure 6-6). There is an 

inherent limitation in the use of such a system to simulate an rctual liquid floating 

zone in zero gravity because of the existence of an outer layer of fluid surrounding 

the zone. This liquid influences the rotational and vibrational instability modes 

of the zone in ways that a r e  difficult to predict. 

F o r  example, the ultimate rotation rate  in the Plateau tank was limited 

by an axisy mmetric instability in  which the floating zone assumes hourglass 

shape and pinches in a t  the center. However, the water zone in Skylab exhibited 

a tatally different instability that apparently was not permitted in the Plateau 

tank. The zone deforms into a "C" shape and swings much like a jump rope 

(Figure 6- ' i ) ,  14'hen a soap solution was added to increase the viscosity and 

lower the surface tension, the expected hourglass shape was observed (Figure 

I t  was also found that nonrotating zones could be stretched approximately 

5 perccnt beyond the theoretical limit for  stability predicted by Rayleigh, Beyond 

the stable length the zone i s  no longer cylindrical but assumes the shape of an 

unduloid (Figure 6-91, which apparently increased the stability. 

* Considering that Plateau was blind, these experiments a r e  even more 
remarkable. 



,-- HOLLOW SHAFT 

Figure 6-6. Plateau tank used to investigate the low-g vehavior of liquid floating 
zones on the ground. (The floating zone is a mixture of alcohol and water 
adjusted to have the same density as  the mineral oil that is  used to support the 
floating zone. ) 



Figure (i-7. Assymetric instability discovered i n  Skylab liquid floating zone 
experiment. (The rotation of water zones in SkyIrtb's liquid floating zone 
demonstration produced n mode of instability never bcfore clbservcd. The water 
assumed a "jump-rope"shape much l i k e  thc letter C being rotated about its 
ends. All Skplab tests with wat + assumed this mode of instability. From 
J. TI. Carruthers, Studies of Liquid Floating Yonea an SL-IV, Thc Third 
Skylab fif ission.) 



F iptre 6-H, Thc hourglass shape of rot;ltin:: liquid xo!~cs.  ('I'hc rx1lc.ctcd 
axisymmctric mode of instability was iiI~scl*\.cd in thc 1 iqrlid S1o;ltin:: zone 
dcn~onstration when thc rotatirlg liquid, w:~ttmr, wns rrp1:lcod by 3 sct:i/~ solution/ 
air foam, thcrcby increasing thc cfrccti\-c trisc.nc..;ity. This is Ihc irb~~m (IF 
instability often observed in terrestr i:11 I'1:ltc.a~ s in~ul : t t i c~ns  or flrl:~ting zones. 
From ,I. 11. Carrutliers, Studies of I,iqttid Flr~:lting Yt~tlnos o n  ST.-IY, The 
Third Sk:, .kb Rlissbn. ) 



Figure 6-9. Skylab's longcst otablc llnat in:: ZOI I~ .  ('l'tit?r)rcti~ally, the m3tuimr.m 
length of a non-rotating 1 iquid xonc it1 zero g n v i  ty is cqual to the circumference 
of the zone. Far thr! zrrnc t ~ s t e d ,  wit11 :i diarn~tcr 22,: ~ni l l imcters ,  the 
maximum theoretical tlcn::th i L (in, S n~ ill i mctcrs. Tllc mzdmum stable length 
observed during the SIiylab I iqriid flo:~t ing zcinc ermonstrnt ion wns 73.7 mllli- 
meters, in excess r ~ f  Ihc Ihcol.cticnl limit. Ilowcvcr, it conbc sccn that the 
shape is not onc of n right circudn~' ry l  indcr, as pi.edict&, but is distorted to 
a wave shape. Fium .I, R, Cnrrtithcrs, Studies of Liquid Flt~ating Zoncr; on 
SL-IV, The Third Skylab 31issil>n, I'rocc~xIi lies Tliird S ~ U C L '  P ~ C I C C S F ~ T ~ ;  
Symposium Skylnh i <cs~d ts :  \ ' ( t i .  ? I ,  N: i t i~~r~;d Acranautica and Spncc Adminis- 
tration, Washington, D. C., 197.2.) 



.Fq>sriment TV 102, Immiscible Liquids 

This experiment was developed by Dr. Lewis Lacy, Marshall Space 

Flight Center, and Dr. Guenther Otto, University of Alabama in Huntsville 

The objective was to determine the stability of immiscible systems in low g. 

A s  discussed previously, immiscibility results when two liquids have limited 

mutual solubility. This means that on an atomic scale the attractive forces 

between like atoms (or ions) a r e  sufficiently greater than the equivalent inter- 

action between unlike atoms to overcome the tendency to become randomized. 

If such a mixture is disrupted by vigorous shaking, for example, inclusions of the 

minority f l ~ i d  will spheroidize and begin to grow by coalescence. In one g, the 

droplets, after they have growr to a few microns, will rapidly settle out of solu- 

tion because of their density differences. This usually happens so rapidly that 

unless means a re  taken to stabilize the emulsion (such as use of a surfactant), 

i t  ;c, difficult to study the growth and agglomeration process. These processes 

a r e  important in the formation of immiscible metal alloys, a s  discussed in 

Chapter 5, a s  weil a s  in many industrial chemical processes. 

At first  glance, i t  would appear that such a mixture would be quite stable 

in low g. Tile primary force callsing agglomeration has been reduced by several 

orders of ma.gnitude. However, it must be recognized that such a mixture i s  

inherently unstable or ,  at best, metastable because of the large amount of inter- 

facial energy. associated with the greatly increased surface area  provided by a 

fine emulsion. Clearly., the system would have a much lower energy if con- 

figured in two concentric spheres with the fluid having the lowest surface energy 



on the outside. The question is, how does the system go from the emulsified 

state to the stable configuration? How long does it take? What i s  the activation 

energy rcquired ? 

The experiment apparatus consisted of tubes containing mixtures 

of 25'7. , 50'1.. and ?5'7 lirytox oil and water (Figure C+lt). The black lines behind 

the vials wcrc provided to aid in determining when the n~ixture had clarified. 

A brass nut was included in each vial to act as a shaker. 

When the experiment was performed on the ground, a maximum of only 

10 seconds \\.as rcquircd to separate :dl of the n~ix*ures. The 75"1 oil mixture 

is the slowest because the viscosity of the oil slows thc motion ot the suspel~ded 

water droplets. The mixtures remained remarkably strkblc in space. After 

10 hours (3ti000 scc) in tt~c Skylab environment, no change could be detcctcd 

(Figure 6- 11). This is n little slurprising since the g levels wcrc estimated to 

be of the order of 10-' to 10* g. Irnfortunatcly, thcrc w r c  no sceclcromctcr 

data wailable during the mission to correlate with tile cxpcrimcnt. Apparently 

thc g-jitter was not sufficient to cnusc agglomeration, :knd thc fact that the g 

forces wcrc rluldon~ prc\-cntcd the lo\\.-lcvcl ;~ccclc~rations il-on~ c:\using signifi- 

cant scdin~cntation o r  crcm~ing.  This is  nn ililportnnt piccc of information to 

hnvc for planning fiuturc spacc c x i r i m c n t s  involving emulsions. 

It shoi~ld be pointed out that this cxpcrimcnt dcmonstratcd thc stability o f  

an isothermal systcm. Additional des~abilizing cffccts may occur in the prcxscncc 

of thermal ~vadicnts  o r  from volume changes a s s o c i ; ~ t ~ d  with solidification. 



F i r e  1 Pln~tr~graplis t j f  the c.rnds ion pi'epmccl rtn cwth. 11 t can bc s w n  
that the dispersions otlt ;li ncd :wc h igl~ly unst:lblc. The rrmnccntratinn of 41 il and 
wabr in the threc v ia ls  wcrc chnsct~ such that in vial No. 1 (from lcft h) r :~i)  
water is thc matrix, in vial No, 2 oil is thc matrix, ,and in r id So. 3, with a 
volurnc ratio r!l 50 percent, wter is again the matrix At 0.7 sc~csnds arkr the 
cnd r > l  the mix~ng action, it cnn bc secn imni fip~rc ti-10:t that the dispersed 
oil has completely vlc:wed fn>m Sllc watcr matrix in vial go, 1 and So, 3 
bcci~t~cc n 01 thc 1uw visrnsit~ of thv water. C; I-:wily-induccd cndcscencc of thc 
dispersed oU drt~plets hns nl r'r-:~dy occurred. In cr~ntmst, \vial So, 2 &ws not 
yct shnv. an :11qsrcci:ddc an~clunt density s ~ ~ r c g a t i o n  bm:msc r r l  tI~c rdntively 
high viscosity r v l  Ulr? oil matrix. ZI rtcr thl-cc seconds, tllu dcgruc r ~ t  separation 
SF co:drsccnce 1tm proq-t?sscd, wh~re:ks after 10 seconds, :L cc~mpletc sepnra- 
tion of the ~ H J E B  liquids is ~Sscrvcd. 1 







Expcl.iment TV 103, Liquid Films 

A simple demonstration of the behavior of liquid filnrs in new weightless- 

ness was suggested by hIr. Wesley Darbro, Rlushall Space Flight Center. 

Simple two- and three-dimensional shapes were fashioned out of wire and used 

to support liquid films. In lo\\. g the films a re  much more stable because the 

liquid does not have the tendency to sag. It is  possible to make films with plain 

H 2 0  without a surfnctant such a s  soap to lo\rrcr the surface energy. Figure 6- 12 

shows somc of the films obtained. Of particular interest is  the minimum energy 

surface of the cubical structure. 

Experiment TV 105, Rochelle Slat Growth 

Crystals whose components a re  soluble in water can be grown from 

aqueous solution. The most common example of this technique is the growth of 

rock candy sugar crystals. However, many important technological crystals 

src also grown this way. Dr. I. RIiyagawa, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 

suggested a sinlple carry-on experin~ent to determine how this process would 

work in low g. 

On Earth, the solute is dissolved in an aqueous solution to an elevated 

tcmpcrature until thc solutidr~ becomcs saturated. A sccd crystal is  immersed 

in the solution, and the systerr, i s  cooled vcry slowly, usually by immersing it 

in a controlled temperature bath. The object is to keep thc solution slightly 

supzrsaturnted at the seed. Too much saturation results in many smaller crystals 

forming. Too little saturation results in the  sccd dissolving. 



HOOP 

CUBE 

Figure 6-12. Behavior of liquid films in low-g. [A variety of shapes (a) were 
fashioned from scrap wire and used to investigate the behavior of liquid film in 
the absence of gravity. When the cubical frame was inserted in a soapy solution 
and withdrawn, a cube of water was extracted with it. A s  water was removed 
by gently shaking the frame, the remaining water formed a cube supported by 
1 2  films and shown in (b). As still more water i s  shaken out, the cube gets 
smaller until finally it  flattens into a two dimensional f~ l rn  resulting in the 
familiar shape seen with soap films in a cubical structure on the ground (c) . ] 



As the solute i s  incorporated into the growing crystal ,  the depleted 

solvent i s  usually lighter and r i s e s  a s  a convective plume, a s  was seen in 

F i r e  1 .  This concentration-drive convection i s  important in removing 'the 

depleted solution f rom the growth interface and bringing in f resh nutrients. It i s  

customary to s t i r  the solution gently to help this process as well a s  to maintain 

tcmperaturs uniformity. Recall that in cooling the heat i s  being lost  from the 

walls and the fluid there will tend to be more supersaturated, which will promote 

the growth of nlany smail crystallites unless the solution i s  gently stirred. 

The situation can be expected to be  quite different in low g. Kith no 

stirring, only diffusion acts to bring nL "ricnts to the growing crystal. This i s  a 

limiting process,  and the growth r a t e s  will  be much slower than with convective 

stirring. This may be expected to a l ter  the gro\vth kinetics which may change 

the growth habit o r  the shape of the crystal. lf'ithout mixing, the solution can be 

expected to be least  saturated in the grorvth region of the crystal ,  hardly the 

optimum situation for growth. Small crystals will form elsewhere in the solu- 

tion; however, equilibrium fnvors the growth of la rgcr  crystals at the cxpense 

of s n l d l e r  crystals to nlininlize thc total ssrface cnergy. This process is known 

a s  Oshvdd ripening. As can be seen, soli~tion growth in low g i s  not a simple 

process. The prinlwy motivc for the cxycrimcnt was to gain sonlc insight into 

how these effects interplay. 

The experiment was performed in a &inch dianlctcr food can with 3. 

transparent lid. Rochelle sal t  powder and a la rger  secd crystal  were dissolved 

in the can while it was being hcatcd on thc food heating tray. After the seed \vncs 
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three-fourths melted, the heat was removed and the can was wrapped in towels 

to provide a slow cool-down. 

Many small crystals formed, giving the liquid a ttslushy't appearance. 

The nucleated crystals were thin platelets, described as "mica-like." Compare 

these with conventionally grown Rochelle salt  (Figure 6-13). The seed had 

regrown into the form of a plate approximate 40 mm wide by 6 mm thick. An 

unusual feature is the presence of cavities, 0.1 m m  diameter and up to 1 c m  in 

length, that seem to run  in the direction of the optical axis of the crystal. The 

cause of these cavities is not understood. 

Experiment TV 106, Deposition of Silver Crystals 

A different type of crystal  growth process was suggested by Dr. 

Philomena Grodzka, Lockheec. Missiles and Space Company, Huntsville. This 

experiment used a c h e ~ ~ i c a l  reaction between AgNOS and a Cu wire in which 

the Cu ions combine with the NOS, freeing the Ag which deposits on the wire. 

The heat of reaction and the change in density can drive convective flows on the 

ground which influence the deposition of the Ag. Normally the depositing silver 

has the appearance of tree-like dendrites, a s  may be seen in Figure 6-14. In 

low g, the reduction of such flo. .3 apparently promoted the growth of much 

longer dendrites, also shown in Figure 6-14. Also, the microstructure seems 

quite different; the space-grown material appears to be powdery whereas the 

Earth-grown crystals appear to be smooth. The reason for this difference 

i s  not clear. 





Figure 6-14. A g  crystals grown i n  ?;by1:111 (ccntcr v i d )  compwed with ones 
grown an earth ( right and left \ . inla).  ('I'llc rr?-stds were mown by immersing 
a notched copper wirc in n sil~~er. f l i t  ~ . : t t  c. solution. Silver rcplaccd the copper 
at the notches. The space grown rl-ysl:tls ii:td Ixm in the form of long filmy 
dendrites which r c r c  so dcl ic:~tc l h ; ~ l  tllc? I~njlio d f  during l~nndl ing and fell to 
the bottom or the vial, ) 



Experiment 'l'V 107, Fluid Mechanics 

A number of simple fluid experiments with liquid drops were video taped 

by the Skylab N crew. These experiments were suggested by Mr. 0, Vaughan 

and Ms. Barbara Facemire, Marshall Space Flight Center; Dr. Sid Bourgeois, 

Lockheed, Huntsville; and Dr. R. T. Frost,  G. E. Valley Forge. The purpose 

was to provide graphic illustration of the unusual behavior of free droplets that 

can only be approximated in a Plateau-type experiment. It was also demonstrated 

that viscosity and surface tension could be measured nonintrusively by observivg 

the frequency and damping of iiquid droplets. 

Perhaps the most dramatic of the demonstrations wm the collision of 

two droplets, shown in the sequence of photographs in Figure 6-15. Apart from 

the interesting shapes it is quite remarkable to observe the lack of mixing taking 

place between the two fluids, despite the rather vigorous motion undergone by 

the undulating droplet after collision. 

Experiment TV 117, Charged Particle Mobility 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, the continuous flow electrophoresis 

experiment originally planned for Skylab ran into technical difficulties which 

prevented its being included in the flight manifest. Instead, a simple demonstra- 

tion unit was quickly developed by Dr. Milan Bier, Veterans Administration 

Hospital, Tuscon, Arizona, in con junction with Dr.  Robert Snyder, 3Iarshall 

Space Flight Center. The unit consisted of two static columns with manually 

operated gates to release the sample into the separation column (Figure G -  16). 







One column contained human red blood cells, which is somewhat of a standard 

to test the degree of sharpness of the resolution of the instrument. The other 

tube contained two proteins, ferritin and hemoglobin, to be separated. 

The primary difference between Dr. Bizr's device and the electrophoresis 

demonstrations flown on Apollo 14 and 16 was that he used a technique 

known as isotachophoresis. This technique differs from ordinary 

electrophoresis by the fact that the sample is inserted between two 

buffers. The leading buffer's anions have greater electrophoretic mobility than 

the sample, and the trailing buffer's anions have less mobility. As voltage is 

applied, the various components tend to form sharp, distinct bands according to 

the mobility ~f the anions. These bands progress across the column with equal 

velocity, hence the name isotachophoresis. The primary advantage i s  that the 

interface is self-re .dating; i.e., any molecule that diffuses across the interface 

is automatically returned to the region corresponding to its mobility. Since the 

bcundnries tend to be self-sharpening, diffusive mixing is inhibited and the 

resolution car  be extremely high if convective mixing can somehow be 

scppressed. 

The goal of the Skylab isotachophoresis experiment was to determine 

if  the use of low g could alleviate the convective mixing and sedimentation prob- 

lems inherent in the one-g process to achieve protein separati,. comparable to 

gel techniques and to see if larger par '1' u 5 such as cells could be separated by 

this process. 



Tlic protein scparntion attempt failed. Apptlrrntly slight leak ~ \ ~ e l o p c d  

during the launch and intervening activitics, :Illowing a sn id l  anioullt of air  to 

cntt.r tlic systcnl. All csaminntion of the alnodc rcvcdcd that IIO current flo\vCd, 

probably hcnusc tllc electrode was isolated by n gas bubble. Such a bubble 

\vould have floated n\vay in the. laboratory, wllicli points out one of the difficulties 

in dcsigrung space cspcrin~t-nts. 

Th. t u h  with the red blood c8ells prociuccd better results. The interface 

\vss shuycd like a blunt parabola, possibly bcca~use of the competing efft~cts of 

elcctl-oosniosis :md the sclf-sh:upcning feature of ffie isotachophorcsis. 

Diffusion in 1, iquids Dc~monstration 

.-\ very simplt. dc~nionstr:~tion to cirani:~tizc\ tlic diffusive riiising c ~ f  liquids 

in zero g \v:w si~ggcstc*d by Rls. 'E':lcc\nlirc>, h1arsh:dl SpncVc. Fliplit Ccntc*r. ;I 

plastic ti~bcb 12  cni long ;nnd h x i l  di:unc*tc.r \\.:IS fillcd \\.iffl \vatw fro111 n syringe. 

:\ fc\v drops of instant tcbn (:\hut 7 ti111c.s norm:d concc~ntr:ltion) \vns carefully 

placed : ~ t  one- st1rf:lcc. of tllcx tubc, which \\.:IS pcriodic:dly pliotogrnphcd ovcr n 

pr-riod of 3 days. 'I'lle. t e n  in "lc cc*ntc.r of tllc. ttibc diffusc.ci in :I dist:ulccb of :~lmut 

2 cnl in -15 hours, i1lustr:iting Iio\v slo\v eiiffusi\.c~ mixing tc.nds to hc. One 

u~rc*xpectcbd c4fcct \\.:is tli:~t tlic tc.3 did ~ w t  diffuse :IS ~~npitlly :dong tlic* \\.;dl, 

possibly bcbc-nuscb of sonw clectrostntic rc~pt~lsion ht\vcr\n tlic \v:dl and thc 

molc~culc~s of tc\a. 



Ice Melting Demonstration 

Another simple dramatization of fluid behavior in low g was suggested by 

Dr. L. L. Lacy, Marshall Space Flight Center, and Dr. G. Otto, University of 

Alabama in Huntsville. A cylinder of ice was frozen on a cue tip in a pill dis- 

penser bottle (Figure 6-17). The ice was removed from the bottle, and periodic 

photographs were made while it melted. With no force to make the water dr ip 

off the ice, all of th* melt adhered to the ice, f i r s t  forming an elliptical shape 

and later a spherical shape. Because of the insulating effect of the water and 

the lack of natural convective cooling, it took approximately 1 hour longer for  

the ice to melt in Skylab than in a similar experiment performed on the ground. 



ICE MELTING 

1 HOUR 

3% HOURS 

Ex.=! ICE WATER 

Figure 6-17. Sketch of tlic o!served phenomena of ice melting on Skylab 
compared with the sanic ice nv:lting on the ground. (The lack of gravity permits 
the water to remain sust.oinding the ice. Also thc convective heat transfer on 
the ground results in more nielt i ig than in low-g.) 



CHAPTER 7. POST-SKYLAB ACTIVITIES 

Apollo-Soyuz Test Program 

Shortly after the final Skylab mission was completed, a new manned 

flight opportunity arose: the p in t  U.S.-Soviet Apollo-Soyuz Test Project 

(ASTP) . This 9-day mission took place in July 1975 and cofisisted of three 

American astronauts in a Saturn 1B-launched Apollo Command and Service 

Module that rendezvoused with a Soviet Soyuz spacecraft carrying two Russian 

cosmonauts (Figure 7-1). The time to develop experiments was short and the 

time and resources available for experir,~ents during the mission were more 

restricted than on Skylab. Nevertheless, a number of materials science experi- 

ments were carried out. This opportunity allowed several ilivestigators to con- 

firm their Skylab results and to make additional tests of some of the phenomena 

observed previously. In addition, several new experiments were attempted for 

the first  time. A modification of the Skylab furnace was developed for the ASTP 

mission that had a maximum temperature of 1200°C, a programmed cool-down 

to give more uniform growth rates, and a He quench system to shorten the time 

required to reach allowable touch temperature. The furnace is shown in Figure 

7-2. However, like the Sky141 furnace, it has only one heated zone and, there- 

fore, subjected the  ample to a continuously changing gradient during cool-down. 

MA-060, Interface Marking in Crystals 

Professors H. C. Gabs  and A. F. Witt (MIT) conducted an experiment 

titled 'lnterface Marking in Crystals Experiment.'' This was similar to their 







Skylab experiment except that Ga-doped Ge was used instead of InSb. A new 

capability was introduced in the form of a current pulsing device that forced a 

short pulse of current through the sample every 4 sec, The Peltier cooling at 

the solid-liquid interface produced an increase in growth rate over a microscopic 

scale. It was shown in Chapter 4 that the incorporation of dopants is  related to 

growth rate. Therefore, these pulses introduced microscopic striations that 

could be observed by sectioning the crystal and using a differential etching 

process. The striations provide a cwnvenient method of recording the position 

and shape of the interface as a function of time. This allows a direct measure 

of the growth rate of the crystal, With such data, details of the transient growth 

region before steady state growth is attained may be elucidated. Also, accurate 

values of the segregation sfficient KO (discussed in Chapter 4) can be obtained. 

In contrast to the Skylab experiment, uniform dopant distribution was not 

achieved after the initial growth transient in the ASTP experiment ( Figure 7-3). 

Furthermore, it was found that the distribution of dopants varied depending on 

the distance from the axis of the crystal. It was determined through analysis of 

the interfacial markings that the ASTP furnace had an asymmetrical heat flow 

which did not provide flat solidification interfaces, probably because of thermal 

interactions between the three heating modules in the furnace. These asymmetries 

caused unequal growth rates, resulting in radial segregation. A similar situation 

probably occurred in the Skylab experiment but was not as pronounced because of 

the difference in segregation coefficients of the materials used and because the 
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higher resolution of the measurements on the ASTP samples made small 

differences easier to detect. 

It  was again found that the flight samples did not wet the quartz ampoule, 

but were supported by thin ridges just as the S kylab InSb samples. This uf:ts 

unexpected since both of these materials wet the quartz in one% cxpriments. 

MA-085, c iys ta l  Growth from thr Vapor Phase 

Professor He Wiedemeier repeated his Skylab vapor growth experiment 

using more complex systems; i.e., 
GeSe~. 9 ~ ~ ~ 0 . 0 1  with Ge14 as the transport 

agent, GeSoo g8Seom 0Z with GeCl as  the transport agent, and GeS with GeCl 
4 4 

and Ar. The Ar was added to vary the partial pressure of the transport agent 

independently of the total system pressure in an attempt to gain further insight 

into the anomalous transport rates observed in the Skylab experiment. The 

results were similar to Skylab. The transport rates  in the flight samples were 

substantially larger than the values obtained by extrapolating the pound-based 

experiments at low pressures, where diffusion dominates, to the pressures used 

in the flight experiment (Figure 7-4). Again, the improvement in crystalline 

perfection and growth habit is suggestive of the quiescent condithns associated 

with diffusion-controlled transport. 

Professor Wiedemeier has suggested a thermochemically driven convec- 

tive flow to explain the unusually high growtln rates in the flight results. 

Apparently, chemical reactions take place in the transport gas throughout the 

tube. The heat of reaction causes localized pressure increases which drive the 

flow. As mentioned in Chapter 4, an alternative possibility i s  the presence of a 
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gravity-driven effect, such a s  Clusius-Dickel separation, that inhibits transport 

at low pressures. 

In either case these unexpected results a re  of fundamental i n t s e s t  to the 

understanding of crystal growth by chemical vapor transport. 

MA-131, Halide Eutectic Growth 

Dr. A. S. Yue repeated his Skylab experiment which grew continuous 

fibers oi alkali halide c ryda l s  in a sodium-chloride matrix. In the ASTP 

experiment, however, he substituted lithium fl-mride instead of sodium fluor'de. 

Figure 7-5 shows the LiF fibers in the NaCl matrix. As before, the flight 

samples had better optical properties (transmission) than those grown on Ettrth, 

which is evidence that they are more contimous. Again, it should be noted that 

simple binary eutectic growth is diffusion controlled even in the Earth's gravita- 

tional field if reasonable precautions are made to choose a convectively stable 

geometry and to maintain good control of temperature and growth velocity. This 

is becauee the diffusive processeu are  thought to take place in a layer that is 

much thinner than the boundary layer for convective flow under 1-g conditions. 

MA-070, Z e r o 4  Processing of Magnets 

This experiment developed by Dr. D. J. Larson, Grumman Aerospace 

Corporation involves the directional solidification of another eutectic system, 

B ~ / M ~ B I .  In this Rystem, h1nBi rods grow in the matrix of Bi. Since MnBi is 

a magnetic material, one of the objectives was to see if directional solidification 





in low-g produced any change in the microstructure that might alter the magnetic 

properties. 

A surprising result was obtained. Not only were the MnBi rods in the 

flight sample finer and more reguar ly  spaced, but their low-temperature 

coercive strength ( m-rttic field required to demagnetize) was among the 

highest that had E 2 r  been measured. In fact, the strongest magnets a t  the 

Francis Bilter National Magnet Lab were required to perform the demaghtization 

tests. 

Some previous work on C 2 MnBi system had suggested the existence cf a 

low-temperature, high coer I . ,+base. The unusual results from the ASTP 

experiment prompted additional research on this system. This work confirmed 

the existence of this high coercive phase and discovered a previously unknown 

ordering effect that exhibits even higher wercivity a t  the extremely high 

& m a p  tizing fields. 

I t  is still not completely clear why the flight sample had a different 

microstructure and higher coercivity than the ground control sample that was 

processed in a similar manner, but an interesting picture is beginning to emerge. 

The MnBi/Bi is a faceted/nonfaceted eutectic system whode growth may be more 

influellced by gravity than the other eutectic systems discussed previously. 

However, add.:ional research revealed a.1 e r r o r  in the published phase diagram 

for the Mn1:.,/Bi system. The flight samples contained 97.8 atomic percent Bi 

and 2.2 atomic percent hln, which was thought to be the eutectic composition. 

When thib was subsequet~tly checked, it was found that the eutectic compositio? 



was actually 2.6 atomic percent Bi  and 97.4 atomic percent Mn. Therefore, 

thta samples had an 'bff+utecticW composition. 

The solidification of an off-eutectic is very much influenced by gravity. 

Instead of simultaneously solidifying the two solid phases, as would be the case 

with a eutectic composition, an off -eutectic composition will initially solidify 

into one solid and reject a liquid phase rich in the other component. In a low-g 

environment, a diffusion layer will rapidly build up until the eutectic composition 

is reached at  the growth interface. Once this occurs, both the a, and P phase 

will solidify, but the relative amount of the two phases will be controlled hy the 

composition of the melt entering the diffusion layer. Since the composition used 

in tile ASTP flight experiment contained more Bi than required for the eutectic 

mixture, the result would be finer BlnBi n 5s than would be obtained from the 

eutectic composition. The -xnhanced magnetic performance is undoubtedly 

related to the microstructure. Possibly the finer rod diameter may approach 

the optilnum size for elongated single domains which allows the theoretical 

coercive strength to be approached. 

Thc cround control sample, on the other hand, would undergo some 

convective mixing bccausc of radial gradients. This will vary the composition 

of the lnixture entering the diffusion layer, resulting in a rod diameter that 

varies with distance until it approaches the normal eutectic value. 

Another factor that enhanc \d the magnetic performance of the samples 

grown in the ASTP furnace i s  that the gradient freeze method used subjects the 

solidified material to a much longer high-temperature soak than the conventional 



Stockbarger technique. This heat treatment has been found to promote the 

formation of the mrmal  magnetic phase which exhibits high coercivity at 

ambient temperatures. 

In retrospect, the lctrsnlatic increase in magnetic performance of the 

space.processed samples m.-*I be regarded as a lucky accident. However, the 

research prompted by this surprising result has added significantly to our 

understanding of this system. Even higher coercive strengths have been sib-  

sequently obtained in carefully controlled experiments on the pound using this 

knowledge. Furthermore, the ability to control solidification of off-eutectic 

compositions adds a new dimension to processing such syst -q1s. By using 

different growth rates it may be possible to choose off-eutectic compositions 

that can provide near optimum diameter of the MnBi rods while producing many 

more sup$ rods. Since all the magnetic contribut~ons come from the MnBi and 

hln i s  only 0.71 percent by weight of the eutectic composition, i t  would be highly 

desirable to increase the percentage of the magnetic composition for any prac- 

tical application of this systen?. 

MA-044, Rlonotectic and Sy~~tect ic  Alloys 

This experiment, developed by Dr. L. L. Lacy, 3Iarshall Space Flight 

Center, and Dr. C. Y. Ang, Aerospace Corporation, attempted to utilize the 

low-gravity environment to prevent density separation during soiidification of 

two alloys, Pb-2 n and Ai -:*I;. 



T1:e Pb-Zn is an immiscible system similar to those studied by Reger 

on Skylab (see Chapter 5). The material was soaked for 2 hours at 40°K above 

its published consolute temperature to homogenize it  and was then solidified in 

low-g. Almost complete separation was observed betwecn the Po and Zn, 

although there are scme dispersed Pb particles in the 2 n  and some Zn particles 

in the Pb  (Figure 7-6). It is not clear whether this separation resulted from 

incomplete mixing o r  wi~e%sr there are nongraz-it:;-&pendent flows that tend to 

cause unmixing in the two-phase region There is evidence based on the profile 

of Pb dissolved in the Zn and vice versa that the diffusion coefficient may have been 

much lower than expected because the system was close to the consolute tempera- 

ture and that proper mixing was never achieved. Later ground-based experiments 

were conducted to check the puLlished value of the consolute temperature, which 

was found to be 20°K too low. This confirmed that the sample had been soaked 

above the consolute temperature, although the soak times were marginal to 

achieve mixing. Therefore, it could not be determined whether nongravitati~nal 

flows o r  other effects produced massive separation of the phases during solidifica- 

tion o r  whether the sample was simply not homogenized. 

It was suspected by some in;cstie;atcms that the AI-Sb system may have 

a small miscibility gap near the melting point. This suspicion arose because 

there was some uncertainty in the mdlting point and because it was difficult to 

pre?are homugcneous Al-Sb from the melt, Such a system that forms a 

compound by a reaction from two immiscible llquid phases is termed a sy,.tcctic. 

Hence, the original motivation for the cxpcrimcnt was similar to t!ic other 





experiments with immiscible systems, i. e., the prevention of phase separation 

between the two different density liquids before the compound was formed by the 

syntectic reaction. 

The samples were prepared, paying close attention to maintaining 

chemical stoichiometry, i.e., exactly 50 at. %Al, 50 at. % Sb. The samples were 

soaked at  50°C above the melting point ( 1080°C) for 1 hour and cooled iso- 

thermally. The comparison between the space-processed samples, the ground 

control samples, and prototype samples (best available commercial material) 

is shown in Figure 7-7. It may be seen that the Earth-processed samples con- 

tain regions that are Al-rich o r  Sb-rich, in addition to the stoichiometric 

compound AlSb The space-processed sample is virtually all AlSb. 

More recent refinements of the melting point data for AlSb place it a t  

1080°C, which means that the sysi-em is not syntectic but, instead, melts 

congruently, as may be seen from the phase diagram in Figure 7-8. One 

wonders then how an improvement in homogeneity could result from processing 

in low-g. In principle it should bt: possible to start  with a 50-50 at.% melt and 

solidify along the compound line. 

One yossible explanation is that local deviations from stoichiometry 

exist in the melt, either because of inadequate mixing o r  because of statistical 

fluctuations. Such a local departure from t~toichiometry will reject either Al-rich 

o r  Sb-rich molten liquids as they solidify. Diffusion will tend to equilibrate such 

regions, but because of density differences of the constituents, buoyancy effects 

will cause the Al-rich regions to r ise and the Sb-rich regions to settle. 
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Figure 7-8, Phase diagram for AISb, 



This separation prevents complete homogenization of the solid and should result 

in more Al-rich regions at the top of the sample and Sb-rich regions at the 

bottom. Indeed this is the case, a s  may be seen in Figure 7-9. In low-g, of 

course, this buoyancy-driven separation does not occur and fluctuations in the 

melt are homogenized by diffusion. 

MA-041, Surface-Tension-Induced Convection 

This experiment, like the Ukanwa experiment described in Chapter 5, 

was devoted to understanding nongravitational fluid flow. Dr. Reed, Oak Ridge 

National Laboratories, led a team of investigators to evaluate the effects of 

surface tension-driven flow (Marangoni convection) resulting from composition 

gradients, as opposed to the surface tension-driven flow resulting from thermal 

gradients investigated by Bannister on Apollo 14  and 16 (see Chapter 3). 

The sample consists of a Pb-Au alloy pressure bonded to a Pb sample. 

The samples were melted and solidified in the isothermal region of the ASTP 

furnace, A total of iiix samples were used, three in the hot zone (923K), and 

three in at1 intermedi~te zone (723K) to investigate diffusion at two different 

temperatures. Of the three samples in each zone, two wcre in graphite 

crucibles that the Pb did not wet and the other was in a steel crucible that the 

Pb did wet. The two graphits crucibles were oriented in opposite directions to 

determine if there were any effects from the small thermal gradient present 

during ~olidif  ication. 





The ground control samples a r e  shown in Figure 7-10. The distribution 

of Au is shown by neutron activation which converts Au-197 to Au-198 which 

undergoes beta decay. A photographic film placed over a cross section of the 

sample is exposed by the electrons from the Au-198, and the density of the 

exposure is a measure of the concentration of the Au. This is dramatically 

illustrated by the pseudo color photograph. 

The effect of a convectively stable system compared to an unstable con- 

figuration can be readily seen by comparing the sample in which the heavier Au 

was on bottom with the sample in which it was on top. However, even in the 

configuration where the system was in a completely stable configuration (both 

thermally and concentration) there was considerable mixing in contrast to the 

flight samples shown in Figure 7-11. 

Inspection of the flight results shows ~ignificant difference in the diffusion 

of the Au in the samples that were held at different temperatures, a s  would be 

expected. There were slight differences in the samples, depending on the 

direction of solidification. This is probably caused by segregation effects at 

the interface. The curved concentration contours were interpreted by the inves- 

tigators as  evidence of surface tension-ciriven flow due to the difference in surface 

tension between the Pb-Au and Pb for a free surface. These unbalanced forces 

can give r ise to flows for free surfaces, but such flows are  not expected for 

liquids contacting a solid surface, Apparently in the absence cf hydrostatic 

pressure, the nonwetting fluid does not remain in contact with the ampoule wall 

and solutal concentration gradients produce flows at free surfaces. 



Table 7-1. Basic Color Scheme Relating Pseudocolors to Au Concentrations 

Percentage of original 
A u ~0.~2entration 

0 to 1.0 
1.2 to 2.0 
2.2 to 4.0 
4.2 to 8.0 
8.2 to 16.0 
16.2 to 24.0 
24.2 to 32.0 
32.2 to 50.8 

Pseudocolor 

Black 
Yellow 
Blue-green 
Hed 
Green 
Purple 
Dark blue 
Orange 

Au concentration, 
at. plm 

0 to 5 
6 to 10 

11 to 20 
21 to 40 
41 to 80 
81 to 120 

121 Lo 160 
161 to 254 



Figure 7-10. Distl-il~utiun of Au in Pb samples after thermal soak at 7°K on 
the grnond. IS:~mplc (a,) had ihc heavier Au on thr lols ~kerens (b.) had &hc 
Au on tho b~ttonl.  'I'bc ~)scudocolor scheme relating bl cunlpositiun ia givcn in 
Table 7-1. 11 con br. s w n  that Uc unstable (top heavy) clmfiguraliun rcsulls in 
almost comldclc mixing. where= mixing is somewhat st11)prcssed in thc stable 
(botturn heavy) configuration. It ia impurtmt to mte. hnwcvcl., that some 
cunvcctive mixing docs occur even in the atable confi~q~rntian. 1 



Figure 7-11. DMributhn of Au Ln flight spe;imer.s. [The tap pair (a. and '.om) 

were soaked at 123K while the bottom pair (c. and d.) we. 'r . soaked 923K. An 
would be expected this pmduced conslderobly mor-. d;ffusidl,lr. In all cases the 
Au-rich alloy was at the left-hand side nf ibt: sample. [n (a . )  uld ( c . )  the 
dlrectloa of melting was from the left to right. whereze in (b ,  ) ant; (d.) melting 
proceeded from right to left. Thls s e m s  w Lave had a slight cffeot on the 
amolult of dltfuslon and on t!e curvatue of the diffusion regiuns. j 



The samples placed !n the steel containers that were supposed to '4 

wetted by the melt did not wet in low-g. The distribution of Au in h s e  samples 

was almost identical witb the samples contained in graphite. 

MA-0-8, Crysta 'mwth 

This experiment, proposed by Dr. M. D. Lind, Rockwell Science 

Center, was another attempt as growing crystals from aqueous solution in a 

1cl-g environment. It was similar to the demonstration experiment of Miyagawa 

described in Chapter 6, except that the crystal is grown from the precipitation 

of a more or  less insoluble product of a chemical process in which two o r  more 

reactants are allowed to interdiffuse in a region of pure solvent. This would 

normally be accomplished on Earth by separatiqg the two reactants with a gel 

which prevents convective mixing while allowing diffusive flows (Figure 7-12). 

The gel, however, introduces certain disadvantages such as excessive nucleation 

that results in small crystal sizes, contamination of the crystal by gel consti- 

tuents, and perturbation of the natural growth habit. 

Dr. Lindls experiment can best be described as a gel-less gel growth in 

which the low-g environment is used to suppress the uncontrolled convective 

mixing. The apparatus is shown in Figure 7-13. The materials chosen were 

calcium tartrate, calcium carbonate, and lead sulfide. These can be grown 

reasonably well without precise temperature control, which was not available 

during :he flight. 



Silica hydrogel N O 2  nH20) 

Figure 7-12. Typical experimental arrangements for gel methods 
of crystal growth. 



Fill port caps (3) . 

Valves: 
C lod:  

Figure 7-13. Schematic of the reactor used by Lind to grow crystals in space. 



The calcium tartrate crystals were the largest and highest quality, as 

was confirmed by microscopic and X-ray topographic analysis. Both prismatic 

and platelet habits were observed, with the platelet variety being the more 

numerous, This is contrary to the situation in gel growth, where the prismatic 

habit dominates. The calcium carbonate formed clear rhombohe&al crystals 

that were very similar to those grown on Earth. The lead sulfide crystals were 

extremely small a ~ d  were accompanied by a fine precipitate, which indicates 

that insufficient time was available for the reaction b go to completion. In all  

cases, the crystals were quite small and large in number, indicating excessive 

nucleation. Better control of nucleation and more time is required to grow 

large crystals by this technique. 

MA-011, Electrophoresis Technology 

The objective of the Electrophoresis Technology experiment was to deter- 

mine the feasibility of static free-fluid electrophoresis in low gravity. Consider- 

able effort was devoted to overcoming some of the difficulties encountered in 

earlier demonstrations such as sample band distortions caused by electro- 

osmosis by developing a special yero-zeta potential coating. 

The investigation team, lead by Dr. R. E. Allen, Marshall Space Flight 

Center, attempted to separate various cells, including three types of red blood 

cells (rabbit, horse, and human), human lymphocytes, and kidney cells. The 

cells were frozen prior to flight, transported to orbit, thawed and separated, 



refrozen and returned. Approximately 25 percent viability was maintained 

throughout this treatment with no evidence of contamination. 

The apparatus is shown in Figure 7-14. The astronaut selects a sample 

column and inserts it into the holder which o o m c t s  the electrode rinse tubes. 

The electrodes are isolated from the buffer by membrane and fluid is circulated 

to sweep away bubbles that form when electricity is turned on. After electro- 

phoresis is cor~pleted, the column is frozen by a 3-stage thermoelectric cooler 

to prevent disturbance of the sample bands. The column is  then removed and 

inserted into a cryogenic dewar for storage. 

The columns containing the horse, human, and rabbit red blood cells 

produced close to the expected separation based on laboratory mobility measure- 

ments. The band containing the horse cells was sharp and well defined, but 

slightly more compressed than expected. The rabbit cells seem to have somewhat 

greater mobility than measured on the ground and overlapped with the human cells 

more than expected. In all cases the bands were planar, indicating that the 

specially developed low zeta potential coating effectively controlled electro- 

osmosJs that had severely distorted the sample bands in previous attempts 

(see Chapters 3 and 6). 

The columns containiq the human lymphocytes malfunctioned. Postflight 

analysis revealed that the electrode rinse lines had become clogged by the 

sealant material when they were connected. This produced bubbles in the elec- 

trode chamber which blocked the current flow after a short time. 





The most intriguing results were obtained with the kddney cells, It is 

known that a number of extremely useful proteins a r e  secreted by cells in the 

kidney. The enzyme urokinase is one of these products that was of special 

interest to one of the investigators, Dr. Barlow, Abbott Laboratories. Urokinase 

is one of the few substances that can dissolve blood clots once they have formed, 

and it would have a significant value as a pharmaceutical product if it were 

readily available. I t  is present in trace quantities in human urine and can be 

produced in limited quantities and at great expense from this source. Dr. 

Barlow was working to develop an alternative source by culturing the kidney 

cells that produce the enzyme and harvesting the product. Unfortunately, only 

about 5 percent of the kidney cells produce urokinase; therefore, this is not a 

particularly efficient process, Dr. Barlow reasoned that if he could separate 

out those cells that are urokinase producers from the nonproducers, such a 

process might become viable. 

A column containing live human fetal kidney cells was electrophoresed 

and returned frozen. The frozen cylinder was carefully sliced into thin discs 

and the cells in each disc were placed in a culture medium to test for viability 

and urokinase production. There is no obvious interpretation for the observed 

distribution of viable cells shown in Figure 7-15; however, enhanced urokinase 

activity was found in fraction number 15, hinting that kidney cells may be 

electrophoretically separable according to function. In addition, two other 

fractions, 14 and 17 respectively, showed enhauced production of erythropoietin, 
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a valuable drug for treatment of anemia, and of human granulocyte conditioning 

factor (HCGF) . 
MA-014, Electrophoresis 

A continuous flow electrci~horesis experiment was developed by Dr. Kurt 

Hannig of the Max Planck Institut fiir Biochemie, Munich, In a continuous flow 

system, the material is electrophoresed transversely to the direction of flow 

as  shown in Figure 2-20. This overcomes some of the problems with cell 

sedimentation and convective mixing that prevent free-flow static electrophoresis 

from being conducted on the ground. To operate such systems on the ground, it 

is necessary to have a very small spacing between the front and rea r  walls in 

order  to remove the heat generated by the current flowing through the buffer and 

prevent convective instabilities resultirig from thermal gradients. This limits 

the throughput of the device by requiring a very small sample stream and intro- 

duces distortions from wall effects which degrade the re~olut ion of the device. 

By operating such a device in space, it should be possible to greatly improve 

both the resolution and the throughput of continuous flow electrophoresis. 

Another major advantage of the continuous flow technique is the collection sys- 

tem which eliminates the requirement for the cells to be frozen in place after 

they are separated. 

In the Hannig tlight experiment collection of the separated cells was not 

attempted. Instead, an ultraviolet photodiode array monitoring system was used 

to evaluate the separation. This technique gives higher resolution than collection 



and is quite useful for determining the number and sharpness of fractions and 

how they vary with time. This is illustrated in Figure 7-16. Samples included 

r a t  bone marrow cells, mixtures of human and rabbit erythroytes (red blood 

cells), rat  spleen cells, and mixtures of r a t  ,and human lymphocytes. 

The flow systems apparently functioned as planned; however, an unex- 

pected increase in brightness of the halogen lamp that provided the illumination 

for the ultraviolet detector caused the detector elements to saturate, Thus they 

were only able to detect when more than one cell passed through their field of 

view. This greatly limited the amount of useful data, but the events detected 

appeared to be consistent with the expected operation of the system, 

The reason for the anomalous brightness of the lamp is not completely 

understood. In ground tests the lamp functioned normally. It can only be 

surmised that the lack of convective flow in the low-g environment influenced 

the operation U; ihe lamp and caused it to put out more light. This effect 

obviously should be considered in future flight experiments. 

Space Processing Applications Rocket (SPAR) Program 

As discussed in Chapter 3, sounding rockets can provide short-duration 

periods of low gravity which a r e  suitable for a number of experiments and for  

testing equipment concepts. Since there was to be a period of many years 

between the ASTP flight and the next manned space flight opportunity with the 

Space Shuttle, the Space Processing Applications Rocket (SPAR) program was 

initiated to provide some continuity in flight experimentation, 





The SPAR rocket is a Black Brant vehicle equipped with a stabilized 

attitude control system to prevent rotational induced accelerations and a 

recovery system. An optional Nike booster can be used to increase the low-g 

time or  for heavier payloads. Nominal low-g times of 5 minutes are obtained 

with this system for payload weights of 300 kg, Figure 7-17 shows a typical 

SPAR payload. 

Developing an experiment for a SPAR flight is in many ways more difficult 

than a manned flight. Everything must be automated and fit into a cannister only 

17 inches in diameter. The launch environment is  harsh in te rms of acceleration 

and vibration. The rocket is spun at launch to stabilize it, and despun after 

burn-out, creating high angular accelerations that produce vorticity in fluids that 

must be allowed to damp out before low-g experimentation can con ! lence. 

The short times available are  not conducive to crystal growth, biological 

separations, o r  other experiments that require carefully controlled conditions 

over a long time. Certain fluid and solidification experiments, however, can 

be conducted reasonably well in such a facility. The following paragraphs will 

describe some of the more significant results obtained from SPAR. 

Liquid Mixing Experiments 

One of the f i r s t  experiments conducted in the SPAR program wm designed 

by C. F, Schafer, Marshall Space Flight Center, to characterize the low-g 

environment and it8 effect on fluid mixing. Metal samples were constructed in 

the form of cylinders with half of each sample being composed of pure indium 





and the other half being an In (80 wt% ) and Pb (20 wt% ) alloy (the samples 

were axially symmetric). These were enclosed in aluminum cartridges and 

placed in heater assemblies so  that each sample was either parallel o r  perpen- 

dicular to a radius from the rocket payload axis. This insured that the density 

gradient in the samples was either parallel o r  perpendicular to the effective 

residual accelerations, assuming that they would arise mainly due to residual 

rotation (spin) of the payload. The samples were melted after entry into thp 

low-gravity portion of the payload trajectory and were resolidified before leaving 

low gravity. 

Samples oriented such that the denser material was inward (closer to the 

payload longitudinal axis) experienced flow over nearly the length of the sample. 

This flow was predictable, using analysis which provided a Rayleigh number as 

a flow predictor, when the residual acceleration levels were taken to be on the 

order of 10- g. Samples with their density gradients perpendicular to the 

radius vector (from the payload longitudinal axis) experienced only a slight 

deformation of the interface. This region was within the predicted diffusion 

distance of approximately 1 mm from the original inte~face. Estimates of flow 

bzsed on a related model system yield an upper bound on residual accelerations 

of approximately g. These levels were consistent with that measured by the 

flight accelerometers and are apparently the result of a very slow residual 

rotation about the longitudinal axis. 



Studies of Solidification Proceases 

A aeries of experiments were carried out independently by Dr. Mary 

Helen Johnston, Marshall Space Flight Center, and Dr. John Papazian, 

Grumman Aerospace Corporation, to investigate solidification processes in 

castings and in welds. Of particular interest is the mechanism by which the 

equiaxed zone is formed in the center of the casting o r  weld. As heat is 

estracted from the outside surfaces, the material undercools until nucleation 

occurs, usually at points on the container wall. Dendrites grow rapidly from 

these nucleation sites, and many new nucleation sites are produced as some of 

the dendritic arms a re  broken off and transported by the flow. Large columnar 

grains grow from the walls until sufficient nucleation sites find their way to the 

central region, where they initiate a random, equiaxed grain structure. One of 

the questions is whether gravity-driven convection i s  primarily responsible for 

the breaking off and transport of the dendritic arms, o r  whether such breakage 

results from nongravitational effects such as interdendritic flows associated with 

the solidification process. 

A transparent model material, W,OH + H20 is often used to study such 

phenomena. It has a similar enthalpy of solidification to many metal systems 

and forms easily sec-: dendritic atructure. In the space experiments only a few 

nuclcation sites were observed, and the entire solidification took place from 

those relatively few sites. There was no evidence of dendritic breakagt and 

miltiplication of nucleation sites in either Dr. Johnston's o r  Dr. Papazian's 

experiment. Growth w a s  completely columnar with no transition to an equiaxed 

zone. 7-38 



One of the motivations of Papazian's experiment was to t ry  to understand 

why the welds done in  Skylab had a la rger  equipped zone than those on Earth. 

Clearly dendrite multiplication is not the explanation since this was not observed 

in low-g. 

In a different kind of solidification experiment, Dr. R. Be P ~ i l d ,  

Marvalaud, Inc., attempted to solidify a complete eutectic structure in S8.8'% 

Pb-11.2% Sb. Such a eutectic i s  of interest because i t  should be superplastic, 

allowing it to undergo tensile s t rains  of 100 percent before rupturing. 

One of the problems encountered in solidifying such a material is that if 

nucleation of either of the primary phases occurs,  the density difference of the 

two phases results in segregation. I t  was thought that such segregation could be 

eliminated in low-g. 

Both ground control samples and flight samples contained primary Sb and 

primary Pb  crystallization products, indicating a shift in the eutectic point due 

to supercooling. There were no discernible differences between the mechanical 

properties of the samples and those processed on the ground. 

Immiscible Alloy Solidification 

Several more attempts were made by Professors H. Ahlborn (University 

of Hamburg) and K. Lohberg (Technical University of Berlin) and separately by 

Dr. S. H. Gelles (S. H. Gelles Associates) to produce a fine dispersion in 

v,arious compositions of the immiscible system Al-In. Again, the resul ts  were 

s imilar  to those found by Lacy and Ang in their ASTP experiment; almost 

complete separation of the two phases resulted. Subscqucnt ground-based 
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experiments in which the samples were X-rayed while they were being soaked 

above their consolute temperature revealed that the material did take longer 

than anticipated to homogenize. Since immiscible materials held above their 

consolute temperature act as t rue solutions, they do not tend to separate in a 

gravitational field. Therefore, they may be melted and homogenized on the 

ground before launch and solidified in low-g. On a more recent flight Celles 

soaked his  sample for 16 hours above its consolute temperature prior to launch 

to remove any question about its homogeneity before solidification. It too 

separated almost completely, indicating that there are indeed some nongravita- 

tional flows o r  other effects causing massive separation in the solidification 

process. This is unexpected and very puzzling, particularly in light of the fact 

that GaBi dispersions were prepared in the drop tower (Chapter 3) and i t  was 

demonstrated that oil and water mixtures were completely stable for long periods 

of time in Skylab under static conditions (Chapter 6). 

Preparation of Composite Materials 

Several attempts were made to prepare unique composite materials during 

the short low- time avai1,able during a SPAR flight. Drs. L. Raymond and 

C. Y. Ang (Aerospace Corporation) developed an experiment to produce 

dispers ion-hardened Mg by cwmpacting 5-micron thoria (Thoz) particles with 

Mg particles, and then melting and resolidifying the sample in low-g. Consider- 

able sedimentation was observed in the ground control samples. The first flight 

sample had a more uniform distribution of dispersed particles, but also had 

regions in which the dispersion particles were sparse. 



The experiment w a s  repeated on a later  SPAR flight using a mixture of 

Me;, Th, and MgO. The ThC+ wns formed by the gettering reaction Th + 2 MgO 

-- :! Mg + T h 9 .  More care was taken to remove any trapped gas in the starting 

m cerials, which could cause nonuniformities in the distributions. This produced 

a much more uniform distribution of thoria particles in the Mg matrix. The 

average hardness was considerably greater in the flight sample than in the 

grc. md control sample. 

Professors W, Heye and M. Klemm solidified a composite of Pb, Ag, 

and BaO particles in an attempt to produce a ductile superconducting material. 

The idea was to convert Pb, a Type I (magnetically soft) superconductor to a 

'Type 11 (magnetically hard) superconductor by adding 10 percent Ag in a fine 

dispersion to act as flux pinning sites. The BaO particles were to dispersion- 

h.uden the Pb so  that the P b  and Ag would deform a t  nearly the same rate when 

drawn. It was ' ~ ~ p e d  that the solidification in low-g would prevent density 

segregation of the components, 

Fairly uniform dispersions were obta in4 in the flight samples. Code- 

formation of the Pb and .4g was achieved, and the material did exhibit Type I1 

superconctuctotb behavior. 

A unique attempt at production of a closed-cell aluminum foam was 

devi: by Dr. J. W. Patten, Battelle-Northwest Laboratories. The material 

hds prepared by spuber depositing A1 in the presence of an inert gas such as  

Ar .  Considelable quantities of Ar are trapped in the metal by this process. 



I t  was thought that during melting the trapped gas atoms would migrate to 

nucleation sites and form relatively uniform voids or  a closed-cell foam. 

Some evidence for bubble nucleation and growtb was observed; however, 

there was a wide variation in cell size. Also, the formation of oxide layers on 

the surface of the sample produced irregular mechanical restraint of the expand- 

ing foam, which severely distorted the samples and limited the amount of 

information that could be &rived from postflight analysis. 

Behavior of Bubbles and Dispersed Particles During Solidification 

One of the more fundamental questions that must be addressed in design- 

ing experiments to take advantage of the lack of sedimentation to prepare unique 

composite materials concerns the behavior of bubbles and dispersed particles 

during solidification. There is a force due to long-range molecular interactions 

between the solidification front ar.d a second phase particle that tends to push the 

particle ahead of the front. This force, called the disjoinirg pressure, is 

opposed by the drag force which tends to resist the motion. At sufficiently high 

solidification rates, the drag force will overcome the disjoining pressure and 

the second phase particle will become incorporated. An approximate theory has 

been developed to estimate the critical velocities. This can be tested to some 

degree on the ground by allowing the solidification to proceed horizontally 

between two microscope slides. The particles, in the form of microscopic size 

spheres, are allowed to roll on the bottom slide. This introduces an unknown 

error, namely the rolling friction. A low-g test of this theory was carried out 



in a SPAR experiment developed by Dr. Uhlmann, MIT. The results are still 

being analyzed. 

Several attempts to study the motion of bubbles in thermal gradients and . 
in the vicinity of solidification fronts have been made by Dr. Papazian, Grummnn 

Aerospace Corporation. Since the surface tension varies with temperature for 

most materials, a bubble in a thermal gradient will feel an unbalanced force that 

generally tends to move it in the direction of the thermal gradient. This may be  

a useful mechanism for  bubble removal in space processes such as glass forma- 

tion, where buoyancy does not act to fine the glass. Yapazian used CBr, as 

model material that was melted and saturated with gases such as  N2 and A r  prior 

to launch. The samples were directionally solidified and photographed during 

flight. Bubbles apparently nucleated throughout the melt during launch and did 

not appear to move during the flight. The solidification was dendritic and bubbles 

became trapped among the dendrites, which made it difficult to conclude anything 

about their interaction with a planar solidification front. The lack of motion of 

the bubbles in the thermal gradient is also puzzling. Several possibilities exist: 

the bubbles may have been trapped on the walls, surface active impurities may 

be present in the melt which may distribute then~selves on the bubble surface in 

such a way as to eliminate the unbalanced force, and the thermal gradient may 

ha* been reduced by the convective mixing during launch. Unfcrtunately, there 

is still a large uncertainty surrounding this important area. 



Tests of Containerless Processing Techniques 

Several types of containerless processing apparatus have been flown in 

SPAR to develop a better understanding of the operation of these devices. 

The three-axis acoustic levitator, developed by Dr. Taylor Wang, Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, successfully deployed a 2.5 cm diameter sphere of 

water arid captured it in the acoustic field. An electronic malfunction caused a 

premature loss of sound field before the remaining tasks of oscillating and 

rotating the sphere of water were accomplished. However, the drift rate and 

direction of the sphere provided confirmation of the g-levels. 

The electromagnetic levitator, developed by Dr. R. T. Frost, General 

Electric, successfully melted and solidified a sphere of beryllium containing a 

dispersed phase of beryllia. The experiment, developed by Dr. G. U'ouch, also 

of General Electric, and Dr. N. Pinto, Kawecki Berylco Industries, investigated 

the utilization of a dispersed oxide, BeO, as a grain refining agent to improve 

the microstructure of cost beryllium. The containerless process prevented any 

wall-induced nucleation, thus assuring that the dispersed phase would act as the 

nucleating agent. 

The sample was succe,ssfully positioned by the electromagnetic field 

during the flignt. Melting and solidification were accomplished without any 

physical contact with the coils. A fairly uniform dispersion of the Be0 was 

obtained in the flight sample. However, 'he Be0 dispersoid did not produce the 

anticipated fine grain structure, 



The high-temperature , s ingle-axis acoustic levitator furnace, developed 

by Dr. Roy Whymark, Intersonics Inc., has demonstrated sample capture at  

high temperature in a KC-135 flight. It will be used to process a gallia calcia . 
glass sample in a later SPAR flight. This is one of many potential glass-forming 

systems that are disturbed by container-induced nucleation. 

These represent systems of the type that will provide much of the con- 

tainerless processing capability that will be developed for the more sophisticated 

experiments planned for the Spacelab era. The primary value of these early 

SPAR experiments is to gain experience in the &sign and operation of such 

devices. 



2, 

t CHAPTER 8. FUTURE PROGRAMS 

2 
The f irs t  generation of materials processing in space has been described 

? 
! 4 
! 

in the preceding chapters. A number of these experironts  were exploratory in 

v nature to see what, if any, effect the low gravity in an orbiting spacecraft might 

have on processes that a re  normally carried cut on Earth that might be affected 

by gravity. In many cases the expected results were confirmed, but there were 

also a number of surprises, some of which may have significant scientific value. 

Summary of Present State of Knowledge 

In the area  of crystal growth the significant findings are: 

1. Control of macrosegration in melt growth has been demonstrated. 

I t  was shown that a steady state diffusion layer can be established over a short 

growth distance, resulting in a macroscopically uniform dopant distribution over 

most of the length of the boule. The distribution of dopants in the Witt and Gatos 

Skylab experiment resembles the classical textbook description of diffusion- 

controlled growth. 

2. Elimination of microsegregation due to growth rate fllictuathns has 
? 

been demonstrated. This indicates that it may be feasible to grow some of the 

higher composition alloy semiconductors such as HgCdTe and PbSnTe from the 

melt without interfacial breakdown resulting from uncontrolled growth rate 

fluctuations and under conditions where defects resulting from the growth process 

may be eliminated. 



3. Seeded containerless growth has been dei tnstrated. Extremely 

flat surface facets were formed, indicating that the cry13talline ordering forces 

dominated over surface tension forces, Elimination of the container also 

resulted in a substantial reduction of strain-induced defects. 

4. Crystals grown by chemical vapor transport in low-g showed improved 

growth habit, surface morphology, and lower defect density than those grown on 

Earth. These differences imply a more uniform growth environment in the 

absence of gravity-driven convection. 

5. Observed growth rates by chemical vapor transport in low% were 

substantially higher than expected on the basis of extrapolation of laboratory 

data from the low pressure regime where convective effects were thought to be 

insignificant. This indicates a fundamental lack of understanding of the transport 

mechanisms and their dependence on gravity-driven flows. 

6, The ability to produce and maintain extended floating zones was 

demonstrated. Predicted rotational liquid surface instabilities were confirmed 

experimentally, and an unexpected nonaxisymmetric instability mode was 

discovered. 

7. There was no evidence of surface tension-driven flows in some of 

the high-temperature melts that apparently had free surfaces. 

In the field of metallurgy, the significant findings are: 

1. Welding and brazing can be performed in space. Voids due to 

trapped gases were effectively prevented. The observed microstructure of 



weldments in low-g was  different from that observed in unit gravity and, in fact, 

was contrary to what was expected, The reason for this is still not understood, 

2. A number of experiments were designed to produce composites with 

uniformly dispersed second phases, It  was shown that buoyancy effects were 

effectively eliminated but that close attention must be paid to sample prepatstion, 

elimination of gases, and control of solidification rates in order to achicrre 

uniform distributions. 

3. The dominant role of grmity-driven convection in the process of 

dendrite multiplication was confirmed experimentally. 

4. Unexpected agglomeration of some immiscible metallic systems 

occurred during solidification. This indicates that there are strong driving 

forces for droplet growth o r  coalescence in the A1-In system, for example, 

which act in the absence of appreciable buoyancy and are much too fast to be a 

diffusion effect. One hypothesis a t  present is that this massive agglomeration 

is a constitutional effect. 

5. Attempts to understand some of the results obtained in the flight 

experiments have prompted the reexamination of published phase diagrams of 

several systems, Several refinements were established; e.g., the previously 

accepted value for the consolute temperahre of Pb-Zn was low by 20.K and tile 

eutectic composition of Mu-Bi was found to be 2.6 at. % Mn and 97.4 at. % Bi, 

6, The ability to melt and solidify samples without physical contact has 

been demonstrated in space. Recent results using drop tubes and electromagnetic 

levitators have shown that extreme undercooling can be achieved in the absence 

of wall contact. 
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7, The low-temperature, high coercive strength magnetic phase of 

MnBi has been studied in detail and a new ordering effect a t  high mqnet ic  

inteneities has been discovered, The enhanced magnetic performance of the 

MnBi samples processed in space is now thought to be the result of finer rod 

dimensions of the MnBi p h a ~ e  obtained by directionally solidifying an off-eutectic 

cornnosition that remained uniform in the absence of convective stirring. 

In the area of fluid phenomena there appears to be considerable confusing 

and CI :-flicting data, indicating that there is still much to he 1earl;ed about the 

behavior of fluid in a low-gravity ercironment, The present understanding of 

these phenomena is summarized as  follows: 

1, Although a few of the experiments were apparently disturbed by 

vehicular accelerations, crew activity, o r  inadvertant crew contact, most of the 

experiments did not seem to be adversely influenced by the residual g-levels of 

Skylab and ASTP. There was no evidence of major bulk flows from the random 

acceleration environment associated with the manned missions, in which the 

accelerations tend to average to zero, Only in the case of slow, sustained 

rotation, and highly unstable liquid configurations, such a s  encountered in SPAR, 

do such low-level accelerations produce significant flows. 

2, Anomalous wall contact behavior was observed in a number of so!idi- 

ficcrtion experiments in which the solid pulled away from the wall even though the 

liquid pres~:mably wet the contair~dr. In one case the type of dopant a tor -s  

prefient in trace quantities seemed t? influence this behavior. Whether such 



effects result from different wetting behavior in the absence of hydrostatic 

pressure, the presence of trapped gases, o r  from volume chaqge phenomena 

during solidification is not clear. 

3. There is still much to be  learned about the importance and control of 

surface tension-driven flows in low-g. The Heat Flow and Convection Experi- 

ment flown on Apollo demonstrated unstable surface tension-driven flow in an 

oil film with a free jurface with a destablizing perpendicular thermal gradient. 

Surface tension-driven flows resulting from concentration gradients were 

apparently responsible for the observed mixing in the Reed experiment on ASTP. 

Such flows apparently can occur in contained systems provided the liquid does 

not wet the container walls. On the other hand, there was no evidence of surface 

tension-driven flows in the crystal growth experiments in which the solid pulled 

away from the wall. 

4. Some anomalous effects were noted in the diffusion experiment of 

Ukanwa and in the simple Skylab demonstration experiment using a mixture of 

tea and H20. Although the expected diffusion profile was obtained near the 

center of the sample, this profile was distorted near the walls a s  though the 

diffusive transport was retarded. 

5. Long-term stability of a fine dispersion of oil and H20 was demon- 

strated. This indicates that low-level residual accelerations o r  other effects 

do not cause significant agglomeration in an isothermal environment. The 

importance of droplet migration because of dif 2ntial surface tension effects 

in a thermal gradient is still an open issue. 



6. Free column electrophores is was successfully dem~nstrated. 

Methods for controlling mngravitational flows &e to electroosmosis were 

developed. 

In many cases, these first experiments were constrained by available 

resources: development time, flight facilities, power, on-orbit processing 

time, processing environment, etc, Ambiguities still exist because many of the 

results were unanticipated and could not be investigated with sufficient detail 

with the available experiment designs and instrumentation, However, these 

experiments have provided an extremely valuable first step in the learning 

process and form an essential background for the next generation of space 

experiments. 

Materials Processing in the Space Transportation System Facilities 

The next major opportunity to conduct materials processing experiments 

in space will come with the operation of the Space Transportation System (STS) 

which consists of the Space Shuttle and the Spacelab experiment carrier (Figure 

8-1). Although power is still a limiting factor, particularly in the manned 

Spacelab module which can only provide a total of 2 kW to e~peri~nents ,  up to 

4.7 kW can be ma& available on Shuttle missions such as  satellite o r  planetary 

probe deployment missions. Experiments requiring high power and heat rejection 

will be carried on a pallet and operated remotely by the crew after the satellite 

or probe is  deployed (Figure 8-2). In this manner the entire resources of the 

Shuttle can be made available to the experiments. Eventually, the 25 kW power 









module will be able to provide adequate power for most of the presently 

envisioned materials processing experiments. 

Experiments that do not require the high power and sophistication of the 

new hardware be- developed for the STS missions can be carried out in exist@ 

SPAR sounding rocket hardware. A convenient self-contained carrier is being 

developed that can accept up to four SPAR experiment packages and provide 

them power, heat rejection, automatic sequencing and control, and data acquisi- 

tion and recording. This carrier, termed the Materials Experiment Assembly 

(MEA) , is shown in Figure 8-3. S h  it is self-contained, the integration 

requirements are minimized. It is hoped that such a package can be flown many 

times a t  low cost on a space-available basis once Shuttle is operational. 

Ultimately, to avoid the high transportation cost of taking processing 

facilities into orbit for each mission, a permanent facility will be left in space. 

This will also accommodate experiments that require longer times to conduct 

than can be provided by Shuttle missions. The Shuttle will  periodically retrieve 

processed samples and will supply fresh samples for processing. A concept of 

such a facility is shown in Figure 84.  Such a facility together with Spacelab 

module facilities will comprise a national low-gravity research laboratory. 

The cost of processing material in such a facility should be low epn*&'to 

encourage commercial corporations to conduct experiments o r  produce products 

in it for their own private we. 







Prospects for Space Commercialization 

A goal of the Materials Processing in Space Fhgram is to develop a 

viable commercial interest in using space to: (1) perform research to improve 

industrial technology o r  to develop new products, ( 2) to prepare research 

quantities of material to serve as a paradigms with which to compare current 

EarthSJased technologies, (3) to manufacture limited quantities of a unique 

product to test market potential o r  to fulfill a limited but compelling need, and 

(4) to produce materials in space of sufficient quantity and value to stand on their 

own economically. 

There are a number of steps that must take place before this can happen. 

Since the present cost of space experimentation is high, the commercial benefits 

a r e  not yet clear, and the jatential payoff time is long, it is probably not 

realistic to expect major commitments from industry until a more adequate 

background of experimental results is available. Also, the details of how NASA 

and industry might work together a r e  in the process of being clarified with 

regard to patent protection rights, proprietary rights, liabilities, leasing policy, 

pricing, exclusivity, and recoupment. 

An important f i rs t  step will be the establishment of joint endeavors with 

industrial users to assist them in exploratory studies. Arrangements are also 

being worked out to lease NASA facilities. Increasing commitment on the p u t  

of the user  will be required a s  the project matures. There is activc interest on 

the part of several users in this approach, an< legotiations a re  currently in 

progress. 



It i s  difficult to predict at this time what products might be ultimately 

produced in space. It should be remembered that although the costs of trans- 

portation of materials and processing facflities to and from orbit will be 

dramatically reduced when the Space ShuVJe becomes operational, space opera- 

tions will always be expensive and transportation costs will contribute dispropor- 

tionately to prices when compared with the products of ground-based manufactur- 

ing processes. Shuttle payload costs to the user are currently estimated to fall 

within the range $250 to $1000/kg. Since space processing, to be profitable, 

must add value to a product in excess of this plus operational costs not yet 

defined, the identification of candidate processes o r  products is not a simple 

task. It is almost mandatory that such a product have unique attributes 

unobtainable through the application of any ground-based technology; otherwise 

it will virtually always be less expensive to produce the item on the ground. 

Furthermore, these attributes must be sufficiently useful and unique to justify 

their added cost, and the demand for the product must be large enough to offset 

the required investment and operating costs. Given the rapid evolution of 

technology, it  is possible that some of the applications currently envisioned for 

space processing will be surpassed as a result of Earth-bound ingenuity before 

the opportunities to work in space become available. On the other hand, the 

general trend of technology is  toward more demanding requirements in materials 

and processes. Therefore, there is reason to believe that the technology of the 

1980's will place even more urgency on the development of space processing than 

does current technology. 



The economic viability of manufacturing o r  processing materials in space 

can only be assessed when a suitable base of knowledge has been established. 

Such knowledge can also be expected to contribute significantly to a number of 

scientific disciplines and technologies. For  example, by developing ultrapure 

materials for the measurement of basic properties, a researcher can obtain a 

better understanding of how such properties relate to the atomic structure of the 

material and to what extent he r.lust purify o r  alloy the material to obtain the 

properties he desires. Also, the understanding of exactly how convection o r  

container contamination affects a process is often extremely useful in developing 

control techniques to minimize these effects. Such knowledge gained from 

process research in space may lead to improvements in a number of ground- 

based processes. Additionally, the interdisciplinary irh2rest attracted by the 

prospect of participating in such materials processing research activity will 

result in innovative advances in the biological a s  well a s  the materials sciences. 

The second benefit that wi l l  undoubtedly be realized from the space 

processing effort is the production of novel materials; im em , various crystals 

of larger size and higher perfection, unique composites and alloys, exotic 

glasses and ceramics, etc. Some of these may only be curiosities with no 

outstanding properties that would give them special advantage over Earth- 

produced materials. The principal value of such materials is to understand 

processes and serve a s  model of more interesting systems. For example, it 

may be cost effective for an industry to make a limited number of exemplary 

materials in space that represent the ultimate of what can be achieved b y  a 
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particular process, These could serve a s  models to determine how much 

expenditure to improve a process is jusufied. Other products such as certain 

types of detector material may have highly useful applications but only a limited 

market. Small-scale production might be justified but the limited quantities 

required may not be attractive for industrialization. Even so, such materials 

could have profound impact on our research o r  military capability and may 

eventually lead to a commercial application that would provide a basis for space 

industrialization. Certainly there a re  a number of high technology materials, 

particularly in the electronics and pharmaceutical induspiee, that have suffi- 

ciently high intrinsic value that space manufacturing would not be a deterrent 

provided it produced a superior pxoduct, 

It must be recognized that even if a material is identified that is sufficiently 

unique, useful, and valuable to be manufactured o r  processed in space, the high 

inherent cost of space processing will be a strong incentive for industry t9 find 

means of duplicating the process on the ground o r  to find a cheaper substitute 

for  the material, Such activities are  expected to be an important competitive 

factor in enhancing materials technology. 
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